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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The 2008 Unified Government of Wyandotte County / Kansas City, KS
City-Wide Master Plan is a planning guide designed to achieve the community’s vision of a forward looking, environmentally minded city with
development that supports healthy neighborhoods and the City’s rich
and diverse cultural history. Individual Area Plans are intended to serve as
the vision and development framework documents that can guide future
redevelopment actions in downtown Kansas City, KS and surrounding
neighborhoods.
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The Armourdale Area Master Plan will serve as a resource for developers,
property owners, business owners and residents; serve as a marketing
tool for environmentally minded industries and businesses; incorporate
sustainable approaches to development and enhance natural areas;
revitalize the neighborhood; identify a true “multi-modal” transportation
network that balances the needs of motorists, transit, pedestrians and
cyclists; recognize, reinforce and enhance established neighborhood
identify and sense of place; prioritize public infrastructure investments;
and outline an action plan for implementation.
This Report defines the Armourdale Area Master Plan (hereafter, simply
the ‘Master Plan’) for the Unified Government of Wyandotte County and
Kansas City, Kansas (hereafter, simply the ‘UG’). The Master Plan is an important, official document of the Unified Government that guides future
investment in the Armourdale area over the next 10 years through land
use, transportation and other strategic initiatives, in partnership with the
Armourdale community and businesses.

Cover: Draft Rendering of Armourdale - 2021 (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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Also during the first 5-months of the planning effort, the planning team
researched and assembled an existing conditions analysis and historical
inventory of Armourdale; worked with Monica Mendez from the Armourdale Renewal Association to recruit four (4) residents of Armourdale to
join the team in support of the community outreach effort; and organized
and led the Health and Safety Workshop and Economic Development
Workshop. Upon completion of these tasks, the planning team issued the
Site Analysis Report for public review and comment.
In summer 2021, the planning team pivoted to developing the vision
and implementation strategies outlined in this report based upon the
site history, existing conditions research and future goals for Armourdale
identified by the community and stakeholders during Site Analysis.
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During the fall of 2020, the UG and KCDC established a robust steering
committee composed of community leaders, advocates, public workers,
business owners, and residents. Beginning in January 2021, the planning
team began meeting with the committee monthly to provide project
updates and initiate discussion around issues and assets of Armourdale.
The planning team also met individually with a multitude of the stakeholders. These discussions proved to be an incredible resource helping
the planning team gain a better understanding of the existing conditions
in Armourdale, from how it is experienced by a resident or business owner to a developer or a city official.
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This ecosystems approach relies on three (3) core strategies: an Outreach
Team, constant dialogue with community experts, and continuous engagement:
14

Outreach Team: The planning team worked with the Armourdale Renewal
Association to recruit and train four (4) residents from the neighborhood
to work closely with the planning and client teams on outreach efforts.
Community Experts: The planning team initiated a dialogue with leaders
of community-based organizations and community experts to engage
them in an active role in the planning process.

PEOPLE

The planning team’s community outreach approach is rooted in active
engagement with community groups, public audiences, and stakeholders through ongoing conversations and interventions, rather than an
occasional meeting followed by weeks or months of no information. This
requires a multi-pronged approach that accommodates people with different comfort levels for interacting and engaging in a planning process.

TOOLS

COMMUNITY OUTREACH ECOSYSTEM

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

OUTREACH TEAM
PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
COMMUNITY EXPERTS

INSIGHTS

STEERING COMMITTEE

SURVEY
POSTERS + POSTCARDS
VOICEMAIL

FINDINGS

WEBSITE

Continuous Engagement: The planning team developed an overall strategy of continuous engagement, rather than occasional meetings staggered over the course of the project.

Input #1: Survey

Input #2: Personal Story

Each community is unique and will have different responses to engagement strategies; this is why it is vital to provide a variety of ways to interact
and provide insights on the project. This approach—the combination of
close partnerships with community members and organizations and a robust set of tools—grounds this planning effort in real community needs.

Specific questions to create data sets
to better understand the community’s
needs & concerns.

Open-ended platform for community
members to share stories of inspirations and challenges.

• MindMixer Online Survey

• Armourdale Strong Website

• Printed Survey

• Postcards

• Outreach Team

• Voicemail Recordings

Together, the ambition of these strategies is to gain enthusiasm and
feedback during the planning process and build capacity that empowers
the community to champion for change and investment in Armourdale.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

OUTREACH TEAM

ONLINE/PRINTED SURVEY

POSTERS & POSTCARDS
MASTER PLAN PRIORITIES
WEBSITE

WORKSHOPS

COMMUNITY LEADERS
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas
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COMMUNITY EXPERT INTERVIEWS
The planning team conducted numerous interviews with community
leaders who were not on the formal Steering Committee, as well as
Steering Committee members with a particular commitment to serving
Armourdale residents. These conversations, most of which took place in
the Spring of 2021, offered the planning team essential perspective into
the history of Armourdale and how it shapes the community today.

16

We spoke first with Gene Chavez, a historian with particular expertise in
Mexican-American social institutions in the early part of the 20th century.
His work on the emergence of Mexican-American baseball and softball
leagues in the decades surrounding World War Two in response to
segregation and racism gave the team important historical perspective.

“The UG has to make a decision. Do you want
Armourdale to be a residential neighborhood?
If so, then invest in essential infrastructure of
streets, sidewalks and public spaces, support
the rehabilitation and development of affordable
housing, and create and abide by sound planning
and development policies to make it a walkable,
livable community. If not, recognize that over a
century of uncertainty has and will undermine the
community.”

The planning team also spoke with Daniel Serda, an Armourdale native
and staff member at Local Initiatives Support Coalition (hereafter, simply
‘LISC’), who wrote his masters thesis on the effects of urban renewal and
the devastating 1951 flood on the Armourdale community.

~Daniel Serda, City Planner and Armourdale Native

Pastor Gary Roellchen of Central United Methodist Church has been
serving the Armourdale community for years, and gave the planning
team valuable insight into dynamics of Armourdale today, including the
unique assets that this planning process can build on.

“The real center of community life and culture
in the area for years has been Shawnee Park.
There is definitely an opportunity to highlight
the importance of the park to the Mexican
community.”

Susila Jones of Cross-Lines offered perspective from running that
organization’s food service and housing access programs, Joe Graham of
Fiske Elementary was a supportive and valuable educational voice, and
finally, Monica Mendez over numerous conversations proved to have a
multi-faceted understandings of the unique opportunities and challenges
facing the Armourdale community.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

~Gene Chavez, Educator, Historian and Author

“There is also wealth in Armourdale. You can
see satellite dishes, nice cars, houses that have
been fixed up. There is income in Armourdale.
There are some very talented people who have
the skills and the ethics. We need more of that
investment. It is not as poor as people might
think.”

“A lot of the newcomers to the community
are from places outside the country, especially
Guatemala, Central and South America...Those
new families just want to establish roots and
they get help from other families.”
~Joe Graham, Fiske Elementary

~Gary Roellchen, Central United Methodist Church

“It will be really important that the residents
and business owners really understand
the concept of a master plan and have set
expectations for the time in which it takes to
implement the numerous possible strategies.”
~Monica Mendez, Armourdale Renewal Association

17

“Residents have expressed concern that
if development happens it could raise
home prices leading to gentrification.
How can we start growth in Armourdale
that provides opportunity for both new
residents and existing?
~Susila Jones, Cross-Lines

The Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas
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OUTREACH CAMPAIGN IDENTITY
The branding was developed to establish a consistent identity to help
build recognition, excitement, and momentum. This graphic style will
underly all documentation and media developed for the Master Plan.
Identity
The Community of Armourdale has been resilient to many obstacles and
is home to a diverse population. Armourdale Strong, Armourdale Fuerte
is a statement to that history. The planning team wanted to treat both English and Spanish equally so a system of color blocks for each language
was developed to help guide the reader.
18

Color Scheme
The planning team looked to the neighborhood for inspiration on the
colors for the outreach campaign. Retail stores, restaurants, and even
houses are often painted in a vibrant color that are reflected in the
printed and digital media. Swatches were established from images taken
in Armourdale to develop a three (3) color palette used across all of the
Armourdale Area Master Plan documentation.
Photographs of Armourdale Businesses (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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OUTREACH TEAM
The planning team worked with Monica Mendez from the Armourdale
Renewal Association to recruit four (4) residents of Armourdale to serve
as points of contact between the planning team and the community.
It was important to assemble a team comprising different ages, backgrounds, and social circles to ensure we reached people across the
neighborhood.

20

The planning team has been working with the outreach team to train its
members to be local eyes and ears on the ground, help gather community feedback, and build excitement and momentum. For their work, each
team member received a $500 stipend and committed to approximately
20 hours of work with the project team.
Through online conference meetings, Gohan, Jessica, Luis, and Rosa
were introduced to the tools the planning team created for the outreach
effort. A goal was set for each team member to collect 20 surveys from
residents and small business owners, as well as promote the project and
share updates on the process.
After the first segment of the outreach teams work, the planning team
held a debrief meeting to understand what was successful and what did
not work. The primary insights were that many residents didn’t have or
take the time to fill out the survey when provided just a web link. However, when approached and engaged by a member of the outreach team,
residents often shared more information and asked more questions than
what were asked. This demonstrates how important developing a group
of active community leaders will be in developing a comprehensive and
responsive master plan. A large aspect of the outreach team is to empower these individuals to take on the leadership for the community.
Opposite: The Outreach Team Interviewing an Armourdale
Resident in Their Home (Outreach Team)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Gohan Mendez
I attend Sumner Academy High School as a Junior,
where I am also a football player. I’m currently part of
the VERA Institute of Justice to become a Certified
Community Researcher.

Luis Alvarado
I am a student at Donnelly College, freshman year, and
I have been living here in Armourdale for 11 years. I
volunteer for the Food Pantry at the Armourdale Community Center and enjoyed going to camps there while
growing up in Armourdale.

Jessica Jimenez
I am a part-time student at Kansas City Kansas Community College (KCKCC) and part-time worker taking care
of the elderly. I am a resident of Armourdale, and grew
up in this area playing with other kids past 8pm, riding
our bikes, and participating in the Armourdale Summer
Camp program.

Rosa Chavez
I have worked the past 24 years for the School District
in the Armourdale community. I like to listen to people
in the community so I can get to know them and help
them to find resources so they can fulfill their needs and
goals. I have always loved volunteering and serving the
community by participating in food drives and helping
the Hispanic community in the Armourdale area.

21
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WEBSITE & VOICEMAIL BOX
Website [www.armourdalestrong.com]
The planning team established a platform-responsive website to be a
landing base for digitally sharing information and receiving community
feedback. It provides the content in both English and Spanish allowing
the user to select their preferred language using a menu at the top of the
page.

22

The website is designed to be a digital platform to solicit personal stories
from Armourdale residents. To a leave a story, users fill out the embedded form to share their story or feedback and, optionally, their name,
place of residence, and length of stay.
For the initial roll out of the public engagement campaign, the website only contributed a relatively small portion of community feedback.
The planning team found digital tools to generally be less successful in
engaging the community, though there were close to 100 Kansas City
residents that visited the website.
Voicemail Box [913.308.6008]
A local phone number was setup with a digital voicemail inbox to collect verbal stories from the community. When calling in, a prompt asks
the caller to select English or Spanish. Based on the callers selection,
a prompt is read in the language of choice asking the caller to take a
moment to “share a personal story of a place in Armourdale that brings
them pride.”

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

“The Armourdale Levee Fest were great events.
There should be better connections to the Levees
so that people can walk or ride their bike nearby. Better lighting, safer connections and signage
would help make it inviting.”
~Matt Kleinmann, Dotte Agency

“Cross-Lines community out reach has been amazing with help with in the community and I am truly
thankful for them. However they also are attracting most of the homeless around the park and the
homeless just leave trash and liquor bottles everywhere.”
~Christina Grissom/Endsley

23

English Website (PORT)

Spanish Website (PORT)
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POSTERS AND POSTCARDS
As part of the outreach ecosystem, a set of printed media was created to
distribute throughout the community. This included posters, postcards,
and the survey. This provided a physical presence in the community to
inform the public on how to be involved and find out updates on the
planning process.
The posters were designed and printed to display in store windows of
local businesses. The posters contain the same text in English and Spanish for more broad accessibility. A QR code linked to the online survey as
well as links to the website and the voicemail box.
24

The outreach team each identified five (5) retail and restaurant establishments that receive a lot of local patronage to display the posters. In total
20 establishments displayed the poster in their front window or reception
area.
Postcards were also created that allow for community members to share
any personal stories of Armourdale. The cards were distributed to partner
organizations to be handed out to anyone interested.

ARMOURDALE
STRONG FUERTE
STORIES OF
PRIDE IN THE
COMMUNITY

SHARE YOUR STORY

To help guide future
investment in Armourdale, we
would like to hear from you.

TAKE THE SURVEY

HISTORIAS DE
ORGULLO EN LA
COMUNIDAD

COMPARTA SU HISTORIA
Para ayudar a guiar futuras
inversiones en Armourdale, nos
gustaría escuchar de todos.

COMPLETE LA ENCUESTA

1) Scan the QR Code or visit
armourdalestrong.com.
2) Fill out the survey
questions (it will take about
10 minutes).
3) Check back to see what
others are saying!

1) Escanee el código QR o
visite armourdalestrong.com.
2) Complete las preguntas de
la encuesta (toma aprox. 10
minutos).
3) Visítenos para ver lo que
otros opinan.

LEAVE A VOICEMAIL

DEJE UNA GRABACIÓN

1) Give us a call at xxx.xxx.xxxx.
2) Leave your name, where
you live or work, and your
story after the beep.
3) That’s it! Hang up when
you are ﬁnished.

1) Llámenos al xxx.xxx.xxxx.
2) Deje su nombre, el lugar
donde vive o trabaja y su
historia después del tono.
3) ¡Eso es todo! Cuelgue
cuando haya terminado.

OR VISIT ONE OF OUR PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS!
¡O VISITE UNA DE NUESTRAS ORGANIZACIONES ASOCIADAS!

Armourdale Renewal Association
801 Armourdale Parkway

Cross Lines Community Kitchen
736 Shawnee Avenue

armourdalestrong.com
#armourdalestrong | #armourdalefuerte

English + Spanish Poster (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

ARMOURDALE
STRONG FUERTE
STORIES OF PRIDE IN OUR COMMUNITY
HISTORIAS DE ORGULLO EN LA COMUNIDAD

SHARE YOUR STORY

We would like to hear from
you. Please take a moment to
ﬁll out this postcard.

COMPARTA SU HISTORIA
Nos gustaría saber de usted.
Tómese un momento para
completar esta postal.

JUST FILL OUT THE BACK & LEAVE WITH A STAFF MEMBER
LLENE LA PARTE POSTERIOR Y DEJE CON UN MIEMBRO DEL EQUIPO

Your name | Nombre:
How long you have been in the neighborhood? | Cuanto tiempo lleva usted en la
comunidad?:
Tell us about an activity or place in your community that made you proud | Cuéntenos
sobre una actividad o lugar de su comunidad que lo enorgullezcat:

To take the survey, visit Para completar la encuesta, visite: armourdalestrong.com
To leave a voicemail Para dejar un mensaje de voz, llame: xxx.xxx.xxxx

Postcard (PORT)

25

The Outreach Team Hanging Armourdale Strong Posters in Armourdale Businesses (Outreach Team) Above: An Armourdale Strong Poster at L.A. True Value Hardware in Armourdale (Outreach Team)
Below: An Armourdale Strong Poster Quickies Burgers & Fries in Armourdale (Outreach Team)

The Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas
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SURVEY
As part of the outreach campaign, the planning team worked with the Armourdale Renewal Association to create a survey that covered a range of
topics—from basic demographics to specific community challenges and
issues. The questions were a mix of single-choice, multiple choice, and
write-in questions. The questions were tailored to target specific topics
as well as provide room for open responses that the planning team may
have not thought to ask.

26

The survey was provided both digitally and on paper. The former used
an online platform that allowed users to answer the questions in English
or Spanish. Results of both were combined and translated. The printed
survey was primarily utilized by the outreach team as they met socially
distanced one-on-one with residents and small business owners of Armourdale and walked through each question of the survey.

Because of the outreach teams efforts of going
door to door with the survey, the comments and
insights from residents is personal and verifiable.
In the debrief session with the outreach team, it was clear that residents
were more open and responsive to a one-on-one conversation about
the survey than they were completing it online. This also led to more in
depth conversations about Armourdale and the planning process.
The following pages provide a synthesis and the planning teams initial
takeaways from the answers received. The synthesis combines similar
questions to arrive at commonalities found in the responses. To review
answers to specific questions, please refer to the appendix.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

92 TOTAL SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

Online

38

In Person

54

Over 70: 3.53%

American Indian/ Native American 1.15%
Asian/ South Asian/ Asian American/ Paci c Islande
African/ African American/ Black 1.15%

Under 18: 4.71%

18 to 30: 22.35%
51 to 70: 28.24%

White 31.03%

Age Group

Racial/ Ethnic Identity

Latinx/ Latina/ Latino 65.52%
31 to 50: 41.18%

27
Prefer not to answer 5.68%

Other 9.62%

Less than 1: 2.27%
1 to 5: 17.05%

Rent a home 22.12%

Go to School 4.81%
Own a business 3.85%

Made with

More than 20: 26.14%

Made with

Years in Armourdale

Connection to Armourdale

5 to 10: 19.32%

Work 22.12%

Own a home 37.50%
10 to 20: 29.55%
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas
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FINDINGS: ASSETS

28

As challenging as the context and conditions in Armourdale are,
this planning effort was built on a foundational understanding that
the neighborhood has real assets, and that policy and planning
recommendations must build upon those assets. Those assets are diverse
and real, from a highly engaged group of community organizations to a
close proximity to downtown and the river to opportunities to transform
land use, zoning and development patterns to truly benefit both industry
and the adjacent community. Starting from an understanding of local
assets and how to build upon them is essential to not only craft strong
planning recommendations, it also shifted the frame of the planning
effort as a whole from a problem that needs to be solved to a foundation
that can be built upon.
The survey asked residents for their opinions of these assets, especially
the question “What is special, unique, or the most valuable aspect
about living, working, or going to school within the Armourdale
community?” More than anything else, Armourdale residents mentioned
their community and family ties and the strength of their personal
relationships, where 49% of participants selected “family and friends”
and 36% selected “neighbors”. Other important assets included schools
(45%), as well as social institutions and spaces like churches (24%) and
parks (32%) that form such an important part of daily life.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Key Takeaways

How can we preserve and support Armourdale’s
strong sense of community as well as reinforce
its identity while leveraging its location in its
proximity to Downtown Kansas City for future
investment?
How can we support Armourdale’s schools, parks,
and businesses?

Community

128

Restaurants

46

Schools

46

“Food”
“Family and Friends”
“Neighbors”
“Community history and character”
“Community Services”
“People watch for each other”

Location

89

Well, I grew up near the area and I currently
work here. I love the culture, food and how it’s
The UG
hastotoeverything.
make a decision. Do you want
close
Armourdale to have a residential community
or not? If the latter, make that decision and
get rid of it. Otherwise, pay attention to it.
Daniel Serda,
Planner.
EnUrban
el dia
es
Born and raised in Armourdale.

Parks

Church

34

“Access to KCK Downtown”
“Access TO KCMO Downtown”
“Access to the Kansas River”
“Everying is close”
“In the middle of everything”

23

“Park on 17th St.”
“River Trail”

un poco tranquilo los vecinos son
buenas personas. Los restaurantes, las tiendas
Mexicanas.
The UG
has to make a decision. Do you want
English: It’s ato
bit quiet
during
the day. The neighbors
are good people. The
Armourdale
have
a residential
community
restaurants, the Mexican shops.
or not? If the latter, make that decision and
get rid of it. Otherwise, pay attention to it.
Made with

Daniel Serda, Urban Planner.
Born and raised in Armourdale.

Public Safety/ Security

66

Property
Vacancy

37

Flooding

35

Me gusta que la iglesia esta cerca y la escuela
tambien. Y el parque de la calle 7.
English:
I like
the church
close and the school
too. And
the park on 7th street.
The UG
has
tothatmake
a isdecision.
Do you
want
Armourdale to have a residential community
or not? If the latter, make that decision and
get rid of it. Otherwise, pay attention to it.
Made with
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FINDINGS: CHALLENGES
Challenges in Armourdale are a product of decades of neglect,
disinvestment, and isolation. They vary greatly in terms of complexity
and immediacy. This planning effort should take on both long and shortterm challenges equally, as many of the issues—such as traffic safety and
street, sidewalk, and lighting conditions— could be resolved through
the provision of basic services. Meanwhile, there are more complex
issues—such as safety, security, vandalism, and blighted properties— that
will require a comprehensive strategy that operates on multiple fronts.
Understanding the root of these issues from Armourdale residents is key
to addressing them.
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The survey asked residents about these challenges through two (2)
questions:
1. “What are Armourdale’s biggest challenges?”
2. The open-ended question “What else would you like to share about
challenges in Armourdale?”
Safety and security came up as the biggest concern in both questions,
where 58% of survey participants voted for it in the multiple choice
question. Many of the open-ended answers associated the lack of
safety in Armourdale to the lack of activities for children and youth
to keep them occupied. Another connection to the lack of safety
was the presence of vacant properties in the neighborhood, which
not surprisingly was selected by 32% of participants. Other concerns
included, trash at 57%, vandalism at 50%, and floods at 37%.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Key Takeaways

How are lack of programming and activities, vacant
properties, and poor infrastructure and services
contributing to vandalism, litter, and the lack of
safety in Armourdale?
What is the best strategy to implement immediate,
actionable items, while building momentum
towards long-term goals?

Location

Parks

89

Public Safety/ Security

66

“Safety”
“Shooting, gunshots”
“Crime”

Church

34

Property
Vacancy

37

23

Flooding

35

“Vacant stores”
“Vacant lots”
“Vacant homes”

Trash/ Litter

59

33

“Potholes, lighting, speeding
cars”

Vandalism

Lack of Amenities/ Activities

28

Improving Public Safety

82

nosUrban
gusta
Daniel Serda,
Planner.andar en bicicleto a la orilla
Born and hemos
raised in Armourdale.
encontrado mucho vagabundo

del rio
en nuestro recorido me gustaria que huberia un poco
de vigilancia en ese lugar es mi parta favoria
para caminar al aire libre.
Made with

Streets/ Sidewalks/ Crossings

53

Llevo vivendo mas de 10 anos en Armourdale
con mi familia no hemos tenido problemas con
nadie,
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The UG
has escuelas
to make atrabajos
decision.estan
Do you
want alcance lo unico
que
nos de miedo
en estos ultimos
Armourdale
to have
a residential
community
anos se ha escuchado mucho tiroteo y ha ouido
or not? If the latter, make that decision and
varios muertos es lo que nos preocupa a mi esget rid
of it.y Otherwise,
attention
it.
poso
a mi por lapay
seguridad
detonuestros
hijos,

Creating More
Parks and
Recreation

53

Better
Services,
Jobs, and
Economic
Growth

40

English: I have been living in Armourdale for more than 10 years with my
family, we have not had problems with anyone. Schools and jobs are within
our reach. The only thing that scares us in recent years, we have heard a lot of
gunfire and there have been several deaths, which is what worries us. My husband and I worry for the safety of our children, we like to ride a bicycle along
the river bank, and we have encountered a lot of homeless people there. I
would like there to be a little vigilance in that place. It is my favorite part of
walking outdoors.

Faltan actividades para los ninos y adolescentes
y las actividades que hay son caras y las familias
de has
bajotorecursos
no pueden
The UG
make a decision.
Docastearse
you want las actividades. to have a residential community
Armourdale
English:
Therelatter,
is a lack ofmake
activities for
children
and adolescents.
or not?
If the
that
decision
andAnd the activities that
exist are expensive and low-income families cannot afford them.
get rid of it. Otherwise, pay attention to it.
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FINDINGS: IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE
Determining what issues are most important to the community and
recognizing its ideas for the future of Armourdale helped the planning
process base its priorities and goals upon the community’s vision.
Ranging from having a safer neighborhood to creating more accessible
activities and programs, the findings are closely tied with ideas about
preserving community assets and addressing challenges.
The survey asked residents about the issues most important to them
and the ideas they have for the future of Armourdale through two (2)
questions;
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1. “What three community issues are most important to you?”
2. The open-ended question “What Ideas do you have for the future of
Armourdale?”
Similar to questions about challenges, safety and security took top
priority as they were selected by 72% of the survey participants in the
multiple choice question. Reducing blight, graffiti, and trash was voted
for by 56% of participants. And creating parks, trails, and recreation
reached 28%. Many answers contained specific suggestions, including
gymnasiums, pools, and a community center. Also similar to questions
about challenges, many open-ended answers included specific
programming suggestions, emphasizing the importance of creating
activities for children and adolescents so as to keep them involved in
positive things.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Key Takeaways

How can we address public safety issues through
urban planning?
What kind of activities, parks, and recreation are
Armourdale residents interested to see in their
neighborhood?
How can we new businesses and job
opportunities in Armourdale serve and prioritize
its community?
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Vandalism

53

Lack of Amenities/ Activities

28

Improving Public Safety
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Reducing Blight, Gra ti, and Trash

Soccer and other sports teams.

58

“Safe neighborhood”

Improving Public Health Access

23

“Mental Health”

Daniel Serda, Urban Planner.
Born and raised in Armourdale.
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Daniel Serda, Urban Planner.
Born and raised in Armourdale.
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WORKSHOPS + EVENTS

34

While these initial workshops were hosted online due to COVID-19 protocols, the planning team hosted three (3) in-person community outreach
events including a focus group meeting at John Fiske Elementary School,
a public neighborhood block party at John Fiske Elementary School and
a Master Plan Review and Planning Empowerment Open House at the
Armourdale Community Center.
The public events were advertised through digital media, but also by
posters and flyers distributed throughout Armourdale by the outreach
team. Postcards were mailed to all Armourdale residences to promote
the Master Plan Review and Planning Empowerment Open House.

ARMOURDALE
STRONG FUERTE

VISION
FIESTA
PLAN
DEL
BLOCK
PLAN
PARTY DE VISIÓN

SATURDAY
JUNE 26
12pm - 2pm

John Fiske Elementary
Playground

Custer Ave

S Valley St

The planning team hosted several workshops and community events
over the course of the planning process. The first workshop explored
community health and wellness and was followed by a second workshop
focused on economic development. The workshops created a platform
for discussion between United Government staff, Armourdale residents
and stakeholders.

John Fiske
Elementary School

625 S Valley St,
Kansas City, KS 66105

Shawnee Ave

Share Your Opinion About
the Future of Armourdale!
¡Comparta Su Opinión Sobre
el Futuro de Armourdale!
OR, LEAVE A VOICEMAIL

O, DEJE UNA GRABACIÓN

1) Give us a call at 913.308.6008.

1) Llámenos al 913.308.6008.

3) That’s it! Hang up when you are ﬁnished.

3) ¡Eso es todo! Cuelgue cuando haya terminado.

2) Leave your name, where you live or work,
and your story after the beep.

2) Deje su nombre, el lugar donde vive o trabaja
y su historia después del tono.

armourdalestrong.com
#armourdalestrong | #armourdalefuerte

John Fiske Elementary School
Block Party Poster (PORT)

Opposite: Armourdale Plan and Comment Stickies at
the John Fiske Elementary School Block Party (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Master Plan Review and Planning Empowerment
Open House Poster (PORT)
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Health + Safety Workshop
March 29th, 2021 - Zoom + Miro Board

Community + Economic Development Workshop
June 8th, 2021 - Zoom + Miro Board

The workshop aimed to refine the community’s understanding of the
public health landscape in Armourdale, and to collectively review
potential strategies and initiatives to improve public health and
community quality of life. The session convened government and nonprofit public health experts and Armourdale stakeholders to review
public health issues and causalities; existing assets and future ambitions
for improved public health; and possible actions to provide increased
public health resources and outcomes. A detailed workshop summary
report is included in Appendix 1 of this report.

The workshop stimulated a dialogue between Armourdale residents,
stakeholders, and UG’s Economic Development Department related to
economic prosperity in Armourdale. The conversation centered upon the
historic and current economic forces shaping the relationship between
industrial and residential uses in the neighborhood. Discussions spanned
topics including: the quality, maintenance and future of Armourdale
housing stock; vacant land turnover from residential to industrial uses;
local job and training availability; as well as public space and walkability
for employees and residents. A detailed workshop summary report is
included in Appendix 2 of this report.

Excerpt from Online Workshop Miro Board (MVRDV)

Excerpt from Online Workshop Miro Board (MVRDV)
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Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Neighborhood Resident Focus Group
June 19th, 2021- John Fiske Elementary School

Neighborhood Block Party
June 26th, 2021 - John Fiske Elementary School

Following the two (2) Zoom and Miro Board workshops that convened
UG staff, Armourdale residents and stakeholders, the UG staff and
planning team hosted two (2) in-person events over back-to-back
weekends at John Fiske Elementary School in Armourdale. The first
event, held in the school gym, convened a small focus group comprised
of Armourdale residents invited by the Outreach Team. In this more
informal setting, an open dialog -- primarily in Spanish -- was focused
around outlining a list of neighborhood resident priorities for the
ongoing Armourdale Area Master Plan.

Following the Focus Group, the team hosted an Armourdale Block Party
at the John Fiske Elementary School playground. The event was staffed
by English and Spanish speaking members of the outreach and planning
team to facilitate informal discussions around large neighborhood plans
and image boards. Over two (2) hours, approximately 75 people visited
the event (and ate nearly 100 hot dogs!). There was also a COVID-19
vaccination team at the event.
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Armourdale Resident Focus Group Participants (Kim Portillo)

John Fiske Elementary School Playground + COVID Vaccination Tent (PORT)
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ARMOURDALE IN KANSAS CITY
Armourdale sits just across the Kansas River from downtown Kansas
City, Missouri and is separated from downtown Kansas City, Kansas by
the extensive railroad tracks of the Union Pacific Yards and Interstate 70.
It is uniquely positioned within the larger Kansas City metro – a hybrid
residential / industrial neighborhood that is relatively cut off from its
neighboring communities. The core of Armourdale is bordered on the
north by I-70 and the railroad yards, both cutting east-west and dividing
Armourdale from Strawberry Hill, Riverview, and Kensington.

40

On the west, south, and east, the core of Armourdale is bordered by the
Kansas River, whose confluence with the Missouri River resides at the far
northern tip of the study area. The study area also includes the Kansas
portion of the Historic West Bottoms.
Armourdale is distinguished by containing one of the only residential
neighborhoods in the Kansas City area that lies in the historical
floodplain of either the Kansas or Missouri Rivers. This, coupled with
its relative isolation from other residential areas, results in an island-like
quality for residents there. Armourdale is accessed from the east and
west by Kansas Avenue and from the north and south by 7th Street
and 18th Street Expressway. These major roads divide Armourdale and
roughly bound the residential neighborhood. Kansas Avenue and Osage
Avenue also have the highest concentration of commercial businesses in
the district.

Opposite: Armourdale Position within Kansas City (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

East of 7th Street, south of Osage Avenue, east of 14th Street, and
north of Kansas Avenue is mostly industrial lots of various sizes. Many
of these lots are distribution and storage facilities that take advantage
of the district’s proximity to I-70 and I-35, as well as downtown Kansas
City Missouri. Armourdale is also home to a number of manufacturers,
including a Sealy Mattress manufacturing building on the east side of the
district.
On the east bank of the Kansas River is the Historic West Bottoms, an
area of Wyandotte County that is adjacent to Kansas City, Missouri.
The technical boundaries of this district include only the area within
the state of Kansas, but it is contiguous with larger Missouri area of the
Historic West Bottoms. This was the historic center of the Kansas City
Stockyards. It includes a core of tall former warehouse that are currently
being converted to lofts, restaurants, retail areas and other markers of
an emerging mixed-use district. This includes the planned Rock Island
Bridge, a project that will transform the existing railroad bridge over the
Kansas River into a cultural destination complete with an event space and
connection between the Kansas River levees on the east and west side of
the river.
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PLATTING OF ARMOURDALE
The original platting of Armourdale was in direct response to the poorly planned amalgamation of industry and housing in the Historic West
Bottoms. What little housing there was in the West Bottoms surrounding
the stockyards and railroad yards was generally of very low quality. The
haphazard planning resulted in close proximity of squatters camps and
tents, railroad infrastructure, and livestock yards and slaughterhouses.1
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The developers of Armourdale, Charles Francis Adams Jr and Charles F.
Morse, were Boston-based businessmen that sought to expand across
the Kaw River from the Historic West Bottoms. In 1879, seeking to avoid
replicating the poor conditions of squatters huts in the West Bottoms,
they commissioned William B. Knight to plat a more coherent town for
workers in the adjacent stockyards and packing plants.2 Knight’s plan is
more enlightened than most railroad company towns in the area, prioritizing shared common space like Shawnee Park and preserving the existing public school.3 Adams and his business partners simply platted the
land into streets and sold the lots to individuals or builders. They built no
infrastructure, sidewalks, sewage or water systems4. Even Shawnee Park
had to be improved before it was usable.5
By 1882, Armourdale’s population had grown to 1,500, including merchants and skilled laborers, and its surrounding industries focused primarily on the productive use of the byproducts of meat slaughtering,
including a cooperage, soap factories, and dessicating works.6 The 1903
flood resulted in many of the middle-class residents fleeing to higher
ground, and subsequent flood events did little to persuade them to return. The lack of basic infrastructure did little to support the people that
did live there, and in the decades following the 1903 and 1908 floods,
Armourdale became known for the poor quality of its housing and services. Immigrants fleeing the Mexican Civil War and poor quality of life in
northern Europe still found homes there, and the nearby railroad yards
and industrial areas still provided employment to low-skill laborers.7
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Above: The Berry’s Company 1910 Map, with Shawnee Park Highlighted (Missouri Valley Special
Collections, Kansas City Public Library)

Below: Armourdale Today, with Shawnee Park Highlighted (Google Earth)
Opposite: Aerial View of Kansas City, 1885 (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)
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FLOODPLAIN AND HIGH GROUND
Armourdale sits at the confluence of the Missouri and Kansas Rivers, part
of Mississippi River basin. The Missouri and Kansas Rivers were, for most
of their recorded history, known for their large spring and summer floods,
for their meandering river channel that moved freely across its floodplain,
and for their massive transport of sediment.8

44

HIGH GROUND

These hydrologic and geomorphological phenomena resulted in the
flood pulse, in which the massive influx of water into the system from
snowmelt or rainfall raised the height of the river to the point where it
overflowed its channel, depositing sediment across the width of its floodplain. The flood pulse supported important ecological processes, including the deposit of particulate organic matter in the floodplain itself, the
support of native plant species like cottonwood and willow that evolved
to rely on rapid inundation, and species of fauna that rely on high plant
and microbial density within the floodplain.9
Armourdale was initially settled by the Wyandotte Nation, who had been
forced from their native Ohio River Valley in 1843 into an area that was
outside the nation’s borders and considered unfit for settlement. The
Wyandotte settled on the bluffs overlooking the river valley, and farmed
the land in the floodplain.10 After the Civil War, as Kansas City became a
hub for railroads and the cattle and other livestock they carried, the wide
and flat floodplain became the logical site for railroad yards and industrial uses, which could be easily laid out in the wide, flat floodplain with
little topography.

FLOODPLAIN
Above: 1903 Flood from 5th Street Looking North (Wyandotte County Museum)
Below: View of the Armourdale Floodplain, 1982 (Wyandotte County Museum)
Opposite: Floodplain and High Ground (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

1885 — Bird’s Eye Drawing (Facing Southwest)
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Downtown Kansas City, Kansas, and Kansas City Missouri and the residential neighborhoods that surrounded them mostly developed on the
high ground – atop the bluffs and rolling hills outside of the floodplain –
where residents were both further from the increasingly squalid districts
around the stockyards and relatively safe from the spring and summer
floods. This is where the majority of Kansas City’s parks, libraries, civic
buildings, commercial districts, and residences were constructed. There
were even efforts to turn the edge of the high ground opposite the
stockyards, at the intersection of Summit and 10th Streets into an area
known as the Palisades, complete with processional staircases and overlooks, that opened up onto a view of the stockyards below.
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Those stockyards sat in a floodplain that was almost continuously flooded
between 1870 and 1950. A devastating flood in 1903 led to Kansas City
spending $1.75 Million to widen the river channel and construct a system
of dikes surrounding Armourdale. The belief at the time was that this
system, locally controlled and locally funded, was sufficient to protect
Armourdale and its industry, especially the rail links on which so much of
Kansas City’s economy depended.11 The Kaw Valley Drainage District,
under the authority of the State of Kansas, was founded to administer the
new flood protections, and at the time Kansas City leaders thought the
1903 flood was an anomaly that they had adequately protected against.
By 1934, numerous smaller flood events that more or less continuously
damaged Armourdale and the West Bottoms convinced local leaders
that the millions of dollars they had spent on flood protection were not
sufficient, and local leaders began lobbying Congress for federal money
based on the economic importance of protecting the manufacturing and
distribution networks within the floodplain.
By 1938, Congress had passed two (2) Flood Control Acts nationalizing
flood protection, and 1944 saw the adoption of the Pick-Sloan Plan,
which proposed the wholesale re-engineering of the Missouri River basin.12
Above: Approximate Location of Railroads, Residential and Industrial Areas, 1888 (PORT)
Below: Approximate Location of Railroads, Residential and Industrial Areas, 2020 (PORT)
Opposite: Metropolitan Kansas City, Gallup Map (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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While the Pick-Sloan Plan was being implemented, the Kansas River
overtopped its levees once again in 1951, producing the most extreme
flooding event in the city’s history and devastating Armourdale. The River’s first overtopping came on July 13, 1951, just east of the Colgate-Palmolive plant, and within two (2) hours Armourdale was under between 12
and 30 feet of water. The existing levees actually served to trap floodwater in Armourdale, resulting in 18 Million tons of silt deposited throughout the flood area. Damages in Armourdale were estimated to be $120
Million, which equates to approximately $1.2 Billion today. Almost all its
residents were evacuated, and most of the district’s wood-frame homes
were destroyed.13
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The 1951 flood was no different than other flooding events that happened in the Kansas River Valley for millennia, but with the devastation
of the stockyards, the displacement of Armourdale residents and the
near-complete halt of commerce in the floodplain united civic support
around flood protection and channelization of the river.14
The channelization of the Kansas and Missouri Rivers had two (2) important ecological effects. The first was (with the creation of upstream
dams to manage a consistent rate of flow) to disconnect the river from its
floodplain, greatly reducing the amount of seasonal flooding that supported much of the floodplain’s ecological productivity. The second was
to change the nature of the river itself. No longer a relatively slow-moving and meandering channel that native species had evolved for, the
Kansas and Missouri rivers became more fast-moving year round, and
their waters ceased to support native species and instead became breeding grounds for invasive species like Asian Carp.15
The geomorphology of Kansas City and its division into clear areas of
floodplain and high ground has affected every aspect of Armourdale use
and history, from its initial occupation by displaced Native Americans
to its reclamation by industry to its platting as an industrial town to its
flooding and subsequent urban renewal. This history and geomorphology is essential to understanding Armourdale’s past, present, and possible
futures.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Above: Kansas River Watershed (PORT)
Opposite: Kansas River Flood, 1951 (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)
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ARMOURDALE LABOR HISTORY
The Kansas City Stockyards had experienced exponential growth in the
decades that followed the fencing off of five (5) acres as a livestock pen
by a group of local railroads in 1870. Armour built their first plant in
1874, an eight-building sprawling complex that immediately boosted
Kansas City’s production by a factor of 10. Those processing plants and
the animal pens, railroads, and secondary processing facilities that serviced them had an almost insatiable desire for cheap, unskilled labor.16
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At first, this labor was supplied by European immigrants, especially recent arrivals from Ireland, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Scandinavia. Plant managers began sending recruiters to eastern Europe,
which resulted in a steady flow of workers from Russia, Bulgaria, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Slovenia, and especially Croatia. African Americans began arriving in large numbers in the 1870’s, eventually comprising almost
25 percent of the meatpacking labor force by the early 20th century..17
Continuous pressure from meatpacking management to speed production and lower wages led to numerous union organizing efforts, the most
successful of which was in 1917 when a cross-racial group of mostly women canners in Armourdale walked off the line, an effort that quickly grew
to include laborers, railroad workers, and soap producers. The strikers
quickly won a series of victories, and a similar strike in 1918 led to particular gains for black stockyard workers’ equitable pay and hours.18

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

“In the first decades of the next century, the
population continued to expand on a marked
pace so that by 1920, Armourdale, following a
pattern recognizable in more established eastern
urban centers, was overcrowded, economically
depressed, and lacking in proper sanitation. A
federal official from the Immigration Commission
toured the community’s muddy streets and closely
spaced residences and described it as a ‘labyrinth
of narrow, dirty passageways, flanked by the most
non-descript sort of shacks.”
--John Herron, “Making Meat: Race, Labor, And The Kansas City Stockyards,” 2018
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Above: Meatpackers, 1921 (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)
Lower: Man Cleaning Stockyards (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)

Above: Cudahy Strikers Marching to Shawnee Park, 1917 (The Post September 7, 1917, State Historical

Society, microfilm)

Lower: Anti-Union Newspaper Advertisement, 1917 (State Historical Society, microfilm)
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COMMUNITY CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
The history of Armourdale as a district is impossible to separate from the
history of ongoing discrimination and redlining of the diverse, and growing Latino community that has lived there. Mexicans started immigrating to Kansas City in the 1910’s after the Mexican Civil War, gravitating
toward the West Side of Kansas City Missouri and the Argentine and Armourdale neighborhoods because of their proximity to both downtown
(where Mexican Americans found work in the hospitality industry) and the
Santa Fe and Union Pacific Railroad yards and the meatpacking and ice
houses that surrounded them.19
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As Mexican Americans moved into Armourdale in increasing numbers,
they concentrated on the east side of 7th Street. At the time, the area’s
churches, schools and other institutions were heavily segregated. Even
though St. Thomas Church served both Mexican Americans and white
parishoners, Latinos were forced to attend at different hours, and the
church parochial school moved its Latino students into the basement.20
As early as 1937 there were concerns that the dwellings were not of
sufficient quality, although less because of their habitability than their low
property values did not support the cost of providing municipal services
there. In the words of Frederic Robinson, who led the update of the
Kansas City, Kansas Comprehensive Plan, “property values are beginning
to depreciate, tax delinquencies are high, and the cost of governmental
services is usually greater than the amount returned in taxes.”21
In 1948 documents redlining the neighborhood, the reasons cited were
“Since [1903] … the community has drifted to an unsightly and ill-kept
neighborhood housing industrial workers entirely, including a sprinkling
of foreigners of lower income brackets and many Mexicans.”22
Above: Postcard of the Armour Packing Plant, 1901 (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public
Library)

Below: Postcard of Cow Pens, West Bottoms Stockyards, 1921 (Missouri Valley Special Collections,
Kansas City Public Library)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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Above: Kansas City Aztecas, 1940

Above: No. 341 Streetcar Serving Armourdale and Downtown, date unknown, (Missouri Valley

Public Library)

Below: Children Playing Baseball, ND, (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)

Below: Clearing a Field For a Baseball Diamond, 1926, (Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City

Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library)
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In response to this ongoing discrimination, Mexican immigrants started
their own social institutions, from their own churches to their own fast
pitch softball leagues. With few exceptions, Latinos were shut out of the
company teams sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive, the unions, or others,
so they started their own teams and leagues. Teams like the Aztecas, an
all-female team based at a field later destroyed by the construction of
the 7th Street acqueduct, were made up of Armourdale residents and
would conduct regional tours to Iowa, Illinois, and other parts of the
Midwest.23
Stretching back as far as 1940, the Armourdale Neighborhood Council,
a resident’s group, was organizing volunteer, citizen-led cleanups, advocating for improved housing, and lobbying for restricting the growth of
industry into the residential areas.24
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The 1951 flood was most devastating in the eastern half of the district,
where most of the area’s Mexican-American immigrants in the district
lived.25 Most residents in the district were evacuated with little clarity on
when they would be allowed to return. Within weeks of the flood, Frederic Robinson, who had led the comprehensive planning effort and was
still a consultant to the City Planning Commission, partnered with local
architect John Maultsby on a redevelopment scheme to condemn almost
the entire district and consolidate its residents into 21 evenly distributed
11-story apartment blocks.
This redevelopment plan was developed so quickly because the planners
saw the period before the widespread return of residents as their window
to complete a district-wide redevelopment of the entire area in one fell
swoop.

“Prior to 1903 it was an attractive community
of well-kept homes, when the flood of that year
inundated most of them. Since then there have
been no new homes erected and the community has
drifted to an unsightly and ill-kept neighborhood
housing industrial workers entirely, including a
sprinkling of foreigners of lower income brackets
and many Mexicans. The outer fringe, south of
Miami and east of Packard, is virtually a slum
section of old-run shacks. Negroes are found
in the north portion. Considered as a whole, a
cheap industrial workers’ area. Although houses
are in poor repair, it would be poor business to
rehabilitate institutionally-owned homes.”
--Description of Armourdale in Gallup’s Inc, “Pocket Map of Greater Kansas City” 1938

Opposite: Detail of Gallup’s Inc, “Pocket Map of Greater Kansas City” 1938 (Mapping Inequality:
Redlining in New Deal America, University of Richmond Digital Scholarship Lab)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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Over the concerns of residents and property owners, the Kansas City
Redevelopment Authority voted to approve the plan barely three (3)
weeks after the flood hit.26 10 days later, the City Planning Commission
authorized the Redevelopment Authority to acquire and clear the project
sites.27
Eventually, the Redevelopment Authority’s ability to implement the plan
would be curtailed by the State Supreme Court, but later urban renewal
efforts proved to be successful.
In 1957, the entire area between Cheyenne and Osage Avenues east of
Seventh Street was acquired and cleared. Eight-hundred residents of the
neighborhood were relocated, and they city itself financed the construction of four (4) warehouses and industrial facilities on three (3) newly
created superblocks.
56

A second urban renewal project in 1966, known at the time as Armourdale East, involved the clearance of any non-industrial parcels north of
Osage and east of Fourth Street, the widening of streets and the installation of new sanitary and storm sewers to enhance industrial and commercial uses.
Finally, in 1972 the City Commission designated the entire Armourdale
district for urban renewal. Despite community resistance, all residents
that remained east of Seventh Street were relocated, the existing elementary school and other community facilities were cleared, and the
properties were redesignated for industrial use.28
The 1979 Area Master Plan was supposed to give residents an official
reprieve from the ongoing renewal efforts, but the community development resources promised to the residents dried up in a year and the city
government has continued to grant variances to non-conforming uses
within the residential areas.29

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

“Hundreds of those same families would be
summarily dislocated from Armourdale less
than a decade later, when the city used Street
Expressway for the development of an industrial
business park. The project also prompted the
local school district to demolish John J. Ingalls
Elementary School, the city’s oldest operating
school at the time, the site of which is occupied by
a large industrial warehouse.”
--Danial Serda, “Finding Latin Roots: Hispanic Heritage in Kansas City” Kansas
Preservation 33:3 (2011)

Kansas City Star (published as THE KANSAS CITY STAR) - January 6, 1963 - page 140
January 6, 1963 | Kansas City Star (published as THE KANSAS CITY STAR) | Kansas City, Missouri | Page 140
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CIT AT ION (APA ST YLE)
(1963, January 6). Kansas City Star, p. 140. Available from NewsBank: Access World News – Historical and Current: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.mcpl.idm.oclc.org/apps/news/document-view?p=WORLDNEWS&docref=image/v2%3A1126152C152E4978%40EANX-NB-159C147C8908E9A9%402438036-159BC13959C81DB9%40139-159BC13959C81DB9%40.
© This entire service and/or content portions thereof are copyrig hted by NewsBank and/or its content providers.

CIT AT ION (APA ST YLE)
(1963, January 6). Kansas City Star, p. 140. Available from NewsBank: Access World News – Historical and Current: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.mcpl.idm.oclc.org/apps/news/document-view?p=WORLDNEWS&docref=image/v2%3A1126152C152E4978%40EANX-NB-159C147C8908E9A9%402

Above: Urban Renewal Authority Advertisement for Armourdale Industrial Park, Jan 6, 1963, p.
140

© This entire service and/or content portions thereof are copyrig hted by NewsBank and/or its content providers.
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CURRENT LAND USE
Armourdale’s Zoning was established during the creation of the 1979
master plan, which codified the urban renewal initiatives that displaced
much of the Armourdale community east of 7th Street after the 1951
flood in favor of an expanded industrial district. The Armourdale community core is largely zoned as single-family residential parcels that follow
the original platting of the district. Along Kansas and Osage many of the
parcels have been zoned for commercial use. Outside of the residential
core almost the entire district is zoned for light industrial use.
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Although the 1979 plan was meant to codify the existing boundaries
of Kansas Avenue, Cheyenne Avenue, 7th Street and 14th Street as the
dividing line between residential and industrial uses, over time property
owners would assemble and ad-hoc lobby for the rezoning of parcels
for industrial uses within the residential zone. This is how the number of
industrial parcels surrounded by residential homes proliferated.30

Armourdale Landuse Master Plan, May 1979

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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HISTORIC POPULATION DECLINE
20,000

The elevated level of vacancy in Armourdale’s neighborhood core is at
least partly the result of the district’s decline in population during the
latter half of the 20th Century. From its peak of 18,000 in the 1920’s Armourdale’s population fell to approximately 10,000 in 1951 then 3,500 in
199631 and 2,500 today. While it is important to recognize that the district’s undocumented population means this most recent number is likely
an undercount, the district’s loss of both residents and residential areas
to urban renewal and population loss have had profound impacts on the
residential, commercial, and community fabric.
Since the 1951 flood, Armourdale has not only lost nearly two-thirds of
its population, it has also lost its major grocery store, many of its churches, one (1) of its elementary schools, its fast-pitch softball team, and numerous other formal and informal markers of social and civic life. Atypical
for a mostly Latino neighborhood, Armourdale no longer has a Catholic
church, and the clergy at Central United Methodist has for years offered
Catholic services and ceremonies to serve the local residents.32

15,000

Population

60

18,000

10,000

10,000

5,000

3,500
2,500

1920

1951

1996

Year
Decline in Armourdale Population, 1920-2020

2019

Sources: Daniel Serda, “Planning, Community and Renewal: Harland
Bartholomew Associates and the 1951 Armourdale Redevelopment Plan,”
p. 133; ACS 5-Year Community Survey 2019

Above: View at 14th and Pennsylvania, Looking North (PORT)
Opposite: Industrial, Commercial, Rail, and Residential Land Use (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
Armourdale is a residential community of more than 2,500 people35 surrounded by a large industrial district that extends to the east side of the
Kansas River. Since a large influx of Mexican immigrants began to arrive
in 1910 and accelerated through the 1920’s, the area has been a mixed
neighborhood of white and Latino residents, although since the 1954
flood the neighborhood’s population has steadily declined36 while the
proportion of Latino residents has steadily increased.
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Armourdale has always been defined by the close proximity of its residences and the industrial areas served by the adjacent railroads and the
Kansas City Stockyards. A 1919 report by the University of Kansas titled
‘A City Within a City’ summarized that the district’s rapid growth and
industrial character “offers people who come there to dwell a good place
to work, but not a good place to live.”37
Homes were developed on narrow lots and had limited access to sewer
or water connections.38 The low assessed value of housing in Armourdale
has persisted to this day – one of the most striking statistics is the median
value of owner-occupied housing units. In Armourdale, the median value
of owner-occupied houses is $34,400, about one-third of the value for
Wyandotte County39 and less than one-sixth of the median value for the
MSA as a whole.40

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Armourdale residents have significantly lower incomes and higher poverty rates,
lower educational attainment and higher social vulnerability when compared to the
Kansas City Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). The median household income in
Armourdale is $34,226,41 less than half of the $70,215 median family income for the
entire MSA.42 26.9% of Armourdale residents, and 44% of children, are below the
poverty line,43 compared with 10% of residents and 15% of children in the MSA44.
More than half of Armourdale has less than a high school diploma, while only 14%
have some college education or higher.45 This is compared to 93% of residents in
the MSA with a high school degree or higher, and 38% with a bachelor’s degree or
higher.
Armourdale is also home to a significant Latino community, which reflects the historical growth of the district as part of ‘la colonia’ – a loose amalgamation of Latino
neighborhoods that were the epicenter of Mexican migration to the Kansas City
metro area beginning in the 1910’s. Today Armourdale is more than 70% Hispanic,
with the remainder being White (24%) or of other races (5%).46 38% of the district
is foreign-born47 while more than half of households speak Spanish as their primary
language at home.48

54%
29%
14%

LESS THAN HIGH
SCHOOL DIPLOMA
HIGH SCHOOL
DIPLOMA
SOME COLLEGE
AND HIGHER

MEDIAN HOME VALUE

$34,400
(for owner-occupied homes)

57% OWNED, 43% RENTED

TOTAL POP:

2,479
653/sq mile

$34,226
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

49% OF AMI
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71% HISPANIC
24% WHITE
5% OTHER
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018
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ARMOURDALE WORKFORCE
A key inquiry of the planning process was how the expansion of the
industrial area has related to the employment of Armourdale residents.
An analysis of census data by the Unified Government has shown that, by
and large, people who work in Armourdale live elsewhere, and people
who live in Armourdale work elsewhere.

64

According to the American Community Survey, the Armourdale district
supports 8,213 jobs, 60% of which pay $40,000 or more. More than half
of these jobs are in Manufacturing (25.4%) and Transportation and Warehousing (29.5%) and they are by and large accessible to those workers
with less than a Bachelor’s degree (68% of workers have some college or
an associate’s degree.) However, only 13.6% of workers in Armourdale
are Hispanic or Latino, and a miniscule 1.2%, 98 total workers, actually
live in Armourdale.
The reverse picture is just as stark. According to the ACS, there are 992
employed people who live in Armourdale, yet all but 98 of them, more
than 90%, work outside of the district. Those jobs pay less than jobs in
Armourdale (75% earn less than $40,000/year) and are split essentially
evenly between Hispanic and non-Hispanic workers.
In short, of the more than 8,000 jobs in Armourdale, less than 100 are
held by Armourdale residents. Although further analysis of community
and workforce development issues is needed, creating more opportunities for Armourdale residents to work in Armourdale and Wyandotte
County should be a goal of this planning effort.

Opposite: Keystone Automotive Industries in a Premier Investments Warehouse (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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48%
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EMPLOYED PEOPLE WHO
LIVE IN ARMOURDALE
EARN MORE THAN
$40,000/YR
HISPANIC OR LATINO

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018
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PUBLIC HEALTH ANALYSIS
A close examination of public health indicators by the Unified Government showed that Armourdale residents suffer worse health outcomes
by almost every measure than both Kansas and the United States as
a whole. These indicators point to both a lack of access to care and a
broader picture that reinforces the effect of poverty and economic instability as a social determinant of health outcomes. Although this effort is
still in its early stages, the Public Health Department’s preliminary analysis
points to access to quality care, access to health insurance, and the overall built environment and its safety concerns as some of the most important health issues facing Armourdale residents today.49
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Access to care is a challenge for almost all low-income communities
across the country, but Armourdale’s high proportion of Spanish-speakers, its undocumented and uninsured residents, and the relative inaccessibility of key health care providers all make access to care a particular
challenge for residents. Residents often have more difficulty navigating
the health care system, and access to advanced treatments for cancer
and other complex conditions is often impossible to provide.50 This lack
of access to care is manifested in high rates of morbidity for diabetes
(49.32 per 100,000) and kidney disease (41.1 per 100,000), which are
one and a half (1.5) and two (2) times the respective death rates for those
diseases for Wyandotte County. In the words of the UG Public Health
Department, “these high rates point to mismanaged care where the
patients were not receiving the care they needed or received it too late.”
The picture for dental care is similarly challenging. Adults over 65 with
total teeth loss approached 29%, more than twice the rate of the United
States and 1.5 times the rate of Wyandotte County, pointing to a high
percentage of adults not receiving adequate dental care.51

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

3.4x

Higher Uninsured Rate for those 18+
Than United States

1.7x

Higher Uninsured Rate for those 18+
Than Wyandotte County

Although Armourdale currently has no health care clinics or doctor’s
offices, access to care is not solely limited to geographic proximity. The
cultural appropriateness of care and ability to navigate the health care
system are equally, if not more, important challenges for community organizers and health care professionals to tackle.52
Access to adequate health insurance is also a major barrier for Armourdale residents. 41% of adult respondents reported having no current
health insurance, almost double the rate of Wyandotte County (25%) and
almost four (4) times the rate in the United States (12%.) Lack of health
insurance can impact other health measures such as having an annual
checkup or screenings. Almost all of the prevention measures, including
cholesterol screening, mammography, cervical cancer screening, and
blood pressure medication had low prevalence rates when compared to
Kansas and the United States.53
Finally, less acute, but still serious conditions like lack of sleep, obesity,
physical inactivity and poor mental health are all higher in Armourdale
than they are in Kansas or the United States. More than one-third of
adults in Armourdale sleep less than 7 hours a night (37.1%), 44% of
adults reported that they did no physical activity outside of work in the
past month, and 16% of adults reported 14 days per month that their
mental health was not good.54 Obesity rates were also high (44%) albeit
closer to the Wyandotte County average of 41%. These many overlapping health concerns including lack of sleep, lack of physical activity,
and obesity and diabetes risk point to the detrimental effects of poverty,
pollution, and an unsafe built environment have on mental and physical
health in Armourdale.

1.8x
Higher Diabetes Prevalence than
Wyandotte County
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3.6x

Higher Motor Vehicle Accident Death
Rate Than Wyandotte County
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A CENTURY OF DISINVESTMENT
Armourdale must be understood through the lens of the forces that
shaped it. Those forces have geological, hydrological, economic, social,
racial, and ecological roots. Only by understanding those forces can we
construct a more equitable and prosperous future for Armourdale.
First and foremost, Armourdale has been ISOLATED from the rest of
Kansas City by the Kansas River, rail yards, freeways, as well as industrial
areas that grew up around them. Because of its position in the floodplain
of the Kansas River, Armourdale has been VULNERABLE to flooding
since it was first platted in the late 1800’s.
70

This vulnerability and the migration of large numbers of Mexican immigrants to the neighborhood beginning in the 1910’s led to the SEGREGATION of the neighborhood, first within itself by the informal but
enforced division of the district into white and Latino sections and then
later as an entire neighborhood by the enforcement of redlining and
discriminatory lending practices.
The redlining practices after the Second World War, coupled with repeated flood events in the early part of the 20th Century, led to Armourdale’s
infrastructure and public resources being increasingly NEGLECTED or
converted to serve a growing industrial district. Existing resources like
the storm sewer system DETERIORATED, and investments in the levee
system, while protecting the neighborhood from catastrophic flooding,
did little to improve the day to day lives of residents.
These forces combined to produce decades of DISINVESTMENT in
Armourdale’s residential areas and a rise in the economic vulnerability of
its residents.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

The Armourdale
neighborhood
was neglected
for over a
century, but it is
still here.

ARMOURDALE ENDURES
Armourdale has endured this cylce of disinvestment for over a century.
For the last 70 years, Armourdale further persisted under the looming
possibility that one day the entire residential neighborhood would be
erased—not by flood, but by government decree.
This is the first Master Plan for Armourdale since 1979.
Armourdale is not destined to endlessly repeat the cycles of isolation
and disinvestment that have defined its history until now. Armourdale
now deserves the investment, equity and stability that has been withheld
from it for over 100 years. This Master Plan is meant to empower the
Armourdale Community and the Unified Government to create a
healthier, more prosperous, and more equitable Armourdale.

It is time to
reverse the cycle.
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ARMOURDALE STRONG / FUERTE

D
LU
INC

These principles must be directed toward supporting investments that
make Armourdale a more ATTRACTIVE home for current and future residents by improving their quality of life and the physical condition of the
public realm and public resources. Taken together, these efforts will lead
to a STIMULATED and dynamic future for the Armourdale area.

Armourdale earned it.
Armourdale strong.

ED

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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This is not, however, just the responsibility of Armourdale residents. The
Unified Government must ensure that Armourdale residents and community leaders are INCLUDED and that their interests are represented fully
when major decisions that impact the future of the district are made.

ATTRAC
TIV
E

The Armourdale community must become EMPOWERED to advocate
for what it needs to the Unified Government, and to continuously organize itself to make sure it has access to those resources and investments.

CO
N
D
TE
EC
N

Armourdale must become more CONNECTED to the rest of Kansas City
and to the Kansas River, overcoming the historical, physical and psychological challenges caused by infrastructural and social isolation. Armourdale must become more SAFE to ensure the stability and long-term
health of its residents.

ULATED
M
I
ST

D
EMPOWERE

Armourdale deserves the resources and
investment it has been historically denied.
The future is Armourdale Strong.

ARMOURDALE
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A VISION FOR ARMOURDALE:
ARMOURDALE STRONG / FUERTE
The neighborhood core of Armourdale has been underserved and under
represented for decades despite the fact that it has persisted even after
years of flooding, disinvestment, urban renewal, and displacement.

STRONGER
COMMUNITY

The goals of this Master Plan are to protect the existing residential fabric
of Armourdale, improve the quality of life for Armourdale residents, and
open up more opportunities for people to live in Armourdale.
The vision for Armourdale’s future is Armourdale Strong.
74

A Stronger Community: The Master Plan prioritizes neighborhoodfocused strategies for strengthening the Armourdale community for
those that live in Armourdale, or will in the future. These strategies
range from new housing, rent assistance, and job training, to community
policing and after school programs.
Stronger Connections: By focusing on the street corridors that serve the
Armourdale neighborhood and connect it to Kansas City and beyond,
the Master Plan aims to expand business opportunities along each
corridor, create dense community-focused development that is walkable
and scaled appropriately to the neighborhood, and increase the amount,
quality, and performance of public space along each corridor.
Stronger Opportunities: Reversing the cycle of disinvestment begins
with action! When the first new policy is adopted; when the first initiative
is launched; or when the first shovel breaks ground--action will unlock
new opportunities and a stronger Armourdale.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRONGER
CONNECTIONS

STRONGER
OPPORTUNITIES
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FIVE FOCUS AREAS

FOCUS AREA 1:								
THE NEIGHBORHOOD CORE

The strategies and actions outlined in the Armourdale Area Master Plan
are centered upon five (5) primary focus areas:
The Neighborhood Core:
Strategies and actions to direct resources - financial resources, human
capital resources, and municipal resources - to serving the Armourdale
community.

76

The Commercial Corridors:
Strategies and actions to direct investment and improvements along
three (3) principal commercial corridors that form the community identity
and future prostperity: 7th Street, Osage Avenue and Kansas Avenue.
The Industrial Ring:
Strategies and actions to guide the Industrial Ring become a net
contributor to Armourdale’s economic, environmental and social health
as well as a site for the incubation of smaller, locally-owned businesses.
The Kansas River:
Strategies and actions to open up new opportunities for residents and
visitors to enjoy the Kansas River as an everyday community resource.
The Historic West Bottoms:
Strategies and potential scenarios for redeveloping the Historic West
Bottoms as a mixed-use district centered on the restored Kansas River.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

FOCUS AREA 2:								
THE COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS

FOCUS AREA 3:								
THE INDUSTRIAL RING

FOCUS AREA 4:								
THE KANSAS RIVER

FOCUS AREA 5:								
THE HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS
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FOCUS AREA 1:
THE NEIGHBORHOOD CORE
The residential core of Armourdale is an area of primarily one-story
single family homes that extends over approximately 350-acres between
Kansas Avenue and Cheyenne Avenue on the north and south and 14th
Street and 7th Street on the west and east. The area is served by a single
school, John Fiske Elementary, Morse Early Childhood Education Center
and two (2) public parks: Bill Clem Park at 10th Street and Shawnee Park
on 7th Street.
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Homes in Armourdale are generally on narrow and deep lots that
reflect the original platting of the neighborhood in the 1870’s, when the
residential areas encompassed almost the entire Armourdale district.
Since successive floods in the first half of the 20th Century decimated
the neighborhood, there has been little widespread or systematic
reinvestment or rehabilitation of the housing stock, and as a result the
district as a whole has a wide range of levels of repair to its homes.
In summary, the neighborhood core of Armourdale has been
underserved and under represented for decades, despite the fact that it
has persisted even after years of flooding, disinvestment, urban renewal,
and displacement. The resilience of the Armourdale community in spite
of these challenges should be celebrated, and these recommendations
should all be understood as directing resources - financial resources,
human capital resources, and municipal resources - to serving the
community that already exists and that will be there in the future.

Above: Houses and Apartment Buildings on Argentine Boulevard (Austin Eikermann)
Below: A House in the Armourdale Neighborhood Core (Austin Eikermann)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE OVERVIEW:
CURRENT CONDITIONS
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The physical infrastructure and condition of the neighborhoods has
similarly degraded. In some places, sidewalks remain covered by silt or
topsoil. Because of the shallow grade across the district and the susceptibility of the storm sewer to back up, flooding across the district has
become an ongoing problem even during moderate storm events. Even
simple municipal services like street lighting are not always provided
adequately, increasing a sense of physical insecurity and contributing to
a community-wide perception of being a low priority for basic services.33
This low level of service, as well as the district’s position surrounded
by industry, has likely contributed to the low value of owner-occupied
housing here, and the relative lack of investment in rental properties by
property owners.
These relatively low property values have reduced the barrier to entry for
new populations, especially recent immigrants from Latin America. These
immigrants are often looking to purchase property for their home or business, but with little personal equity and few financial services available to
them, are often attracted to areas like Armourdale where they can buy
homes or businesses with a modest upfront investment.34 Anecdotally,
many of the small businesses along Kansas Avenue and Osage Avenue
are owned by these recent immigrants, who were attracted to Armourdale because of its existing Latino population, but more interested in
buying in Armourdale than they were in Argentine or the west side of
Kansas City, MO because of the low cost of land and low cost of living.

Above Top: Neglected Public Sidewalks (PORT)
Above Bottom: New Public Sidewalks (PORT)
Opposite: Assorted Houses in the Neighborhood Core (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE OVERVIEW:
INDUSTRIAL ADJACENCY
The Armourdale neighborhood core is most characterized by its proximity between industrial areas and the historic low-density residential fabric.
This residential fabric is predominantly one-story bungalows, many built
between 1910 and 1940,55 bounded between 7th and 14th streets on the
east and west, and Kansas Avenue and Cheyenne Avenue on the north
and south. This industrial encroachment of the residential neighborhood
is most present north of Kansas Ave and south of Chayenne Avenue.
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Kansas Avenue and Osage Avenue are commercial corridors with smallscale restaurants and retail businesses. Outside of these areas, the residential fabric gives way to low-density light industrial parcels and a few
manufacturing facilities.
This hybrid residential-industrial character of the district is unique within
Wyandotte County and to a broader extent within the larger Kansas City
metro area, and demands an approach to district planning that hybridizes best practices for residential and industrial development and clarifies
the relationship between the industrial and residential areas within the
district.

Industrial

Residential

Above: View at 14th and Pennsylvania, Looking North (PORT)
Opposite: Industrial, Commercial, Rail, and Residential Land Use (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE OVERVIEW:
COMMUNITY ASSETS
Community-based organizations like the Armourdale Renewal
Association (ARA) and Cross-Lines play a major role in the civic life of the
community. The ARA and its Executive Director Monica Mendez have
made great strides organizing the local community and connecting them
with resources in the Unified Government. Not only have they been
instrumental in organizing and facilitating this planning effort, they also
coordinate numerous programs to connect people with the resources
they need throughout Armourdale and foster stronger connections
between residents and the Armourdale business community.
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For more than 60 years, Cross-Lines has played a major role in
supporting the Armourdale community. Cross-Lines’ work is focused on
two (2) primary programs. The first is its hunger relief program. CrossLines serves about 60,000 meals every year out of their kitchen, including
staff lunches for people on their way to work, and operates a food pantry.
Second, they work closely with the local unhoused population to move as
many people experiencing homelessness into stable housing as possible.
Although about 25% of the people that take advantage of their meals
program are experiencing homelessness, the remainder are people
who are simply experiencing food insecurity who live in Armourdale or
elsewhere in the area.56

There are also numerous programs like Armourdale Rock, where local artist Jose
Faus works with neighborhood kids to paint murals in (Armourdale Rock was
responsible for the mural at 10th and Osage Avenue (pictured below).58
The Armourdale Renewal Association owns and was responsible for improving
two (2) small parks in the district. The community center was, until the COVID-19
pandemic, a well-used resource, and the tutoring program is an opportunity for
students and parents to come together.59 Finally, community events like the fast
pitch softball league, which periodically takes over Shawnee Park in the summer
months, the Cross-Lines community barbeque and Cinco de Mayo routinely draw
large crowds.60 In fact, the community outreach survey consistently showed that
Armourdale residents saw their neighbors, families, and the Armourdale community
as the most important part of life in the Armourdale neighborhood.

Beyond these formal organizations, there is a strong informal group
of highly committed local organizers and informal networks that do
everything from staffing the Cross-Lines community kitchen to find
contractors to improve the homes of local residents.57 These networks
often include Armourdale residents, employees at Armourdale
businesses, or highly engaged local church leaders like Pastor Gary
Roellchen of Central United Methodist Church.
Above: Mural at 10th Street and Osage Avenue Painted by Neighborhood Youth Led by
Artist Jose Faus (Austin Eikermann)
Opposite: Civic Asset Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE OVERVIEW:
RECREATIONAL AMENITIES
Shawnee Park is an approximately 7.5 acre park at the intersection of 7th
Street and Osage Avenue. It appears in the original platting of Armourdale from 1879 completed by Charles Francis Adams and Charles Morse,
and was principally conceived as central town square or common, one of
the hallmarks of town plans developed by Eastern-based planning consultants that were also implemented in places like Lawrence and Quindaro. Features were continuously added beginning in the 1890’s with the
bandstand and later supplemented by landscape features like paved
promenades.61 These features can still be seen in the design of the park
on the eastern side of 7th Street.
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Historically, Shawnee Park has been one of the homes of the fast-pitch
softball league that has such a rich history in the Armourdale, Argentine,
and wider Mexican-American community in eastern Kansas. The softball
field that occupies the southwest corner of the park is heavily used for
games, and the park plays a central role in community life during these
events.62 The park also includes a basketball court on the west side, a
small veterans monument and a newly renovated playground.
The park is split in two by 7th Street, which in this location is a major
arterial street with almost constant truck traffic from the numerous industrial parcels to the east, north, and west. Until the expansion of 7th
Street and the construction of the 7th Street viaduct, Shawnee Park had
been contiguous. The bisecting of the park by 7th street has effectively
transformed the large contiguous central green into two (2) smaller parks.
The amount of traffic on 7th Street further reinforces this physical and
psychological divide, making pedestrian crossing between the two parks
undesirable and unsafe.
Above: Shawnee Park Baseball Field (PORT)
Below: Unified Government 2021 Earth Day Clean-up Event at Shawnee Park (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Bill Clem Park
Bill Clem Park is a 1.75 acre neighborhood park that spans between Kansas and Custer Avenues near 10th Street. It has been recently renovated,
with new playground equipment and picnic pavilions installed in 2019.
The park is defined by a one-acre field at its center.. The park has been
the site of some very successful programming by the Unified Government Parks Department, including a successful Movie in the Park night,
which has activated the park that is otherwise only intermittently used. It
has, however, had an established perception in the community of a lack
of safety, especially at night. Although it is not clear how widespread this
perception is and what could be done to address it, it has been articulated enough times and through enough different channels during this
planning process that it deserves future study.
Dailey Park
Dailey Park is a secluded neighborhood park at the corner of S. Mill
Street and Scott Street just west of the 10th Street Bridge. It includes
park signage, benches, picnic tables and playground. The property is
owned and maintained by the Armourdale Renewal Association.
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Jed Jaedicke Memorial Park
Jed Jaedicke Memorial Park is a triangular parcel bound by Argentine
Boulevard, Boecke Street and Shawnee Avenue. The park consists mostly
an open grass lawn area, but also has a small seating area with two (2)
benches and a plaque memorial dedicated to Jed Jaedicke. The property is owned and maintained by the Armourdale Renewal Association.
Armourdale Gateway
The Armourdale Gateway is lawn and signage area located at the eastern
end of Kansas Avenue featuring an illuminated stone gateway sign welcoming visitors to Kansas City, Kansas and the Armourdale Community.

Top: Shelters and Playground at Bill Clem Park (PORT)
Middle: Dailey Park (PORT) and Jed Jaedicke Park (Austin Eikermann)
Bottom: Armourdale Gateway (PORT)
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NEIGHBORHOOD CORE POLICIES
AND ACTIONABLE STRATEGIES
The goals of this Master Plan are to protect the existing residential fabric
of Armourdale, improve the quality of life for Armourdale residents, and
open up more opportunities for people to live in Armourdale.

88

Neighborhood Core Strategies
Strategy 1:

Build New Infill Housing On Vacant Neighborhood Lots

Strategy 2:

To achieve these goals, this Master Plan adopts two (2) policies and
proposes 14 actionable strategies for the Neighborhood Core of
Armourdale.

Convert Underutilized Industrial Sites Adjacent To The Neighborhood
Core To New Housing Developments

Strategy 3:

Implement Housing First Projects

Neighborhood Core Policies:

Strategy 5:

Strategy 4:

Expand Access To Fresh Food
Increase Capacity of Armourdale Community-Based Organizations

Policy 1: The area of Armourdale between Kansas Avenue on the
north, Cheyenne Avenue on the south, 7th Street on the East and 14th
Street on the West should remain a residential neighborhood with
neighborhood-scale commercial uses within it. There has always been
an unproductive ambiguity about the future of the residential areas of
Armourdale, and this policy should clarify that Armourdale should remain
a residential neighborhood in the future.

Strategy 6:

Policy 2: The industrial uses within the Neighborhood Core should be
phased out, to be replaced by quality, affordable housing. Based on
the 1979 Master Plan these uses should never have been approved
in the first place, and represent an ad-hoc and arbitrary approach to
planning that stemmed from the ambiguity about the neighborhood’s
future. These industrial uses, many of which are surrounded on all four
(4) sides by residences, detract from the value of resident’s homes and
the community character of the Neighborhood Core, and should be
redeveloped as housing or community facilities.

Strategy 12: Sidewalk Installation And Repair

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Strategy 7:
Strategy 8:
Strategy 9:

Increase Rental Assistance For Armourdale Residents
Expand Access To Legal Aid And Other Tenant Services
Pursue Code Inspection And Enforcement For Rental Properties
Increase Community Policing Resources

Strategy 10: Expand Access To Quality Health Care
Strategy 11: Increase Armourdale Tree Canopy

Strategy 13: Expand Youth Programming And After-School Activities
Strategy 14: Establish A Community Mural Program
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STRATEGY 1:

BUILD NEW INFILL HOUSING ON
VACANT NEIGHBORHOOD LOTS
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Goal: Increase opportunities for homeownership in Armourdale.
Context: Armourdale has a high vacant property rate. Recently more
people have been moving to Armourdale for its affordability.
Site: Vacant or underutilized residential parcels in the Neighborhood
Core.
Actions: The UG can transfer landbanked, vacant, and/or abandoned
Armourdale neighborhood parcels to home builders or buyers. Further,
the UG can study the consolidation of adjacent vacant parcels to support
larger multi-family housing development projects.
Potential Partners:
The Armourdale Renewal Association can develop a list of potential 		
home buyers and builders with community ties.
Cross-Lines Community Partners is the newest lead organization for
the UG’s Community Health Improvement Plan “Safe and Affordable
Housing” sub-committee.
Habitat for Humanity should facilitate building single family homes on
multiple lots.
The Unified Government SOAR Program and land bank should be able
to rehabilitate existing homes and help Armourdale residents improve
their own homes.
Funding: FHA loans and other first-time homebuyer incentives from the
federal government should be targeted toward Armourdale residents.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop initial process for identifying eligible properties,
recruitment of potential homebuyers and transfer of lots.
Year 2: Roll-out program more widely, develop contract with
implementing agency.
Target: Ensure 80% of total industrial acreage within the neighborhood
core is converted to residential use by 2031.
Priority:
Lower
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

CONGO STREET INITIATIVE
DALLAS, TX

A local community design center led a participatory design process to improve a
block of privately owned homes. Funded in part by the local real estate council,
the Congo Street Initiative (ABOVE) was a model for how to support a community
through building new housing while keeping them in place in temporary housing
on the same block while their homes were reconstructed. Design and construction
quality were both high priorities for the program. This program also partnered with
University of Texas Architecture students to both design and build the houses.

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

Opposite: Neighborhood Core Vacant Residential Parcels Map (PORT)
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STRATEGY 2:

CONVERT UNDERUTILIZED
INDUSTRIAL SITES ADJACENT TO
THE NEIGHBORHOOD CORE TO NEW
HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS
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Goal: Increase the amount of quality affordable housing in Armourdale.
Context: Armourdale has both a high homeless population and a
number of underutilized industrial parcels wholly contained within the
neighborhod core that were formerly residential parcels.
Site: Underutilized industrial parcels in the Neighborhood Core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support, The
Armourdale Renewal Association, other community partners, and Habitat
for Humanity, for instance, assess ownership and use(s) of underutilized
industrial parcels adjacent to the neighborhood core to create a
prioritized list of potential development sites. Faciliate acquisition of
parcels with development partners.
Potential Partners:
The Armourdale Renewal Association can develop a list of potential 		
home buyers and builders with community ties.
Habitat for Humanity can facilate partnerships with developers and
builders for affordable housing developments.
Cross-Lines Community Partners is the newest lead organization for
the UG’s Community Health Improvement Plan “Safe and Affordable
Housing” sub-committee.
Livable Neighborhoods Task Force is Non-profit organization formed to
develop strategies for building better neighborhoods.
Funding: Low Income Housing Tax Credits; Philanthropic Partners;
Housing First Subsidies.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop initial process for recruitment of implementation partners
and transfer of property. Conduct feasibility study for high-priority sites.
Year 2+: Roll-out program more widely and build on momentum of
completed projects.
Target: Ensure 80% of total industrial acreage within the neighborhood
core is converted to residential use by 2031.
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

PROJECT ROW HOUSES
HOUSTON, TX

Project Row Houses (ABOVE) began as a series of artist residencies in vacant
row homes in Houston’s Third Ward. In latter phases, the nonprofit developed an
adjacent lot into affordable housing and attached community spaces, ensuring that
the residents of the neighborhood had ample places to live as the neighborhood
gentrified.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

Opposite: Neighborhood Core Underutilized Industrial Parcels Map (PORT)
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STRATEGY 3:

IMPLEMENT HOUSING FIRST PROJECTS
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Goal: Implement best practices for serving the homeless.
Context: Armourdale has a high homeless population; Kansas City,
Kansas currently has no Housing First projects.
Location: Vacant residential lots or underutilized industrial parcels in the
Neighborhood Core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support,
community groups like the Armourdale Renewal Assocation can be
tasked to collaborate with Cross-Lines and/or other local or national
organizations that serve those experiencing homelessness to pursue
implementing Housing First projects. Initial tasks include site assessment,
acquisition, and financial proof of concept.
Potential Partners:
The Armourdale Renewal Association can develop a list of potential 		
home buyers and builders with community ties.
Habitat for Humanity can facilate partnerships with developers and
builders for affordable housing developments.
Cross-Lines Community Partners is the newest lead organization for
the UG’s Community Health Improvement Plan “Safe and Affordable
Housing” sub-committee.
Livable Neighborhoods Task Force is Non-profit organization formed to
develop strategies for building better neighborhoods.
Funding: Housing First Subsidies available through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Timeframe:
Year 1: Identify potential Housing First sites and recruit or expand the 		
capacity of homeless-serving organizations.
Year 2: Acquire Phase 1 sites and issue RFP to local affordable housing
developers or Community Housing Development Organizations
(CHDO’s).
Year 3+: Implement first phase of Housing First projects.
Target: Implement two (2) Housing First projects in Armourdale by 2031.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

COTTAGES AT HICKORY CROSSING
DALLAS, TX

The Cottages at Hickory Crossing (ABOVE) provides an innovative union of
permanent housing and support services for 50 chronically homeless citizens in
Dallas. The project serves as a model for sustainable urban living by maximizing
open space, incorporating on-site solar energy technologies, and integrating
rainwater collection. While also producing a durable return on investment,
these green strategies and activities create a supportive, healthy, and inviting
environment. This project was funded using the federal Housing First program, a
national best practice that provides no-prerequisite housing to the homeless and
co-locates their homes with supportive and wrap-around services like health care,
mental health treatment and case management.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 4:

INCREASE CAPACITY OF ARMOURDALE
COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS

Goal: Increase the capacity of local organizations with local leadership
to serve the Armourdale community and implement projects that benefit
the community.
Context: Armourdale has a relative lack of community-based
organizations, and existing organizations are often under resourced.
Actions: The UG and the Armourdale Renewal Association can work
together to identify specific programs to increase their operational
capacity, like AmeriCorps VISTA and Americorps National staff members.
With increased capacity, resources can be devoted to: developing
a philanthropy working group with members of the Kansas City
Philanthropic Community specifically dedicated to Armourdale issues;
pursue increased programming in Armourdale by high performing
service organizations from elsewhere in KCK; and facilitate board and
staff training and organization certification to help community-based
organizations gain access to federal and state funding programs.
Potential Partners:
Cross-Lines Community Partners has been operating in Armourdale for
decades and provides food and assistance to people affected by poverty.
The Armourdale Renewal Association (ARA) is well-established in
Armourdale and has built strong relationships with both the business and
residential communities. The ARA is poised to lead numerous strategies
and actions outlined in this report, but needs more resources, partners
and personnel to carry them out.
El Centro is a Kansas City, Kansas based organization helping Latinos
lead healthier lives; affect positive community change; attain increased
knowlege and wealth; and help children develop a strong foundation for
life-long learning.

Funding: Philanthropic and private funders; Federal programs like
AmeriCorps VISTA and others.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Identify and fund specific programs to increase operational
capacity, like AmeriCorps VISTA and Americorps National staff members.
Year 2+: Use increased capacity to build relationships, apply for grants,
philanthropic support and other funding sources and initiatives that can
increase annually for sustianed growth and capacity.
Target:
Significantly increase the resources available to Armourdale-based
community organizations like the Armourdale Renewal Association on an
annual basis.
Priority:
Lower
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Cost:
Higher
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STRATEGY 5:

EXPAND ACCESS TO FRESH FOOD
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Goal: Improve Armourdale residents’ access to quality, fresh food.
Context: Some of Armourdale’s public health indicators - including
high rates of heart disease and diabetes - point to a lack of fresh food
availability for Armourdale residents.There is not a full-size grocery store
in Armourdale.
Location: Armourdale Neighborhood Core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support,
community groups like the Armourdale Renewal Assocation can lead
fresh food initiatives, including: acquiring the former Paul’s Drive-In
site on Osage Ave., for example, and developing it as a public farmer’s
market site; partnering with community groups working on similar issues
throughout Kansas City to expand access to fresh food; expanding the
reach of the Cross-Lines community garden and food pantry; partnering
with Armourdale food distribution businesses like Liberty Fruit;
coordinate with a mobile fresh vendor like Dotte Mobile Grocer, that
operates in Armourdale as well as other neighborhoods throughout KCK.
Further, the UG Economic Developmetn Department should actively
recruit a regional or national grocery store to Armourdale.
Potential Partners:
Dotte Mobile Grocer can increase their regular presence in Armourdale.
Liberty Fruit can be approached to explore initiatives to leverage their
access to fresh produce to contribute to healthy food resources for the
Armourdale community.
Cross-Lines already provides daily meals through their community
kitchen, and also maintains a community garden on 7th Street.
Funding: Funding for expanding access to fresh food could be tied to
funding that supports outreach related to increasing access to health
care. Long term, partnering with established food banks or other service
providers will be more feasible than creating new programs.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Establish partnerships for delivering fresh food with other
organizations working on similar issues throughout Wyandotte County.
Roll out programs gradually and increase their footprint as necessary.
Target: Increase the amount of fresh food available to Armourdale
residents by 50% by 2024.
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

DOTTE MOBILE GROCER
KANSAS CITY, KS

The Dotte Mobile Grocer (ABOVE) is a community-run mobile market grocery store.
It was designed with residents to serve food desert areas in Kansas City, Kansas.
Under normal operations, the Dotte Mobile Grocer expects to provide affordable,
fresh food to Wyandotte County residents at 15 regularly scheduled community
locations, including Cross-Lines in Armourdale.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

Opposite: Grocery Store Map (PORT)
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STRATEGY 6:

STRATEGY 7:

Goal: Provide and increase the amount of rental assistance available to
Armourdale residents.
Context: Armourdale’s residents are almost 50% renters, and majority
Spanish-speaking, and likely are significantly rent-burdened.
Location: Renter-occupied residences in the Armourdale neighborhood
core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support,
community organizations like the Armourdale Renewal Association and
El Centro should conduct a neighborhood-wide sweep of all Armourdale
rental properties to recruit renters to the program and provide support
for renters to enter the Kansas Emergency Rental Assistance Program
(KERA).
Potential Partners:
Armourdale Renewal Association or El Centro should be contracted to
conduct initial outreach and case management to recruit residents into
the program.
Funding: Rental Assistance is available through The Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES) and American Rescue Plan
Act (ARPA), but initial recruitment and case management should be
funded by private philanthropy or other discretionary dollars because of
its high potential to leverage significant federal dollars.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Initial funding approach and outreach.
Year 2: Continued outreach if the program remains funded at the state
level.
Target: Implement a community-wide push to support rental assistance
for Armourdale residents.

Goal: Increase the accessibility and use of tenant services for Armourdale residents.
Context: Armourdale tenants are especially vulernable to exploitative landlords
because of the language barrier, lack of tenant education, undocumented status,
and lack of access to legal services.
Location: Renter-occupied residences in the Armourdale neighborhood core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support, the Armourdale
Renewal Association and other community partners like El Centro, should recruit
local tenant’s rights organizations to conduct or begin outreach to Armourdale
residents as part of a Rental Assistance strategy (Strategy 6) and recruit service
providers, including case managers and bilingual pro bono attorneys to provide
consulting services.
Potential Partners:
Cross-Lines Community Partners serves Armourdale residents through its food bank
program and could be a first point of contact for renters.
Armourdale Renewal Association or El Centro should be contracted to conduct
initial outreach and case management to get residents into the program, in parallel
with the rental assistance programs (Strategy 6).
Kansas Legal Aid connects vulnerable Kansas City residents to legal services.
Funding: Philanthropic support for the initial outreach. Long term funding to be
determined.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Initial funding approach and outreach. Continued expansion of the
program if funding allows.
Target: Significantly increase the number of Armourdale residents taking advantage
of tenant support services.

INCREASE RENTAL ASSISTANCE FOR
ARMOURDALE RESIDENTS
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Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

EXPAND ACCESS TO LEGAL AID AND OTHER
TENANT SERVICES

Priority:
Lower

Higher

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 8:

STRATEGY 9:

Goal: Increase the safety of rental properties and reduce the number of blighted or
under-maintained rental properties.
Context: Armourdale tenants are especially vulernable to exploitative landlords
because of the language barrier, lack of tenant education, undocumented status,
and lack of access to legal services. Code violations are often not reported by
tenants due to fear of eviction or retaliation.
Location: Renter-occupied residences in the Armourdale neighborhood core.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4), the Armourdale Renewal Association,
in collaboration with El Centro and tenant’s rights organizations, can develop a
program to facilitate rental property code inspection and enforcement by the UG
on a case by case basis with respect to tenant concerns regarding documentation
status or landlord retaliation.
Potential Partners:
Cross-Lines Community Partners serves Armourdale residents through its food bank
program and could be a first point of contact for concerned renters.
Armourdale Renewal Association or El Centro should be contracted to conduct
initial outreach and case management in partnership with the UG.
Kansas Legal Aid connects vulnerable Kansas City residents to legal services.
Funding: Philanthropic support for the initial outreach. Long term funding to be
determined.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Initial funding approach and outreach.
Year 2: Continued expansion of the program if funding allows.
Target: Significantly increase the number of code compliance inspections for
Armourdale rental properties.

Goal: Significantly increase the amount of community policing resources
dedicated to Armourdale. Increase the police response rate for calls in
Armourdale.
Context: Public safety in Armourdale is a widespread concern among
Armourdale residents.
Location: The Armourdale neigbhorhood core, primarily.
Actions: The number of community policing officers in Armourdale
should be increased from one (1) to two (2). The number of events
and neighborhood briefings attended by Kansas City Kansas Police
Department (KCKPD) officers and leadership should also be increased.
The KCKPD should extend their Data-Driven Approach to Crime and
Traffic Safety (DDACTS) to include Armourdale.
Potential Partners:
Armourdale Renewal Association has started a block captain program
and should be the point of contact for Kansas City Kansas Police
Department KCKPD outreach efforts.
Funding: KCKPD Budget; The United States Department of Justice offers
funding opportunities to support law enforcement and public safety
activities, including the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
(COPS) that is responsible for advancing the practice of community
policing through information and grant resources.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Increase the number of community policing officers in
Armourdale.
Year 2: Increase the number of community meetings attended by police
officers and leadership to bi-monthly at least.
Target: Double the amount of community policing resources dedicated
to Armourdale, and increase the number of contacts between KDK PD
leadership and Armourdale community leaders.

PURSUE CODE INSPECTION AND
ENFORCEMENT FOR RENTAL PROPERTIES

Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

INCREASE COMMUNITY POLICING
RESOURCES

Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher
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STRATEGY 10:

EXPAND ACCESS TO QUALITY HEALTH
CARE

100

Goal: Improve the health of Armourdale residents by increasing their
access to quality, affordable health care.
Context: Armourdale has significantly higher morbidity and rates of
heart disease, diabetes, and kidney disease than the rest of Wyandotte
County, pointing to lower rates of health care access among Armourdale
residents.
Location: The Armourdale neigbhorhood core.
Actions: The UG Public Health Department should: develop partnerships
with local health care providers to launch clinics in Armourdale; increase
the percentage of Armourdale residents participating in Medicaid and
other federally-funded health care programs; develop a partnership with
the University of Kansas Medical Center or similar health care provider
to open a clinic within Armourdale; ensure Armourdale residents have
easy access to specialty care at the University of Kansas Medical Center
(UKMC) or another health care system.
Potential Partners:
UG Public Health Department has existing relationships with Kansas City
area care providers like the UKMC and Kansas City-based philanthopic
organizations with the mission to enhance access to health care.
Cross-Lines Community Partners currently assists with certain medical
and dental emergencies through the Kansas City Medicine Cabinet
program.
UG Transit Department is committing to an initiative to provide countywide para-transit services and emergency medical trips.

Opposite: Health Care Resources Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Funding: Medicaid and other reimbursable should be enough to cover
the development of a health and dental clinic in Armourdale, potentially
as part of the redevelopment of one of the larger sites for housing. Other
outreach programs should be funded either through reimbursements for
wraparound services or as pilot projects by the philanthropic community.
Timeframe:
Year 1: During the outreach to Armourdale renters and others, conduct a
survey of how Armourdale residents receive their health care and where
they go to receive it. Support UG Transit Department initiative to provide
county-wide para-transit services and emergency medical trips.
Year 2: Recruit a health care partner to begin outreach in the Armourdale
community, with the long-term goal of developing a health care clinic in
the area.
Year 3+: Develop an Armourdale-focused health care clinic and ensure
that there is sufficient multi-lingual outreach to ensure Armourdale
residents know about the clinic.
Target: Increase access and health care coverage among Armourdale
residents by 50%. Lower the severity of the public health indicators by
50%.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher
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STRATEGY 11:

STRATEGY 12:

Goal: Improve the district’s overall canopy cover to reduce the urban
heat island effect and raise property values across the district.
Context: While some areas of Armourdale are densely planted, areas
with significant industrial parcels or with vacant lots often lack street
trees.
Location: The Armourdale neigbhorhood core, primarily.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG support,
community organizations like the Armourdale Renewal Association
can develop an inventory of potential tree sites throughout the
neighborhood core and recruit neighborhood business and residents
as tree sponsors. The UG Parks and Recreation Department and Public
Works Department can source and install trees during the spring and
fall each year. Tree planting can coincide with a long-term bilingual
educational campaign to help residents water and care for the trees.
Potential Partners:
The mission of the Heartland Tree Alliance is to engage people of the
Greater Kansas City region to take action and advocate for a healthy
community forest by educating people about all the critically important
benefits created by urban trees, why these trees need extra care, and the
proper ways to give them that care.
Funding: Planting street trees is relatively inexpensive and so can likely
be drawn from the general fund. The UG Hollywood Casino fund is a
potential resource for new tree planting as a public health initiative.
Private philanthropic resources can also support outreach and education.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Establish a list of sites and potential neighborhood business and
residents interested in sponsoring a tree.
Year 2+: Continue to plant trees extensively in bi-annual cycles.
Target: Add 100 new street trees in Armourdale by 2026.

Goal: Improve the sidewalks and pedestrian infrastructure throughout
Armourdale.
Context: Armourdale has a significant number of cracked, broken or
missing sidewalks.
Location: The Armourdale neigbhorhood core, primarily.
Actions: The UG Public Works Department can develop an inventory
of sidewalks in Armourdale and a five-year plan for sidewalk installation
and replacement to be performed by the Public Works Department or
contractors.
Potential Partners:
Armourdale residents and local community groups may organize to clear
and restore existing historic brick sidewalks or petition property owners
to repair or install new accessible sidewalks. Armoudale businesses may
partner to share sidewalk installation and general paving expenses.
Funding: Municipal general fund or federally-funded transportation
projects.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop a sidewalk inventory and schedule for repair.
Year 2+: Begin sidewalk repair projects.
Target: Complete replacement or installation of all problematic sidewalks
by 2026.

INCREASE ARMOURDALE TREE CANOPY
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Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

SIDEWALK INSTALLATION AND REPAIR

Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 13:

EXPAND YOUTH PROGRAMMING AND
AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Goal: Increase the number and participation in after-school activities
among Armourdale youth.
Context: According to census data, nearly a quarter of Armourdale
residents are under 18 years old. During the COVID-19 pandemic youth
programming and after school activities were severely curtailed.
Location: The Armourdale Community Center, John Fiske Elementary
School, Shawnee Park, Bill Clem Park, Daley Park and the Kansas River.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 4) and UG departmental
support, the Armourdale Renewal Association can: recruit local youth
programming and service organizations to introduce youth programming
in Armourdale; partner with John Fiske Elementary to co-locate
after school programming at John Fiske Elementary, the Armourdale
Community Center, or the multiple Armourdale parks; develop summer
activities for Armourdale youth in Armourdale parks in partnership with
local youth recreation organizations like the Police Athletic League of
KC or Major League Baseball Youth Academy; and work with the rowing,
cycling or fishing groups/clubs to expand Armourdale youth activities on
the Kansas River.
Potential Partners:
John Fiske Elementary School is located in the Neighborhood Core and
is the only elementary school in Armourdale.
Kansas City Boat Club is located near the Rock Island Bridge and wants
to expand its outreach to Armourdale residents. Examples of similar
groups around the United States include Row New York (rownewyork.
org), Philadelphia City Rowing (philadelphiacityrowing.org) and STEM to
Stern Rowing (stemtosternrowing.org).
UG Parks and Recreation Department administers the Armourdale
Community Center and all public parks.
Armourdale Renewal Association owns and maintains Dailey Park in
Armourdale and their institutional mission includes youth programming.

Funding: After school programs programs are funded by Kansas
After School Enhancement Grants available through the Kansas State
Department of Education. The Kauffman Foundation also funds after
school programs.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Recruit seed funding from potential area funders and recruit
organizations to John Fiske Elementary and the Armourdale Community
Center.
Year 2+: Continue to expand programming as funding and timing allows.
Target: Increase the number of youth activities in Shawnee Park, Bill
Clem Park, Dailey Park and the Armourdale Community Center.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher
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STRATEGY 14:

ESTABLISH A COMMUNITY MURAL
PROGRAM

104

Goal: Increase opportunities for community expression and identity in
Armourdale.
Context: Armourdale already has a number of community murals, and
community murals can celebrate local Armourdale identity and culture.
Location: Appropriate building facades throughout Armourdale.
Actions: With increased capacity (Strategy 5) and UG support,
community organizations like the Armourdale Renewal Association can
establish an Armourdale mural program by: recruiting property owners
with blank facades to participate; develop relationships with artists
willing and interested in working closely with the community to create
the murals; establish a philanthropic fund to support the creation of
the murals as a full set, rather than as one-off projects; partner with
youth organizations doing after school or other programs to design and
implement the murals; coordinate with the UG to secure necessary sign
permits for all murals.
Potential Partners:
Artist Jose Faus partnered with neighborhood youth to create a mural in
Armourdale and may be interested in organizing further murals.
Educator, historian and writer Gene Chavez expressed interest in
participating in an Armourdale mural program.
Funding: Mural programs are generally funded through a combination of
public art funding and private philanthropy.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Recruit property owners with potential mural sites and secure
funding for first phase of projects.
Year 2+: Begin implementing mural projects and continue to develop a
pipeline of potential sites.
Target: Install three (3) murals per year through 2031.
Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

MURAL ARTS PROGRAM
PHILADELPHIA, PA

The Mural Arts Program (ABOVE, “The Only Way Out is Through”) in Philadelphia
is one of the country’s longest-serving and best-established community mural
programs. Begun as a way to activate and establish community pride using the
city’s blank facades, the program has evolved into a quasi-city agency, responsible
for workforce development, community organizing and engagement, and youth
programming.
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FOCUS AREA 2:
COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS
Armourdale’s commercial corridors are centered around Kansas Avenue,
7th Street and Osage Avenue. These corridors historically functioned as
vibrant, walkable retail streets served by an extensive city-wide streetcar
system. After years of decline, they currently have little continuous
character and are affected by vacancy, a mix of inappropriate industrial
and non-commercial uses, and often have little shade or space for
pedestrians or visitors.
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While almost all corridor buildings have street frontages that reflect
various historical eras, today most businesses service a car-based
customer base. Traffic lanes are unnecessarily wide, building setbacks
and parking in front of buildings are common, and there are numerous
vacant lots along each corridor. Further, numerous additional factors
deter pedestrian use, including high-voltage power lines hovering over
tree-less segments of poorly maintained (or non-existent) sidewalk
often blocked by illegally parked cars, adjacent to crumbling curbs
and clogged stormwater drains. Streetlights are also commonly out for
extended periods of time.
Armourdale’s bus service is limited to three (3) routes that run northsouth along 7th, 10th and 12th Streets. There is currently no east-west
public transit access, although the RideKC plan does call for Kansas Avenue to be a future bus route to connect downtown Kansas City, Missouri
with Armourdale. Most bus stops are located by signage only, with no
shelter available and sometimes without adjacent sidewalks. There are a
number of bike lanes throughout Armourdale, and the ongoing development of the Levee Trail offers an opportunity to connect along the entire
riverfront. As part of the KDOT-led reconstruction of the 18th Street
Expressway Bridge there is also a planned bicycle loop between Armourdale and Argentine along 12th Street and Kansas Avenue.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Above: Osage Avenue Facing East from Argentine Boulevard (William Frederick)
Below: Armourdale Street Car (Kansas City Public Library)
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COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS OVERVIEW:
CURRENT CONDITIONS
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Armourdale’s commercial corridors feature a wide variety of small
grocery and convenience stores, dining establishments, small-scale auto
repair, sales, installation, and other neighborhood businesses. Most of
these cater to the district’s Latino population, advertising their services
in Spanish and English. While heavy truck use will most likely continue
to characterize large existing thoroughfares like 7th St, and Kansas Ave.
to a slightly lesser extent, Osage Avenue on the other hand, located in
the geographic heart of the Armourdale neighborhood core, has the
potential to once again become the focal point of the neighborhood as a
walkable retail street defined by local retail, restaurants and new mixeduse buildings.

Above: Armourdale Commercial Cores (PORT)
Left: Assorted Restaurants on Kansas Ave. and Osage Ave. (PORT)
Opposite: Armourdale Bus Service Routes. (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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CORRIDOR FLOODING AND
STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
Stormwater and periodic flooding are longstanding problems in Armourdale. Despite the upcoming investments in pump stations as part of the
levee improvements scheduled to be implemented in 2021 and beyond,
the issues plaguing Armourdale infrastructure stem more from the site’s
topography and challenging geology than from the ability to remove
water and redirect it back over the levee system.
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Situated in the floodplain of the Kansas River, Armourdale has very little
natural topography to convey stormwater to the Kansas River. This also
means that when water does flow, it flows slowly enough for the settlement of any particulate matter that runs off the surface. In an area like
Armourdale, where dust and debris regularly settle on the roads, this
means that inlet points, catch basins, and other stormwater conveyance
features quickly become saturated and must be mechanically cleared
before stormwater can flow through them again.63 This has resulted in a
proportionally higher number of work orders for storm cleanout in the
study area, represented in the map to the right, than for similar facilities
elsewhere in Wyandotte County.

Above: Flooding on Kansas Ave. During Rain Event (YouTube)
Below: Standing Water in Armourdale (William Frederick)
Opposite: Frequently Inspected Inlets Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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The Unified Government was recently awarded a Water Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA) loan from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as part of a $152 million investment in its stormwater
infrastructure. Many of the priority projects in that package serve Armourdale and its surrounding communities, including separation of combined
sewer systems and incorporation of green stormwater infrastructure
principals.
Those projects include two (2) areas where the Unified Government plans
to increase capacity of the existing stormwater infrastructure to alleviate
street flooding. ARMO-3 is concentrated on Scott Avenue east of 7th
Street as well as the intersection of 7th Street and Kansas Avenue, and its
plan is to “capture and convey” the five (5) year, 24 hour storm flooding
event below ground to alleviate street flooding.
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The second, ARMO-5, concerns the flooding of 12th Street from McApline Avenue to the Kansas River. Its goal is to replace the existing brick
sewer system that conveys both stormwater and sewer flows with a new
stormwater pipe and inlet capacity. The plan also calls for the separation of stormwater and sewer systems in Armourdale itself. The Phase
1 sewer separation will be concentrated around Kansas Avenue west of
18th Street, and Phase 2 will be concentrated on the residential core of
Armourdale.64
The upcoming Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Levee Enhancement
project will raise the levees by four (4) feet to meet the increasing pressure and intensity of the spring and summer floods. New pump stations
and repairs will further enhance Armourdale’s water management infrastructure. Like the WIFIA improvements, the levee project is an opportunity to incorporate public realm improvements in and around the levees
themselves. These ‘betterments’ include the establishment and opening
of the Levee Trail, the provision of parking and other access points, amenities, benches, and wayfinding.
Above: Existing Osage Avenue Street Profile
Below: Proposed Osage Avenue Street Profile with Green Stormwater Infrastructure Improvements
Opposite: WIFIA Loan Investments Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR POLICIES
AND ACTIONABLE STRATEGIES
The Master Plan calls for investment and improvements along
Armourdale’s three (3) principal commercial corridors. The first of these is
a north-south corridor leading south from 10th Street over the rail yards,
to Argentine Boulevard and then further south on 12th Street over the
Kansas River. The second corridor is Osage Avenue in the heart of the
Neighborhood Core, and the third is the segment of Kansas Avenue
beginning at the intersection of 7th Street extending east to the Rock
Island Bridge.
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The goal for the investment in the commercial corridors is to enhance
business opportunities along each corridor, create dense development
that is walkable and scaled appropriately to the neighborhood, and
increase the amount, quality, and performance of public space along
each corridor. The planning team also identified two (2) corridors of
significant importance that should be developed along similar lines:
Kansas Avenue west of 7th Street, and Cheyenne Ave.
The Master Plan adopts five (5) policies and proposes five (5) strategies
to be implement across each corridor.
Corridor Policies:

Policy 1: Improvements to stormwater infrastructure should emphasize
Green Stormwater Infrastructure improvements, including raingardens,
swales, and infiltration areas to both increase the amount of infiltration
and provide Armourdale with additional tree canopy and green space.
Policy 2: Improvements to these corridors should reduce the width of
traffic lanes to 12 feet maximum and parking spaces to 8 feet maximum
and use the additional width to install dedicated or separated bike lanes.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Policy 3: Improvements to the corridors should include protected bike lanes
throughout the length of the corridors, and separated bike lanes as part of the 18th
Street Bridge Reconstruction.
Policy 4: Building setbacks along the corridor should be eliminated. Eliminating
building setbacks will create a more walkable, neighborhood-scale corridor.
If parking is necessary for a particular use, it should be behind the building or
development in accordance with multi-family, mixed-use and/or commercial design
guidelines.
Policy 5: The UG should support a green alley pilot project in Armourdale. A
majority of Armourdale alleys are not paved. In conjunction with new mixed-use or
multi-family development projects, necessary alley improvements should pilot green
infrastructure and stormwater retention implementation practices.
Corridor Strategies:
Strategy 1:
Strategy 2:
Strategy 3:

Create More Public Open Spaces
Connect to the Rock Island Bridge
Expand Corridor Infill and Adaptive Reuse Mixed-Use Development

Strategy 4:
		

Close Osage Avenue to Large Trucks and Generally Enhance Corridor
Pedestrian Safety

Strategy 5:
		

Provide Accessible Armourdale Bus Stop Platforms and Install Bus
Stop Shelters
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12TH STREET, ARGENTINE BOULEVARD
AND 10TH STREET CORRIDOR
The 12th and 10th Street Corridor, including a segment of Argentine
Boulevard that links 12th and 10th Streets, forms the main north-south
connection between central Kansas City, Kansas; Armourdale; and
Argentine to the south. The 18th Street Bridge that spans the Kansas
River between Armourdale and Argentine is scheduled to be replaced
and possibly realigned.
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Corridor Actions:

Action 1: Create protected bike lanes.

Action 2: Implement green stormwater infrastracture and public space projects.

Action 3: Create more density along corridors by minimizing building setbacks and
developing underused parcels.

Although not a Unified Government-led project, this is an opportunity to
strengthen pedestrian connections between Armourdale and Argentine,
as well as provide access to the Levee trail where possible. The Kansas
Department of Transportation (KDOT) is consulting with the UG on
bicycle and pedestrian improvements within the project area that extend
down Kansas and 12th Avenues and connect to themselves through
Argentine.65
Therefore, the 12th/10th Street corridor will be partially reconstructed
using resources from the WIFIA loan program and partially during the
planned reconstruction of the 18th Street Bridge led by KDOT. As a
result, the improvements to this corridor include creating a protected
bike lane along its entire length.
This approach will be supplemented by increasing the amount of green
stormwater infrastructure along the corridor, principally through the
implementation of planted infiltration beds. This will serve several goals
simultaneously. First, it will absorb more rainwater, reducing flooding of
adjacent streets and homes. Second, it will increase the value of adjacent
property. Additionally, it will lessen the urban heat island effect through
increasing the amount of canopy trees along the corridor, thereby
providing more pedestrian-focused placemaking opportunities centered
upon ecological habitat.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Existing 10th Street and 12th Street Profile

Proposed Typical 10th Street + 12th Street Street Profile
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10th Street and Argentine Boulevard
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Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Argentine Boulevard + 12th Street
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10th Street, Argentine Boulevard and
12th Street Corridor Sub-Area:
10th Street - North
This northern section of the corridor runs south from the 10th Street
Bridge through a primarily industrial and mixed use district until it
reaches Kansas Avenue. This area is dominated by large setbacks and
vacant lots. These vacant lots should be redeveloped as mixed-use
lots with a commercial or neighborhood character, in addition to the
investments made in the streetscape itself.
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Further, there are opportunities to develop new coop, incubator,
maker-spaces or light manufacturing buildings based upon eco-district
principles, as appropriate. These new business types can diversify
Armourdale’s retail and commercial base and provide local venues for
Armourdale resident entrepreurs.

Above: View of 10th Street north of Kansas Avenue (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of Kansas Avenue and 10th Street (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

10th Street - North - 3D-Model Enlargement
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10th Street, Argentine Boulevard and
12th Street Corridor Sub-Area:
12th Street and Argentine Boulevard
The intersection of 12th Street and Argentine Boulevard, where this
corridor turns south, is capped by two (2) existing restaurants with large
parking lots that dominate the street edge. In addition to installing green
stormwater infrastructure in these areas and creating the separated
bike lane, this Master Plan proposes partnering with businesses to
devote some of their parking areas to outdoor dining or other format of
accessible public space to create a stronger community focal point at this
dynamic intersection.
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Above: View of Argentine Boulevard and 12th Street (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of Argentine Avenue and 12th Street (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

12th Street and Argentine Boulevard 3D-Model Enlargement
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10th Street, Argentine Boulevard and
12th Street Corridor Sub-Area:
12th Street - South
At this point, the corridor intersects with the 12th Street Community Hub
along the Kansas River. This Master Plan proposes acquiring or leasing
the underutilized parking lot adjacent to 12th Street as a parking lot for
the community hub, which will include playing fields, water access and
connections to the levee trail. The separated bike lane will at this point
become a protected bike lane that crosses the 12th Street Bridge to
Argentine.
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Above: View of Underused Private Parking Lot Adjacent to Levee Trail (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of 12th Street Bridge and the Kansas River Floodplain (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

12th Street - South - 3D-Model Enlargement
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OSAGE AVENUE CORRIDOR
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Osage Avenue is the main commercial street at the heart of Armourdale,
and offers the best opportunity to invest in public space, green
stormwater infrastructure, and canopy trees in the Neighborhood Core.
Osage Avenue is only two (2) lanes of traffic with parking on both sides,
but its current paved roadway and sidewalk width of 80 feet is much
wider than necessary. Further, because of the generous road dimension,
Osave Avenue is often used by heavy east-west truck traffic as an
alternative to Kansas Avenue. The large trucks add unnecessary noise,
oversized vehicle traffic, and pollutants to the neighborhood core. This
Master Plan calls for diverting this truck traffic and reclaiming much of
this paved area for pedestrian and stormwater improvements, including a
protected bike lane along its entire length.

Corridor Actions:

Action 1: Narrow the space for vehicles and divert heavy trucks away from Osage
Avenue.
Action 2: Implement green stormwater infrastracture, street tree and public space
projects.
Action 3: Create more density along corridors by minimizing building setbacks and
developing underused parcels.

The Osage Avenue should be anchored by two (2) public realm
strategies. The first is to invest in the public space outside the
Armourdale Community Center extending east through Shawnee Park
to 7th Street. This space can serve as a gateway to the neighborhood
core of Armourcale, but also support Community Center programming.
It should also celebrate the significance of Shawnee Park and its historic
importance to Armourdale, including its Mexican-American baseball
heritage. The second public realm strategy is to explore the reuse of the
former Pauls Drive Inn canopy structure and parking area for a temporary
community market.

Existing Osage Avenue Street Profile

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Proposed Typical Osage Avenue Street Profile
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Osage Avenue Corridor - West
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Osage Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Osage Avenue - East
The east end of the Osage Avenue Corridor includes the Armourdale
Community Center and several vacant properties that are appropriate for
mixed use commercial / residential development. This Master Plan calls
for redesignating several of these properties for mixed-use development,
as well as for investing in new public space around the Community
Center to allow for more daily use and the ability to stage outdoor
events.
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The public space outside the Armourdale Community Center extending
east through Shawnee Park to 7th Street can also serve as a gateway to
the neighborhood core of Armourcale. If developed as an Osage Avenue
Gateway, for instance, it could celebrate the significance of Shawnee
Park and its historic importance to Armourdale, including its MexicanAmerican baseball heritage.

Above: View of From Armourdale Community Center Looking West
Below: Aerial View of Armourdale Community Center and Osage Avenue

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Osage Avenue - East - 3D-Model Enlargement
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Osage Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Osage Avenue - Central
The central section of Osage Avenue is also where the 10th / 12th
Street Corridor intersects with the Osage Avenue corridor via Argentine
Boulevard. At this intersection, this Master Plan calls for exploring the
reuse of the former Pauls Drive Inn canopy structure and parking area
for a temporary community market. Pauls Drive Inn is a beloved local
landmark that recently closed and this strategy will allow the Unified
Government to not only renovate and preserve an important piece of
local heritage, but also create a new resource to serve the Armourdale
community.
132
Former Pauls Drive Inn

Above: View of the Closed Pauls Drive Inn Restaurant Canopy and Parking Area (PORT)
Below: Intersection of Argentine Boulevard and Osage Avenue (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Osage Avenue - Central - 3D-Model Enlargement
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Osage Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Osage Avenue - West
The west end of Osage is bordered by large-scale industrial parcels
at 18th Street. The vacant lots at the corner of Osage and 14th Street
are utilized here to illustrate a scenario where similarly scaled vacant
spaces on Osage Avenue in the Neighborhood Core are converted to a
community health clinic. In this scenario, there is ample room to include
public space to create a west gateway ‘end cap’ to the Osage Avenue
Corridor.
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Above: View of Vacant Lots at the Edge of The Neighbohood Core Where Osage Avenue Meets
14th Street (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of 14th Street and Osage Avenue (Google Earth)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Osage Avenue - West - 3D-Model Enlargement
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KANSAS AVENUE CORRIDOR
Kansas Avenue offers the only east-west connection through Armourdale
that also connects with the Historic West Bottoms and downtown Kansas
City, Missouri. It connects the Neighborhood Core of Armourdale to the
Rock Island Bridge, and is also used to service many of the industrial
properties in the Industrial Ring, especially those east of 7th Street.
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Corridor Actions:

Action 1: Widen sidewalks where feasible and add bike lanes.

Action 2: Connect the Neighborhood Core to the Kansas River.

Action 3: Create more density along corridors by minimizing building setbacks and
developing underused parcels.

Kansas Avenue should be reconstructed to reflect this dual identity as
both an important community connection and an important thoroughfare
for Industrial Ring heavy truck traffic. As there is already ample parking
in the area, this Master Plan calls for the elimination of parking along
Kansas Avenue where feasible, and the corresponding widening of
sidewalks, increased tree planting, and new dedicated bike lanes.
This Master Plan also calls for the densification of the corridor, reducing
setbacks and re-designating many of the adjacent parcels to mixed-use
commercial areas. These recommendations should also extend west of
7th Street to the Kansas River in subsequent phases of development.

Existing Kansas Avenue Street Profile

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Proposed Typical Kansas Avenue Street Profile
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Osage Avenue Corridor - West (7th Street)
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Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Kansas Avenue Corridor - East (River)
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Kansas Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Kansas Avenue - West (7th Street)
The western end of the Kansas Avenue corridor is dominated by large
commercial parcels geared toward automovile traffic. This corner is the
gateway to the Armourdale neighborhood from points north and should
be re-planned to reduce setbacks and enhance pedestrian and bicycle
safety. Commercial properties should be re-oriented to the street with
parking behind, and industrial properties should be re-oriented to serve
a mix of uses.
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Auto Salvage

Above: View of the Intersection of 7th Street and Kansas Avenue, Facing West (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of the Intersection of 7th Street and Kansas Avenue (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Kansas Avenue - West (7th Street) - 3D-Model Enlargement
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Kansas Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Kansas Avenue - Central
The central stretch of Kansas Avenue includes several historic structures
with limited setbacks that are ripe for redevelopment. The large scale
parking lots and underused industrial spaces between them should
also be densified and redirected to combine dense residential and
commercial development. Investment in this segment of Kansas Avenue
east of 7th street will strengthen Armourdale’s link to the Historic West
Bottoms, The Rock Island Bridge and the Kansas River.
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Potential Adaptive Reuse

Above: View Facing East Along Kansas Avenue (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of the Central Section of Kansas Avenue (Google Earth)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Kansas Avenue - Central - 3D-Model Enlargement
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Kansas Avenue Corridor Sub-Area:
Kansas Avenue - East
At the eastern end of the Kansas Avenue Corridor, Kansas Avenue
crosses the Kansas River to Kansas City, Missouri (KCMO), but the
Kansas Avenue corridor effectively terminates at the Rock Island Bridge.
Planning for a privately operated entertainment, bar and restaurant
venue that utilizes the existing bridge structure is currently underway.
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The scope of betterment projects under development by the Unified
Government to be located adjacent to the Rock Island Bridge and
implemented during the levee enhancement construction project include
a new parking lot, trailhead, parking, and riverfront overlook venue.
These betterments will together form part of the ‘Rock Island Bridge
Community Hub’ described in the River section.
Improvements to the corridor itself in the section should include the
connection of the separated bike lane to the Rock Island Bridge, the
extensive planting of canopy trees to provide shade, and wayfinding and
other improvements to help the public navigate this relatively industrial
area of the district.

Existing River Access

Above: View of a Premier Investments Warehouse and Planned Levee Trailhead Parking Lot 		
Location at the Base of the Kansas Ave. Bridge (PORT)
Below: Aerial View of the Kansas Avenue Bridge, Rock Island Bridge and
The Kansas River (Google Earth)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Kansas Avenue - East - 3D-Model Enlargement
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STRATEGY 1:

STRATEGY 2:

CREATE MORE PUBLIC OPEN SPACES
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Goal: Offer a greater amount and variety of public space to Armourdale
residents, businesses and visitors.
Context: Armourdale has two (2) well-used but underinvested UGmanaged parks - Shawnee Park and Bill Clem Park - and three (3) small
spaces owned by the Armourdale Renewal Association: Dailey Park, Jed
Jaedicke Memorial Park, and the Armourdale Gateway.
Location: Numerous underutilized spaces along Neighborhood
Core Corridors, including the former Pauls Drive Inn restaurant space
at Argentine Boulevard and Osage Avenue and spaces near The
Armourdale Community Center and Shawnee Park.
Actions: The UG and ARA can develop a site acquisition strategy for
the unowned parcels and issue an RFP to develop design concepts that
be used for fundraising. The UG may commission studies for UG-owned
properties like Shawnee Park, rhe Armourdale Communtiy Center and
adjacent roadway areas at any time.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Parks and Recreation and Urban Planning and Urban
Design should be the primary or secondary developer for the new public
spaces, in coordination with the Armourdale Renewal Association.
Funding: Grant funding for the project could be acquired from state or
philanthropic insitutions with a mission to support public open space
projects for underserved communities, historically significant sites, or
both.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop an RFP for programming and concept design for two
(2) or three (3) spaces; develop an acquisition strategy for the parcels, if
needed; apply for funding for the design process.
Year 2+: Receive fuding and conduct spatial planning and design process
with community input. Construct new spaces and build on momentum to
pursue future public space projects.
Target: Develop at least two (2) new public spaces along Osage Avenue
by 2031.
Priority:
Lower
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

CONNECT TO THE ROCK ISLAND
BRIDGE

Goal: Establish a clear connection between the Neighborhood Core and
the Rock Island Bridge.
Context: The Rock Island Bridge will be a new, unique destination
space along the Kansas River, but it lacks a clear connection to the
Neighborhood Core of Armourdale.
Location: Kansas Avenue East of 7th Street.

Actions: Using state or federal transportation dollars, redevelop Kansas
Avenue to provide dedicated bike lanes and shaded pedestrian areas
for its entire length from 7th Street to the Rock Island Bridge. Implement
the levee betterments providing parking and access at the Rock Island
Bridge itself.
Potential Partners:
The Unified Government Public Works Department is leading the levee
enhancement and betterment project and is also responsible for roadway
enhancement implementation projects. Because Kansas Avenue is a state
highway, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) would also be
a project partner.
Flying Truss is developing the Rock Island Bridge and should offer
support for any efforts to connect their project to the Neighborhood
Core.
Funding: State or federal transportation funding.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Pursue funding for Kansas Avenue bike, pedestrian and
stormwater infrstrucutre upgrades. Commence design and construction
based upon available funding and project development timelines.
Target: Complete construction of a bike and pedestrian oriented
segment of Kansas Avenue from 7th Street to the Kansas River by 2026.
Priority:
Lower

Higher

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 3:

EXPAND CORRIDOR INFILL AND
ADAPTIVE REUSE MIXED-USE
DEVELOPMENT

Goal: Increase the density and amount of mixed residential and
commercial development along the corridors.
Context: What little mixed-use development exists in Armourdale is
spread out along Kansas and Osage Avenue. Prior to flood damage
and decades of disinvestment, Armourdale commercial corridors were
occupied by a critical mass of two-story retail buildings. Some of these
buildings remain and can by renovated, while numerous vacant lots are
available for new contextually-scaled mixed-use builldings with ground
floor retail and residential apartments above.
Location: Numerous underutilized spaces along Neighborhood
Core Corridors, including the former Pauls Drive Inn restaurant space
at Argentine Boulevard and Osage Avenue and spaces near The
Armourdale Community Center and Shawnee Park.
Actions: The UG Economic Development Department and the ARA can
encourage the acquisition of vacant and underused parcels along the
corridor by developers interested in creating dense, community-oriented,
mixed-use development. Development review and permitting will ensure
new buildings add street frontage to increase the walkability and density
of the Neighborhood Core.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Economic Development Department can target,
build relationships, and encourage new investment in Armourdale by
Kansas City-based developers with a strong track record of implementing
successful neighborhood-scale mixed-use development projets.
The Armourdale Renewal Association can develop a list vacant parcels
and a list of potential developers, investors and builders with community
ties.
Funding: Funding would be through private investment or acquired from
state or philanthropic insitutions with a mission to support community
development projects in underserved communities.
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Above: Historic Mixed-Use Building in Armourdale’s Neighborhood Core
(Austin Eikermann)

Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop initial process for recruitment of development partners
and transfer of the property, as needed. Conduct a feasibility study for
high-priority sites. Rigorously pursue one (1) to two (2) initial projects.
Year 2+: Build on momentum of ongoing or completed projects to
encourage continued investment.
Target: Construct a new mixed-use building or renovate a mixed-use
building on each block of Osage Avenue by 2026.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher
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STRATEGY 4:

CLOSE OSAGE AVENUE TO LARGE
TRUCKS AND GENERALLY ENHANCE
CORRIDOR PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

Goal: Reduce the speed of cars traveling along the corridors; enhance
pedestrian and bicycle safety. Close Osage Avenue to large truck traffic.
Context: Cars routinely speed along all the major Armourdale streets
because of their width and the distance between traffic lights and
stop signs. Large trucks routinely use Osage Avenue as an alternative
to Kansas Avenue, causing unnecessary noise, pollution and bike/
pedestrian conflicts.
Location: All Armourdale corridors, prioritizing Osage Avenue and the
neighborhood core.
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Actions: Ban heavy truck traffic on Osage Avenue as soon as feasible.
Implement corridor roadway enhancement projects outlined in the
Master Plan in conjunction with anticipated stormwater infrastructure
enhancement projects. Narrowing roadways and introducing street trees
will inherently slow down speeding cars.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Public Works Department administers the municipal
roads and will be primarily responsible for implementation
Funding: State or federal transportation infrastructure funding. Green
stormwater infrastructure loan programs and implementation projects
should be aligned with road narrowing and bike/ped enhancements.
KDOT will help fund the 12th Street Corridor enhancements because it is
part of the 18th Street bridge reconstruction project.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Pursue funding for Osage Avenue corridor bike, pedestrian and
stormwater infrstrucutre upgrades. Commense design and construction
based upon available funding and project development timelines.
Target: Complete construction of one (1) key corridor segment
enhancement project by 2025.
Priority:
Cost:
Lower
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Higher

Lower

Higher

Vandalized Speed Limit SIgn in the Neighborhood Core (Austin Eikermann)

STRATEGY 5:

PROVIDE ACCESSIBLE ARMOURDALE
BUS STOP PLATFORMS AND INSTALL
BUS STOP SHELTERS

Goal: Increase the number of accessible bus stops and quantity of
sheltered bus stops in Armourdale.
Context: KCATA is upgrading bus shelters in the area, but many
Armourdale bus stops are not currently accessible. In fact, numerous
Armourdale bus stops consist of signs attached to light poles in grass
lawn areas without sidewalk access.
Location: Existing bus stop locations in Armourdale along 12th Street,
Argentine Boulevard, 10th Street and 7th Street.
Actions: Assess exisitng bus stop locations and accessibility. Prioritize
upgrades for accessibility and shelter based upon ridership numbers.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Transit Department and the Kansas City Area
Transportation Authority (KCATA) maintain bus stops and bus service,
respectively.
Funding: UG Transit Department, KCATA and State Transporation Funds
(STP).
Timeframe:
Year 1: Coordinate with the UG Transit Department to initiate bus stop
projects.
Year 2+: Secure annual budget for bus stop updgrades and shelter
installation.
Target: All bus stop locations in Armourdale should be sidewalk
accessible by 2024.
Priority:
Cost:
Lower

Higher

Lower
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Higher

RideKC Bus Stop on 7th Street in Armourdale (Austin Eikermann)
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FOCUS AREA 4:
THE INDUSTRIAL RING
Originally incorporated as a company town, Armourdale has always been
home to both industry and the residences of the workers that live there.
Armourdale is also home to a diverse array of light and heavy industrial
firms, from manufacturing to logistics and distribution to small-scale
firms like auto body shops, storage yards, and equipment rental. It also
includes a number of scrap yards, rendering plants, and other industries
that should not be located close to residential neighborhoods because of
the effects of their byproducts or pollution on resident quality of life.
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Armourdale is rendered a site of environmental inequality, where people
who live and/or work there are disproportionately subject to industrial
pollution and environmental hazards. The fact that a significant number
of Armourdale’s population are recent immigrants and lack access to
environmental policy making, leaves this community especially vulnerable
to environmental racism.
In recent years, and especially after the 1951 flood, people who work
in Armourdale have become increasingly isolated from people who live
there. According to the most recent American Community Survey, only
1% of people who work in Armourdale also live in Armourdale. Further,
driven by “market dynamics,” industry has continued to expand towards
the residential core of Armourdale during the past century— risking its
community’s health and contaminating its live, work, and play spaces.

Above: Kaw Power Station Municipal Plant on Kansas Avenue in Armourdale (PORT)
Below: Historical Aerial Photo of the Proctor and Gamble Plant Located Adjacent
to the Uncle Sam Oil Refinery That Became The Site of the Kaw Power Station
Municipal Plan in 1954 (Kansas City Public Library)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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INDUSTRIAL RING OVERVIEW:
LOGISTICS AND MANUFACTURING
Armourdale’s position close to downtown and between the intersection
of two (2) major highways makes it a desirable location for businesses
that perform last-mile distribution, transport materials between different points in the Kansas City metropolitan area or need large spaces for
manufacturing or other operations. There are also numerous points in
Armourdale proper that are rail-accessible, which is not a widely available
service in the region, and access to the labor pool throughout Wyandotte
County the Kansas City metro area are why the district remains competitive for various industrial and distribution uses.66
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The day to day activities of NTS trucking offer a good example of why
Armourdale has the amount and type of industrial activity that it does.
More than half of NTS’s business is a standing contract to deliver flour
from the Grain Craft Mill on Silver Avenue to the Kellogg’s bakery in Fairfax, five (5) miles north. Six times a day, an NTS driver picks up a trailer
of flour, drives it north on 7th Street through Armourdale, drops it off at
Kellogg’s, and drives the empty trailer back to Grain Craft, resulting in 35
trips through Armourdale every day.67
Armourdale has a much smaller stock of the historic factory or stockyard
buildings that have recently been renovated into lofts or other residential uses. Armourdale industrial buildings tend to be the large, one-story
modern box warehouses that are the “bread and butter” of contemporary industry. When properties are newly converted to industrial use, this
tends to be because of the acquisition and consolidation of parcels over
a longer period of time, or when older outdated industrial structures are
purchased and new buildings take their place.68
Above: Kansas Avenue Facing East Toward Downtown Kansas City, Missouri (PORT)
Below: Elevated Freight Rail and Trucking Lot at Darling Ingredients (PORT)
Opposite: Industial Parcel / Land Use Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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INDUSTRIAL RING OVERVIEW:
UNDERUTILIZED PARCELS
A large number of underutilized parcels are scattered throughout both
the residential and the industrial areas of Armourdale. In the industrial areas, these parcels are generally smaller in size, with simple shed
buildings. They are distinguished mostly because they store all manner
of industrial products, often used, outside with limited apparent activity. These materials can be everything from car axles and palettes to fire
extinguishers and truck tires.
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Vacant and underutilized residential parcels also extend throughout the
core of the Armourdale community. These vacant parcels present longterm challenges for the stability and economic strength of the neighborhood as a whole. Vacant properties can collect trash, become overgrown,
and contribute nothing to the tax base or the safety of the community.
Gaps in the residential fabric can lead to areas that feel less safe. A
district-wide strategy for addressing these properties and promoting
residential infill will go a long way towards strengthening the future of the
community.
In general, these underutilized parcels contribute little to the overall
health and viability of Armourdale, and a district-wide approach for directing them toward more productive residential or commercial uses will
be important for ensuring that Armourdale is a productive, vibrant community and jobs center.

Above: Material Storage Lots in Armourdale (PORT)
Opposite: Shrinking Residential Footprint (PORT)

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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CONTAMINANTS, BROWNFIELDS
AND POLLUTION
Driven by “market dynamics”, industry has continued to expand towards
the residential core of Armourdale during the past century— risking its
community’s health and contaminating its live, work, and play spaces.
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While there isn’t sufficient evidence that directly correlates Armourdale’s
poor health data to contamination and pollution data, it is safe to conclude that these contaminants and poor air quality pose a threat to the
community’s health and wellbeing. This planning effort’s recognition of
this inequality will help build momentum for supporting existing organizations and efforts to clean up and mitigate pollution, as well as empower the community to push against future industrial exploitation and
encroachment.
Both government and non-profit organizations are making efforts to
identify sources of pollution and contamination. In addition to monitoring
air pollution at different locations in Armourdale (among other neighborhoods in Kansas City), CleanAirNow enables and empowers youth and
adults to organize, lead, and advocate for their communities.69

Opposite: Pollution + Contaminants Map (PORT)
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

The Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE) identifies
sites of environmental interest and categorizes them as: contaminated,
formerly contaminated, or that have been evaluated for contamination.
This map includes sites identified by the Bureau of Environmental Remediation, which responds to environmental emergencies and manages
environmental contamination through pollution source control, containment, or remedial action.70 The map does not include data linked to
spills, storm water runoff, tanks, or wastewater treatment.
The map on the following page also shows major truck routes, which
cut through Armourdale’s residential core and are considered major air
pollutants, specifically of particulate matter that diminishes the body’s
immune system. Additionally, it shows that heavy metals, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and refined petroleum are the most prominent contaminants in Armourdale. While some of these cases have been resolved,
the majority of them either remain active or are resolved with restrictions.
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INDUSTRIAL RING POLICIES AND
ACTIONABLE STRATEGIES
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This Master Plans’ goals for the Industrial Ring are first and foremost
to help the Industrial Ring become a net contributor to Armourdale’s
economic, environmental and social health. Armourdale was central to
Kansas City’s emergence as a national transportation and manufacturing
center over a century ago due to its abundant rail access and proximity
to the Kansas and Missouri Rivers. Armourdale now has the opportunity
to utilize technologies that leverage access to these geographic and
infrastructural resources to launch a new era of sustainable research,
manufacturing, and logistics. Because armourdale’s Industrial Ring is
comprised of a diversity of light and heavy industries, it is difficult to unify
recommendations for such a diversity of uses. The policies and strategies
this Master Plan outlines recognize several general principles that might
be applied across the district.
The Master Plan adopts three (3) policies and proposes six (6) strategies
to implement across The Industrial Ring.
Industrial Ring Policies:

Policy 1: Industries that have severe externalities such as pollution
(airborne, water, noise, odor, or other) should be discouraged in the
Industrial Ring, and the Unified Government should work with firms that
are already there to relocate elsewhere.
Policy 2: Business development in Armourdale should be built on its
natural advantages - principally its proximity to both downtown KCK and
KCMO. Businesses that are simply for the long-term storage of materials
should be de-emphasized or encouraged to relocate, and businesses
that serve both downtowns should be prioritized.
Policy 3: Armourdale businesses are encouraged to develop
relationships to the Armourdale community and seek to employ
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Armourdale residents. Very few Armourdale residents work at businesses
in Armourdale, and the Unified Government should partner with Kansas
City Kansas Community College and Armourdale businesses to create
educational and job training pipelines specifically for Armourdale
residents.
Industrial Ring Strategies:
The infrastructure of the industrial ring itself must be made more efficient
by following sustainable industrial use guidelines demonstrated by
emerging development models like Eco-Districts, for example. From
requiring greater stormwater retention and infiltration to encouraging a
greater mix of uses to increase the density of the district itself, planning
new development must follow best practices for industrial buildings in
urban environments. Armourdale should become a site for the incubation
of smaller, locally-owned businesses that need greater flexibility or
smaller spaces than those commonly available.
Strategy 1:

Pilot and Incentivize High-Performing Industrial Parcels

Strategy 2:
		

Reduce Impact of Low-Density Commercial and Industrial 		
Parcels Along Commercial Corridors

Strategy 3:
		

Create Dense, Mixed-Use Commercial and Industrial 		
Parcels

Strategy 4:

Expand Access to UG Business Recruitment Services

Strategy 5:
		

Expand the Amount of Space Available to Small- and 		
Medium-Sized Businesses

Strategy 6:
		

Recruit New Businesses to Armourdale That Thrive on 		
Proximity to Downtown KCK and KCMO
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STRATEGY 1:

PILOT AND INCENTIVIZE HIGHPERFORMING INDUSTRIAL PARCELS
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Goal: Industrial parcels in Armourdale should be net-contributors to the
social, economic, and environmental health of the district.
Context: Armourdale’s Industrial Ring is comprised of a diversity of light
and heavy industries that have an overall negative environmental impact
on the Armourdale Neighborhood Core and broader Kansas City.
Location: The approximately 1400-acres of industrial zoned parcels in
Armourdale.
Actions: Incentivize new and exisitng industrial parcels to capture and
allow for the infiltration of their stormwater, rather than allow it to run
off into the already overburdened storm sewer system. Encouraged
techniques include minimizing the amount of hardscape and installing
extensive tree planting to minimize the urban heat island effect.
Addressing these issues will also increase the Armourdale tree canopy,
provide additional green space for recreation (ie: work breaks and/or
lunch breaks), and generally support Armourdale livibility initiatives.
Potential Partners:
The Armourdale Renewal Association can partner with leading
Armourdale businesses and stakeholders like Premier Investments to
incrementally work toward enhancing the ecological performance of
their extensive property holdings. The UG Economic Development
Department can recruit new industrial businesses to Armourdale that
have a strong track record of leading-edge sustainable site development
and operation practices.
Funding: Local, state and national grant funding and tax credits are
available for implementing sustainable capital improvements.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Create inventory of existing industrial parcels, assess feasibility
and interest. Recruit new industries.
Year 2+: Facilitate grant acquisition and implementation.
Target: Develop at least two (2) pilot or example enhancement projects
by 2026.
Priority:
Cost:
Lower
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Higher

Lower

Higher

Above: Rendering of Typical or Low-Performing Industrial Parcels in Armourdale (PORT)

Exampe of High-Performing Industrial Parcel Layout
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STRATEGY 2:

REDUCE IMPACT OF LOW-DENSITY
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
PARCELS ALONG COMMERCIAL
CORRIDORS

162

Goal: To increase density and walkability of commercial corridors.
Context: A majority of new commercial and industrial development
along commercial corridors in Armourdale is low-density and suburban
in format, typically consisting of a single building or structure surrounded
by a large parking lot. This prioritizes private automobiles and trucking
over pedestrians and limits the potential for a more dense urban fabric in
Armourdale.
Location: Primarily commercial and industrial businesses located on
Kansas Avenue, Osage Avenue, Cheyenne Aveneue and 7th Street.
Actions: Enforce guidelines for new commercial and industrial
development projects that include active commercial building frontages
and minimal setbacks along major corridors, especially those corridors
forming the boundary between the Neighborhood Core and the
Industrial Ring.
Potential Partners:
The UG Department of Planning and Urban Design can enforce
compliance with design guidelines through use and zoning approval
processes for new development.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Enforce design guidelines for applicable development projects
on a case-by-case basis. Build on momentum and promote implemented
examples.
Target: Develop at least one (1) new corridor development meeting
design guidelines by 2026.
Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

Above: Rendering of Typical Low Density Commercial Parcel in Armourdale (PORT)

Example of Commercial or Industrial Development with Corridor Frontage and Interior Parking Lot Layout
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STRATEGY 3:

CREATE DENSE, MIXED-USE
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
PARCELS

Goal: Develop B-P Planned Business Park developments in Armourdale.
Context: Many industrial parcels in Armourdale, particularly surrounding
the Neighborhood Core, are low-value storage spaces enclosed by
chain-link fences. As the Neighborhood Core grows, these parcels should
be developed with more density, street frontage, and with a greater mix
of commercial and light industrial uses by following the B-P Planned
Business Park zoning code.
Location: Primarily commercial and industrial businesses located at the
perimeter of the Neighborhood Core.
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Actions: Study the B-P Planned Business Park Land Use designation and
zoning and consider amending it to lessen the requirements for adjacent
transportation routes and other requirements that might be a barrier to
development in Armourdale. Encourage new development to follow the
B-P Planned Business Park zoning guidelines.
Potential Partners:
The UG Department of Planning and Urban Design can enforce
compliance with design guidelines through use and zoning approval
processes for new development, while the UG Department of Economic
Development can guide appropriate businesses and developers to these
opportunity sites in Armourdale.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Encourage and enforce B-P Planned Business Park design
guidelines for applicable development projects on a case-by-case basis.
Build on momentum and promote implemented examples.
Target: Develop at least one (1) new corridor development meeting
design guidelines by 2026.
Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

Above: Rendering of Typical Low Density Commercial Parcel Adjacent to the
Neighborhood Core in Armourdale (PORT)

Example of Planned Business Park Development (Purple) Adjacent to New Multi-Family Residential
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STRATEGY 4:

STRATEGY 5:

EXPAND ACCESS TO UG BUSINESS
RECRUITMENT SERVICES

166

Goal: Create more opportunities for Armourdale residents and small
business owners to open and expand their businesses in Armourdale.
Context: Armourdale has a growing population of small-scale
entrepreneurs, many of whom are recent immigrants or new to the
area, that are attracted by Armourdale’s inexpensive land and access to
downtown.
Location: Primarily commercial and industrial businesses located on
commercial corridors the perimeter of the Neighborhood Core.
Actions: Create a Spanish-speaking outreach program to support local
businesses; create a locally-owned business working group that can be
a conduit between the UG and target businesses in the area and recruit
Spanish-speaking entrepreneurs to serve as mentors to Armourdale
residents seeking to open or expand businesses.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Economic Development Department and
Wyandotte Economic Development Council should leverage its business
recruitment and development expertise to target entrepreneurs that are
interested in locating in Armourdale.
Armourdale Renewal Association should create the small business
working groups; become outreach partners to local business owners;
and form mentorship programs and host activities that directly impact
Armourdale business owners and residents.
Funding: The ARA should work with the Unified Government to secure
funding for the initial outreach.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Develop a working group of local business owners and a
pipeline of potential entrepreneurs to target. Begin recruitment and rollout the mentorship program.
Target: Significantly increase the number of locally-owned Armourdale
businesses receiving assistance and support from the Unified
Government by 2024.
Priority:
Cost:
Lower
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Higher

Lower

Higher

EXPAND THE AMOUNT OF SPACE
AVAILABLE TO SMALL- AND MEDIUMSIZED BUSINESSES

Goal: Create more opportunities for Armourdale residents and small
business owners to open and expand their businesses in Armourdale.
Context: Wyandotte County in general lacks the kind of ‘in-between
spaces’ of 15,000 to 25,000 square feet that small firms need to grow.
Location: Primarily commercial and industrial buildings located on
commercial corridors the perimeter of the Neighborhood Core.
Actions: Study the B-P Planned Business Park land sse designation and
zoning and consider amending it to lessen the requirements for adjacent
transportation routes and other requirements that might be a barrier to
development in Armourdale. Work with industrial developers to study
the viability of neighborhood-scale industrial development, or hybrid
industrial / commercial development.
Potential Partners:
Wyandotte Economic Development Council should lead the assessment
of the market viability for smaller-scale industrial products.
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should
study the ‘Business Park’ designation and propose adjustments that
could better serve the Armourdale context.
Armourdale Renewal Association should create the small business
working groups and become outreach partners to local business owners.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Study and amend the B-P Planned Business Park land use
designation and zoning, as needed. Begin assessing the market for
smaller-scale industrial or industrial / commercial uses.
Target: Significantly increase the number of active ‘in-between’
businesses operating in Armourdale by 2026.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 6:

RECRUIT NEW BUSINESSES TO
ARMOURDALE THAT THRIVE ON
PROXIMITY TO DOWNTOWN KCK/MO

Goal: Take advantage of the Industrial Ring’s proximity to downtown to
recruit entertainment and lifestyle businesses.
Context: The Rock Island Bridge will be a new, unique destination
space along the Kansas River, and the dynamics that make it viable - a
compelling space and proximity to downtown - should apply to the rest
of Armourdale. Breweries, distilleries, food service, climbing gyms, and
music venues are all spaces that thrive in formerly industrial settings.
Location: Throughout the Industrial Ring but especially adjacent to the
Corridors.
Actions: Develop a pipeline of small business owners or others looking
to expand, relocate, or start new businesses. Develop a catalog of
vacant or underutilized properties in Armourdale that could be easily
repurposed.
Potential Partners:
Wyandotte Economic Development Council should leverage its business
recruitment and development expertise to target entrepreneurs that are
interested in locating in Armourdale.
Armourdale Renewal Association should create business and community
connections to support new Armourdale businesses.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Develop a working group of local business owners and a
pipeline of potential entrepreneurs to target.
Target: Significantly increase the number of new businesses locating in
Armourdale by 2026.
Priority:
Lower
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Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher
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FOCUS AREA 4:
THE KANSAS RIVER
The Kansas River has historically been ignored as an Armourdale asset
and as an important part of the local ecology. A vast majority of investments to date associated with the River are related to catastrophic flood
mitigation, rather than creation of cultural amenity, active recreation or
ecological restoration projects. This is a missed opportunity to make the
Kansas River central to the identity of both Armourdale and Kansas City.
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However, Armourdale’s long relationship to the Kansas River is on the
cusp of major transformation as several projects will soon begin implementation simultaneously. Most significant is the raising of the Kansas
River Levees by four (4) feet to meet the increasing pressure and intensity
of the spring and summer floods. Led by the Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) this effort includes a parallel effort led by the Unified Government to introduce new public realm improvements in and around the
levees themselves as part of the levee construction process. These ‘betterments’ include the establishment and opening of the Levee Trail, the
provision of parking and other access points, amenities, benches, and
wayfinding.
The second of these is the Rock Island Bridge, a privately-led project to
transform the former Rock Island Railroad Bridge into a food and cultural
destination, event space, and hub of activity. The Rock Island Bridge will
also be supported by public parking on both the east and west sides of
the Kansas River and include a public trail linking the Levee Trail from the
west to the east sides of the Kansas River.
In anticipation of the initial levee enhancement and associated
betterments, this Master Plan calls for additional investment in the
Kansas River to build its ecological health and its service to the
Armourdale and Kansas City community.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Above: Aerial Photo of Armourdale and the Kansas River, Facing East (PORT)
Below: Aerial Photo of the Kansas River and Adjacent Levee, Facing East (PORT)
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KANSAS RIVER POLICIES AND
ACTIONABLE STRATEGIES

170

First and foremost, this Master Plan aims to increase access to the
Kansas River so it may become everyday community resource. This
means thinking of the river as more than just a way to move water
from one place to another. The river and its floodplain as parks, fishing
spots, hiking trails, recreational fields, and other assets. The plan calls
for improved access from the Armourdale community to and along the
Kansas River. Although the forthcoming levee improvements will have
access points to the levee trail, this Master Plan calls for significantly
investing in and expanding them. The Master Plan also includes
strategies to improve the ecological health of the Kansas River through
restoring native ecologies in the existing floodplain. This will benefit river
and provide increased recreational opportunities for Armourdale and the
rest of Kansas City.
The Master Plan adopts one (1) policy and proposes four (4) strategies to
implement related to the Kansas River.
Kansas River Policy:
Public access to the Kansas River should be guaranteed. Private
development must always allow access through its property to the river,
and the levee trail itself must be fully open to the public. Every new
project adjacent to the levee will provide levee trail and River access to
the public.
Kansas River Strategies:
The Master Plan calls for investing in a number of key sites where the
community can access the Kansas River. These Community Hubs will
be more than just a trailhead and a welcome sign. They should be
robust public facilities with parking, water access, trail access, and other
amenities. Some are already moving forward through innovative publicPlanning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

private partnerships, like the Rock Island Bridge. Others, like the Central
Avenue Hub, should be considered in tandem with the master planning
of the West Bottoms. Whatever the next step in their development, each
Community Hub should be developed over the next ten years so that it
has been built out by 2031.
The floodplain of the Kansas River itself should be improved. For too
long, the floodplain has been scoured of all ecological and community
value. Public access, ecological health, and community use have all been
sacrificed to move water as efficiently as possible from one point to
another. Beginning with a pilot project and later continuing across the
floodplain, the ecology of the Kansas River should be improved through
best practices environmental restoration. There should be trails, boat
and canoe ramps, fishing spots, sports fields and other amenities in the
floodplain.
Strategy 1:
		

Increase Access to the Kansas River Through the 			
Industrial Ring

Strategy 2:

Create a Master Plan for the Kansas River

Strategy 3:
		

Implement a Kaw River Restoration Pilot Project Toward 		
Enhancing the Ecological Health of the Kansas River

Strategy 4:
		
		

Work With Community Groups to Expand Programming 		
and Recreational Opportunities Along and on the Kansas 		
River
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Kansas Ave
Community Hub

172

The Kansas Avenue Community
Hub should be considered as part
of the reconstruction of the 18th
Street Bridge, a Kansas Department
of Transportation Project (KDOT)
that is also includes installation
of a bike loop from Armourdale
across the Kansas River at Kansas
Avenue and 12th Street. The Kansas
Avenue Community Hub has the
lightest touch of any of the hubs. It
is primarily an access point from the
Kansas Avenue Bridge and its bike
lane to the Levee Trail. This Master
Plan also calls for the installation of
a trail through the floodplain of the
Kansas River extending to the north
west of the site. This area is already
well-forested, and a nature trail
would offer opportunities for birdwatching and easy walking. There is
also a simple water access point for
fishing or launching a canoe. This
Community Hub should be planned
and constructed as part of the 18th
Street Bridge Reconstruction.

N

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Kaw Island Bridge
Community Hub
The Kaw Island Bridge Community
Hub primarily includes new access
points, parking, and modest
community amenities to allow
Armourdale residents and others
to access the Kansas River. A
more aspirational or long-term
strategy depicted calls for a new
bridge connecting to the currently
inaccessible island in the Kansas
River. ‘Kaw Island’ is a low-lying
island within the floodplain that
would offer plentiful river access,
fishing and walking opportunities.
Implementation of this hub
should be studied as part of the
reconstruction of the 18th Street
Bridge.
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12th Street
Community Hub
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The 12th Street Community Hub is one
of the most intensively programmed
hubs within this Master Plan. With
simple, direct, at-grade access
up 12th Street to the Armourdale
Neighborhood Core and a wide
floodplain, the 12th Street Community
Hub should become a primary
destination for recreation, trail and
river access. This Master Plan calls for
the creation of a new softball field, a
number of basketball and small-scale
soccer fields, as well as picnic areas and
new points for river access. The Kansas
River floodplain is also at its widest
point here, making the 12th Street
Community Hub the perfect place to
pilot Kansas River ecological restoration
projects conforming to best practices
for ecological restoration of floodplains.
The Hub layout also includes regrading
of the floodplain to create more
topographic variety and more areas
that can periodically flood to mimic the
natural ecology that existed here before
the channelization of the river. This
project should be studied and funded
and implemented through the 18th
Street Bridge reconstruction proposed
by KDOT.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

N

7th Street
Community Hub
There is no existing at-grade connection
along 7th Street to the Levee Trail and
the 7th Street Bridge is not conducive
to providing safe pedestrian and bike
access. Therefore, the Master Plan calls
for studying the creation of an at-grade
pedestrian connection next to the 7th
Street Bridge. This would connect to
the city-owned parcel adjacent to (but
still behind) the levee, which would be
incorporated into a proposed Floodplain
Park. Vehicle access would extend to
5th Street, where leasing a private,
underused parking lot next to an atgrade connection would also provide
easy (albeit less intuitive access.) The
floodplain here is almost as wide as
12th Street, so it would see a similar
ecological restoration strategy. This
Master Plan also calls for the creation
of areas for barbecuing and community
events. These would be spaced widely
enough to take advantage of the full
width of the floodplain and connected
with a floodplain walking path. This is
another potential site for the Kaw River
Restoration Pilot Project.
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Rock Island Bridge
Community Hub
The Rock Island Bridge is the
centerpiece of an ongoing publicprivate partnership creating a
destination space along the Kansas
River. This project is ongoing, and
the recommendations here reflect
the current recommendations and
plans developed as part of the levee
enhancements and betterments
coordinated by the Unified
Government.
176

This community hub is oriented
to create a special experience for
Kansas City residents. Visitors will be
able to dine or attend events on the
bridge, access the water and Levee
Trail from this hub. There will be
parking on both sides of the river,
and this space will also connect
to a planned public park between
the Rock Island Bridge and the
proposed Yards II project.

N

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Central Ave
Community Hub
The Central Avenue Community
Hub is the central hub for the future
development of the West Bottoms
District. It should connect to the
West Bottoms development both at
grade along Central Avenue, as well
as connect to the Central Avenue
bridge, which is currently at the end
of its planned lifespan. The bridge is
currently being studied for possible
conversion to solely pedestrian and
bicycle use.
177

The West Bottoms configuration
depicted here anticipates one
potential future urban configuration
scenario for the West Bottoms. This
area of the West Bottoms should
be the subject of a future master
plan study that will also elaborate
the redesign and reconstruction of
the east bank of the Kansas River
to inlcude public access; generous
plazas; areas for gathering;
restoration of the river bank; and
other developments to center the
West Bottoms on the river itself.
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Lewis and Clark
Community Hub
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The Lewis and Clark Community is
also central to future development
of the West Bottoms District. It
connects directly to the River
Heritage Trail as well as the crossing
point to downtown Kansas City,
Kansas. This Master Plan calls for
placing a large event venue with
the bridge as a backdrop, along
with generous parking, restoration
of the river bank, and other
developments to center the West
Bottoms on the river itself. KDOT
is currently planning to rebuild
portions of bridge viaducts over
the Kansas River which will ideally
provide opportunities to incorporate
riverfront improvements outlined
here.

N

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY 1:

STRATEGY 2:

Goal: Increase the amount of public access points and routes from the
Neighborhood Core to the Kansas River through the Industrial Ring.
Context: Numerous streets, especially those adjacent to bridges over
the Kansas River, appear to be closed off or incorporated into the private
parcels adjacent to them. Armourdale also has a number of underutilized
rail road tracks, and an inventory of vacant or underutilized track that
might be converted to trails, leased, or otherwise made available for
public use to offer better access to the Kansas River.
Location: Throughout the Industrial Ring, but with strong links to the
Neighborhood Core.
Actions: Study any existing public right of ways that might have been
privatized on an ad-hoc basis. Complete land ownership accessment and
access enhancement feasibility study.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should take
the lead on this initiative by compiling land ownership information and
assessing feasiblity.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Complete land ownership accessment and access enhancement
feasibility study.
Target: Open at least (2) new routes to access the Kansas River levee
trails that align with the completion of the levee enhancement project.

Goal: Develop a metro-scale vision for the Kansas River, focusing on
recreation, ecological restoration and expression of the Kansas River’s
history and nationally significant legacy.
Context: The Kansas River has not been seen as an ecological resource
or central to the identity of Kansas City.
Location: Throughout the Industrial Ring, but with strong links to the
Neighborhood Core.
Actions: Work with the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) and
communities adjacent to Wyandotte County to develop the scope
and funding stream for the Master Plan. Issue an RFP for Master Plan
development no later than 2022.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should take
the lead on this initiative, specifically researching the process related to
natonal designation by the United States Department of the Interior.
The Mid-America Regional Council would be an important partner for
developing a regional vision for the Kansas River.
The Kaw River Drainage District administers the Kansas River floodplain
and should be involved in any planning project.
Funding: The project maybe eligible for funding sources related to
pursuing the project for national designaton by the United States
Department of the Interior.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop the scope and funding source for the RFP.
Year 2+: Complete master plan process and begin implementation
projects.
Target: Develop a Master Plan by the end of 2024.

INCREASE ACCESS TO THE KANSAS
RIVER THROUGH THE INDUSTRIAL RING

CREATE A MASTER PLAN FOR THE
KANSAS RIVER
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STRATEGY 3:

IMPLEMENT A KAW RIVER
RESTORATION PILOT PROJECT TOWARD
ENHANCING THE ECOLOGICAL HEALTH
OF THE KANSAS RIVER

180

Goal: Develop a pilot project for the ecological restoration and
community use of the Kansas River.
Context: The Kansas River is an underutilized recreational and cultural
asset that is also in need to ecological improvement. A restoration pilot
project will implement best practice, natural river restoration strategies
to help clean the Kaw River while also providing new community River
access and recreational venues.
Location: Throughout the Industrial Ring, but with strong links to the
Neighborhood Core.
Actions: Develop an RFP for the project for issuing by the end of 2021 or
beginning of 2022.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should take
the lead on this initiative.
The Kaw River Drainage District administers the Kansas River floodplain
and should be involved in any planning project.
Funding: UG funding sources dedicated to environmental initiatives.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop the scope and funding source for an RFP.
Year 2+: Complete planning process and begin implementation the pilot
project. Utilize ecological data and use statistics to inform long term river
access and ecological restoration projects.
Target: Pilot project construction completed by 2023.
Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

TRINITY RIVER PROJECT
HOUSTON, TX

The Trinity River Project (ABOVE) is the restoration of an U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers-administered floodplain adjacent to downtown Dallas. Led by Michael
Van Valkenburgh and Associates, this project not only maintains the Trinity River’s
viability as a floodplain, it also restores much of the native floodplain ecology and
weaves through substantial public amenities like playgrounds and walking paths.
This project transforms a previously underused and underloved area into a worldclass public park at the center of Dallas.

STRATEGY 4:

WORK WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS
TO EXPAND PROGRAMMING AND
RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ALONG
AND ON THE KANSAS RIVER
Goal: Develop more opportunities for Armourdale residents to
experience the Kansas River.
Context: Armourdale residents by and large do not have a relationship
with the Kansas River. This is due to years of limited river access and a
general lack of recreational river use in Kansas City.
Location: Proposed River Hubs and other spaces along the Kansas River.
Actions: Work with Armourdale community groups to develop potential
programming opportunities along the waterfront. Recruit recreation and
other organizations that center their activities on the river with links to
funding partners that support these activities or pilot project initiatives.
Potential Partners:
Kansas City Boat Club would be a good partner to expand programming
for Armourdale Youth. According to the Kansas City Boat Club, “a more
permanent boathouse facility is key to increased participation and more
people on the water in rowing shells, kayaks and canoes.”
Armourdale Renewal Association would be a partner in programming
along the river.
The Rock Island Bridge / Flying Truss would be a good partner for
sharing resources to draw activity to the River.

Funding: Private foundations or planning grants.
Timeframe:
Year 1+: Working with local youth groups and community organizations
like the ARA, start holding cleanups, recreation opportunities and other
activations along the riverfront.
Year 2+: Stage activation events along the riverfront in parallel with the
master planning process and implementing the pilot project.
Target: Consistent, monthly or more frequent activations of the
riverfront, especially in parallel with the planning for the pilot project
outlned in Strategy 3.
Priority:
Lower
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Cost:
Higher
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FOCUS AREA 5:
THE HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS
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The Historic West Bottoms generally refers to several overlapping areas
that span the Missouri-Kansas border between the Kansas River, the Missouri River, and the bluffs overlooking the district to the east on which the
core of Kansas City Missouri lies. This area was historically the heart of
the Kansas City stockyards, and contains the historic livestock exchange
building as well as numerous remnant multi-story former industrial buildings. Although referred to by multiple names, including the Stockyard
District (referring to the area south of I-670) and the Central Industrial
District (the area east of the Kansas River that is not in Missouri), for clarity’s sake this document will refer to the entire district as the Historic West
Bottoms. This district also spans both Kansas and Missouri, and much
of what is discussed below is outside of this project’s formal study area.
Nonetheless, the district feels contiguous and should be analyzed as a
whole, rather than as separate parts.
The Historic West Bottoms is a district undergoing rapid change. With
the growth of downtown Kansas City, Missouri and an existing building
stock well suited for adaptive reuse, the area closest to downtown has
seen recent development into a hybrid entertainment and residential district. This growth has been centered around two main clusters. The first
– also known as the Historic West Bottoms – includes the area between
12th Street and Forrester Road extending as far as the State Line Road in
Missouri. This area has seen extensive redevelopment and new construction of lofts and artist studios, and has some entertainment destinations
and hospitality businesses scattered throughout it. The second cluster of
development – known as the Stockyard District – is south of I-670 centered around Genesse and Wyoming Streets and includes the historic
Livestock Exchange building and HyVee Arena (formerly Kemper Arena).
This area has numerous restaurants and galleries, a winery, and other
destinations, and will soon be adding additional residential units on the
Kansas side of the State Line Road along the Kansas River.
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Above: Historic West Bottoms Building Stock (PORT)
Bottom: The Rock Island Bridge (PORT)
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As a rapidly developing mixed-use district, the Stockyards District is
highly dependent on the amenities it can offer potential residents and
the audience that its entertainment and hospitality destinations will
attract. Central to this effort are improvements to the Kansas River Levee
Trail, which offers residents an outdoor experience along the river that
isn’t available in other parts of the Kansas City region.71 The potential to
use the riverfront experience as an anchor for Kansas City residents and
visitors has the most potential for near-term success in this area, where
the Rock Island Bridge is under development and where the Kansas City
Boat Club has operated from for years. There are also numerous ongoing
public improvement projects in the area, from the improvements to the
levee trail to the development of the Rock Island Bridge itself.
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As a district, however, the Historic West Bottoms is far from built out, and
even in the areas where residential and commercial development has
taken hold there are large areas of empty or industrial properties that do
little to add to (or actively detract from) the district’s future as a mixeduse area of residential and commercial spaces. In the Kansas area of the
district north of 670 there is almost no residential or commercial development at all, and the economics of development mean that this area, if it
does see the kind of transformation happening in the Stockyards district
to the south, will experience that cycle after the rest of the district does
so. Nevertheless, the Historic West Bottoms is a neighborhood in transition where its industrial past is making way to an exciting, dense, walkable future for residents and businesses alike.
The stretch of the Kansas River between the Rock Island Bridge and the
I-670 Viaduct is on the cusp of transformation, especially on the east
side of the river. This transformation includes several large-scale projects
being implemented simultaneously.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

The first of these is the raising of the Kansas River Levees by four (4) feet
to meet the increasing pressure and intensity of the spring and summer
floods. Led by the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) this effort includes
a parallel effort led by the Unified Government to include public realm
improvements in and around the levees themselves. These ‘betterments’
include the establishment and opening of the Levee Trail, the provision
of parking and other access amenities, benches, and wayfinding.
The second of these is the Rock Island Bridge, a project to transform the
former Rock Island Railroad Bridge into a food and cultural destination,
event space, and hub of activity. The Rock Island Bridge will also be supported by public parking on both the east and west sides of the Kansas
River and include a public trail linking the Levee Trail from the west to the
east sides of the Kansas River.
The Flaherty-Collins project on the east side of the Kansas River just
north of the Rock Island Bridge, The Yards II, will include public access to
the Levee Trail, the eventual expansion of this mixed-use district to the
north and public facilities between it and the Rock Island Bridge.
Finally, the recently proposed Aerial Lift project proposes to link the two
Kansas City downtowns -- and the Historic West Bottoms between them
-- in order to build common investment and access to a wealth of cultural
attractions, the Kansas River, arena events, and jobs.

Looking east on the top-deck
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Above: The Yards Front Facade (The Yards)

Above: Aerial Lift Project (SOM)

Below: The Yards Courtyard (The Yards)

Below: The Rock Island Bridge Looking East to Hy-Vee Arena (Flying Truss)

Looking East towards Hy-Vee Arena
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HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS POLICIES
AND ACTIONABLE STRATEGIES
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The West Bottoms encompasses the historic stockyards area east of
the Kansas River. Primarily industrial in character, it is adjacent to two
developing mixed-use districts. The Missouri portion of the Historic
West Bottoms is an area with historic building fabric that has slowly been
adapted into apartments, offices, breweries, and other amenities. The
Stockyards District is a rapidly growing area around the historic Livestock
Exchange building and includes the Yards II development and the Rock
Island Bridge.

For the purposes of this Master Plan, the Historic West Bottoms
is divided into four ‘phases’ that are reasonably-sized areas for
development. The District Plan should address each area but that
phasing is not set in stone. The Stockyards District, encompassing The
Yards II development and the Rock Island Bridge, is Phase 1. Phase 2
encompasses the area north of the railroad tracks and between James
Street and the Kansas River. Phase 3 includes everything east of James
Street. Phase 4 includes the area between I-70 and the Kansas River.

This Master Plan proposed redeveloping the Historic West Bottoms as
a mixed-use district centered on the restored Kansas River. It proposed
developing a specific Master Plan for the Historic West Bottoms itself,
which would study the future land use, market products, and financing
strategies for the district. The three (3) proposals included in this Master
Plan are meant to show the range of potential scenarios for the future
of the district, but are studies only. A final decision for the future of the
district should be the product of the Historic West Bottoms Master Plan
itself.

The Master Plan adopts two (2) policies and proposes two (2) strategies
to implement related to the Historic West Bottoms.

The three (3) scenarios presented in this Master Plan use the Kansas River
as the central spine for development. Each district should be oriented
to the Kansas River, and the river itself and its banks should be restored
to make their public realm central to the identity of the Historic West
Bottoms. The first scenario calls for a mixed-use district of residential and
commercial uses with generous public realm for the local community.
The second scenario calls for the creation of destination spaces financed
using Sales Tax and Revenue (STAR) bonds. The third scenario calls for a
combined logistics and innovation hub centered on commercial uses.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Historic West Bottoms Policies:

Policy 1: Improve the edge of the kansas river with public realm
amenities. No matter what the future of the Historic West Bottoms
itself, the Kansas River and its banks should be improved with robust
public realm enhancements, including water access, public plazas, green
spaces, and amenities for the general public.
Policy 2: Revenue from the development of the Historic West Bottoms
should support improvements to public parks, facilities, and other
projects that benefit the Armourdale Neighborhood Core.
Historic West Bottoms Strategies:
Strategy 1:
Strategy 2:
Strategy 3:

Create a Master Plan for The Historic West Bottoms
Convert the Central Avenue Bridge to Ped/Bike Use
Continue Development of the Aerial Lift Project
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HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS SCENARIO 1:
MIXED USE DISTRICT
The first scenario calls for the creation of a mixed-use district comprised
primarily of residential, commercial, and some entertainment uses. New
residential districts like this rely on creating a distinct district identity.
With more than 1 mile of riverfront, this district should rely an improved
edge to the Kansas River with a wide diversity of walking paths, river
access points, plazas, overlooks, and other amenities to create a truly
special experience on the Kansas River.
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This district also has generous new public realm areas within the
district itself. The Central Green is a large open space that could
be programmed and offer numerous passive and active recreation
opportunities. There are numerous wide boulevards connecting the
easternmost area of the district directly with the Kansas River. Finally, this
district includes two of the Community Hubs described in the previous
chapter.

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

RIVER NORTH DISTRICT
NASHVILLE, TN

The River North District (ABOVE) is a new neighborhood in Nashville, Tennessee
that is currently under development. The site’s current uses are, similar to the
Historic West Bottoms, a mix of industrial and logistics areas. The master plan calls
for a mix of residential and office uses, but its most important lesson for the Historic
West Bottoms is that it prioritizes improvements to the riverfront as central to the
identity and viability of the district.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS SCENARIO 2:
RIVERFRONT DESTINATION
The second scenario calls for the creation of a new destination district
adjacent to the Kansas River, surrounded by extensive mixed-use
development. Financed using Kansas’ unique STAR bonds, which rely on
sales tax revenue for destination or tourism projects, this scenario could
accommodate a number of destinations within its large central space.
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Like Scenario 1, the creation of this destination relies on generous new
public realm amenities to form the identity of the district. There are new
walking paths, plazas and amenities along the riverfront. The heart of the
project is the ‘Destination Green,’ a large public open space bordered by
the destination facilities themselves.
Although the precise types of destinations themselves have not been
studied, potential venues include performing arts, stadia and retail.
However, this plan has the flexibility to accommodate a number of
potential types of destinations as part of an overall Master Plan.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

EAST BANK DISTRICT
WICHITA, KS

The East Bank District (ABOVE) is a new destination district adjacent to the
Arkansas River in Wichita. It includes some residential and mixed-use areas, but its
principal uses are for a new performing arts venue, convention center, and hotels.
Like the West Bottoms, its identity is centered on the Arkansas River. This project is
in the planning phase, but its current plans call for the financing of the project using
STAR Bonds.
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HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS SCENARIO 3:
LOGISTICS AND INDUSTRIAL HUB
The third scenario calls for the creation of a new incubation and logistics
hub within the heart of the West Bottoms, with a smaller mixed use
district comprising a balance of commercial residential uses adjacent to
the Kansas River. The Incubator Hub could offer large, flexible spaces to
research start up or other companies that need a combination of light
industrial and office space. The logistics and distribution hub would take
advantage of the West Bottoms’ proximity to Downtown KCK and KCMO
to build significantly more warehouse and ‘last mile’ distribution than is
currently available elsewhere in the area.
192

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

SCHIPHOL TRADE PARK
AMSTERDAM, NL

The Schiphol Trade Park (ABOVE) is a combination of distribution hub and office
park located near the Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam. It combines an innovative
water management strategy with commercial office space and large-format
industrial and logistics buildings.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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STRATEGY 1:

STRATEGY 2:

Goal: Develop a district-wide Master Plan to guide the development of
the Historic West Bottoms for the next ten years.
Context: As a rapidly changing district, the Historic West Bottoms needs
smart, high-level planning to ensure the Kansas City community takes full
advantage of the opportunity.
Location: The Historic West Bottoms
Actions: Develop the scope and funding stream for the Master Plan and
issue an RFP by 2023.
Potential Partners:
Armourdale Renewal Association should be the community partner in
developing any future district plan for the Historic West Bottoms.
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should
take the lead on this initiative, specifically leading the development of an
RFP for the Master Planning process and subsequent develoment of the
Master Plan.
Funding: UG funded with support from any applicable planning grants.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop the scope and funding source for the RFP.
Year 2+: Issue the RFP and begin the planning process followed by
implementation of priority projects.
Target: Develop a Master Plan by the end of 2024.

Goal: Provide a dedicated bicycle and pedestrian connection from
downtown Kansas City, Kansas to the Historic West Bottoms.
Context: The Central Avenue bridge is nearing the end of its useful
life and there is currently not the demand for traffic in the area to justify
replacing it.
Location: The Historic West Bottoms
Actions: Develop the scope and funding stream for the planning process
and issue an RFP by 2022.
Potential Partners:
Armourdale Renewal Association, KDOT and the Central Avenue
Betterment Association should be partners in the planning process.
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should
take the lead on this initiative, specifically leading the development of
an RFP for the bridge pedestrianization design process and subsequent
implementation.
Funding: UG funded with support from any applicable partners like
KDOT or the Central Avenue Betterment Association
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop the scope and funding source for the RFP.
Year 2+: Issue the RFP and begin the planning process followed by
implementation of priority projects.
Target: Develop a bridge renovation plan by the end of 2022.

CREATE A MASTER PLAN FOR THE
HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS
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Priority:
Lower

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Cost:
Higher

Lower

CONVERT THE CENTRAL AVENUE BRIDGE
TO PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE USE

Priority:
Higher

Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

STRATEGY 3:

CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
AERIAL LIFT PROJECT

Goal: Pursue catalytic and transformational transportation infrastructure
projects the Historic West Bottoms and the Kansas City Metro Area.
Context: A proposal to link downtown Kansas City, KS and downtown
Kansas City, MO via gondola or aerial lift, titled ‘Connect KC’ was
developed by the UG Planning and Urban Design Department in 2020.
Location: The Historic West Bottoms, Downtown Kansas City, KS,
Downtown Kansas City, MO
Actions: Develop the scope of an RFP to advance the initial proposal
through a more detailed feasibility study and master planning process.
Potential Partners:
Unified Government Planning and Urban Design Department should take
the lead on this initiative and will be tasked with building a broad base of
stakeholders and project partners.
Funding: Transportation and economic development grants.
Timeframe:
Year 1: Develop the scope and funding source for the RFP.
Year 2+: Issue the RFP and begin the planning process.
Target: Develop an Aerial Lift Master Plan by the end of 2023.
Priority:
Lower

Cost:
Higher

Lower

Higher

195

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

CONNECT KC AERIAL LIFT PROJECT
KANSAS CITY, KS AND KANSAS CITY, MO

The Connect KC Aerial Lift Project (ABOVE) initiated by the UG Planning and Urban
Design Department and studied by HR&A Advisors and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
explores an aerial link between the two Kansas City downtowns -- and the Historic
West Bottoms between them -- in order to build common investment and access to
a wealth of cultural attractions, the Kansas River, arena events, and jobs.
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
FOCUS AREA 1: THE NEIGHBORHOOD CORE
#
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
10:
196 11:
12:
13:
14:

STRATEGY
Build New Infill Housing On Vacant Neighborhood Lots
Convert Underutilized Industrial Sites To New Housing Developments
Implement Housing First Projects
Expand Access To Fresh Food
Increase Capacity of Armourdale Community-Based Organizations
Increase Rental Assistance For Armourdale Residents
Expand Access To Legal Aid And Other Tenant Services
Pursue Code Inspection And Enforcement For Rental Properties
Increase Community Policing Resources
Expand Access To Quality Health Care
Increase Armourdale Tree Canopy
Sidewalk Installation And Repair
Expand Youth Programming And After-School Activities
Establish A Community Mural Program

PRIORITY

EST. COST

Higher
Lower
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Lower
Lower
Higher
Higher

$100k +
$100k +
$100k +
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k
$50k +
$100k +
$0 - $50k
$0 - $50k

POTENTIAL LEAD PARTNERS
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood

Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations

FOCUS AREA 2: THE COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS
#
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:

STRATEGY
Create More Public Open Spaces
Connect to the Rock Island Bridge
Expand Corridor Infill and Adaptive Reuse Mixed-Use Development
Close Osage Avenue to Large Trucks and Enhance Corridor Safety
Provide Accessible Bus Stop Platforms and Install Bus Stop Shelters
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PRIORITY

EST. COST

Lower
Lower
Higher
Higher
Higher

$100k +
$100k +
$100k +
$0 - $50k
$50k+

POTENTIAL LEAD PARTNERS
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood

Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
FOCUS AREA 3: THE INDUSTRIAL RING
#
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:

STRATEGY
Pilot and Incentivize High-Performing Industrial Parcels
Reduce Impact of Low-Density Parcels Along Commercial Corridors
Create Dense, Mixed-Use Commercial and Industrial Parcels
Expand Access to UG Business Recruitment Services
Expand Space Available to Small- and Medium-Sized Businesses
Recruit Businesses to Armourdale That Thrive on Proximity to Downtown

PRIORITY

EST. COST

POTENTIAL LEAD PARTNERS

Lower
Lower
Lower
Higher
Higher
Higher

$100k +
$100k +
$100k +
$0 - $50k
$50k+
$0 - $50k

PRIORITY

EST. COST

Lower
Higher

$100k +
$100k +

Government
Government

Private
Private

Neighborhood
Neighborhood

Community Organizations
Community Organizations

Higher

$100k +

Government

Private

Neighborhood

Community Organizations

Higher

$0 - $50k

Government

Private

Neighborhood

Community Organizations

Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Neighborhood

Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations
Community Organizations

FOCUS AREA 4: THE KANSAS RIVER
#
01:
02:
03:
04:

STRATEGY
Increase Access to the Kansas River Through the Industrial Ring
Create a Master Plan for the Kansas River
Implement a Kaw River Restoration Pilot Project Toward Enhancing the 		
Ecological Health of the Kansas River
Work With Community Groups to Expand Programming and Recreational
Opportunities Along and on the Kansas River

POTENTIAL LEAD PARTNERS

FOCUS AREA 5: THE HISTORIC WEST BOTTOMS
#
01:
02:
03:

STRATEGY
Create a Master Plan for The Historic West Bottoms
Convert the Central Avenue Bridge to Ped/Bike Use
Continue Development of the Aerial Lift Project

PRIORITY

EST. COST

Higher
Higher
Higher

$100k +
$100k +
$100k +

POTENTIAL LEAD PARTNERS
Government
Government
Government

Private
Private
Private
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5. Future Land Use Plan
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FUTURE LAND USE PLAN
Armourdale’s zoning was established during the creation of the 1979
Master Plan, which codified the urban renewal initiatives that displaced
much of the Armourdale community east of 7th Street after the 1951
flood in favor of an expanded industrial district. The goals of this Master
Plan are to protect the existing residential fabric of Armourdale, improve
the quality of life for Armourdale residents, and open up more opportunities for people to live in Armourdale.

200

The Futrure Land Use Plan prioritizes neighborhood-focused strategies
for strengthening the Armourdale community for those that live in Armourdale, or will in the future. By focusing on the street corridors that
serve the Armourdale neighborhood and connect it to Kansas City and
beyond, the Land Use Plan aims to expand business opportunities along
each corridor, create dense community-focused development that is
walkable and scaled appropriately to the neighborhood, and increase the
amount, quality, and performance of public space along each corridor.

Armourdale Landuse Master Plan, May 1979

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio
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Appendix 1: Public Health & Safety Workshop Report
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WORKSHOP BACKGROUND
This project seeks to generate a collective vision for the future of Armourdale. To understand and leverage the potential of Armourdale’s
community and stakeholders, three interdisciplinary workshops represent
a crucial part of phases 1 and 2 of the project:

ATTENDEE

TITLE

AFFILIATION

Juliann Van Liew

Director

UG Public Health Dept

Cathy Harding

President & CEO

Susila Jones

Executive Director

Wyandotte Health Found.

• Workshop #2: Economic Development

Gunnar Hand

Director

The following summary aims to document and draw conclusions and
recommendations from Workshop #1: Public health and safety. This workshop took place on the 29th of March, 2021 following all precautions and
recommendations of social distancing, due to the COVID 19 pandemics.
The meeting was held in a video-conference format, and supported by
an online white-board web-app for sketching and note taking.

Dr. Erin Corriveau

Deputy Medical Officer

Karen Dehais

Evaluation and Learning
Officer

• Workshop #1: Public Health & Safety

The Goals of this workshop were to gain a more complete understanding
of the public health landscape in Armourdale, and to collectively develop
potential strategies and initiatives to improve public health and community quality of life. In summary, it focused on:

Archie Smith
Kim Portillo
Brian McKiernan

PARTICIPANT

Workshop # 1: Public Health & Safety

Irene Caudillo

• Stimulating dialogue
• R
 efining our initial findings & understanding of the existing public
health issues and causalities
• Identifying existing assets and future ambitions for public health
• Outline possible actions and next steps to improve public health

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

FACILITATOR
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Jesus Casas

Wesley McKain
Dawn Downes
David Morales
Carmen Oropeza

Cross-Lines
UG Planning&Urban Design
Health Forward Foundation
UG Police Department

Community Policing Officer

El Centro

President / CEO

Armourdale Renewal
Association / Former Board
Member

Former ARA Board Member
Long Range Planner
Commissioner, District 2
Community Health Supervisor
Senior Program Officer
Armourdale Resident

UG Department of Planning
and Urban Design
UG
UG Public Health Dept
Reach Healthcare Foundation
UG Parks and Rec

Sarah White

Assistant Director

Halina Zarate

Urban Design Project Leader

MVRDV

Brandon Biederman

Senior Associate

PORT

Nick McClintock

Associate

PORT

Rula Zuhour

Designer

PORT

Kristina Knauf

Associate

MVRDV

Tom Meyer

Americorps VISTA

PORT

Andrew Moddrel

Partner

PORT

UG Public Works

Workshop methodology: From... To!

Workshop structure

In the general analysis of Armourdale, PORT urbanism identified six challenges for the area: isolation, vulnerability, segregation, neglect, deterioration and disinvestment. These challenges are interrelated, forming a
vicious cycle that gradually exacerbates conditions in Armourdale.

The workshop was structured into 3 parts. In each part, a collective introduction was followed by breakout sessions in small groups to facilitate
an open dialogue. Each breakout group focused on 1 of the 3 challenges
and opportunities relevant for public health. After each breakout session,
there was opportunity to regather and share thoughts and observations
on each topic in the larger group.

The workshop therefore focused on how to turn this “downward spiral”
to an “upward spiral”. It aims at collectively identifying opportunities
that can be derived from existing challenges in order to strategize action
towards a positive, healthy future for Armourdale.

Three Parts
• P
 art 1: Feedback on initial findings: Presentation of our initial public
health analysis & understanding, feedback session around the questions “What stood out?” and “What did we miss”?”

Based on initial findings of the public health analysis, we identified 3 of
the 6 opportunities as focus topics for public health:

• P
 art 2: Assets and ambitions: Session based on mapping and listing
existing assets based on each participant’s knowledge of Armourdale
and identifying future ambitions for improved public health outcomes.

• From Isolated to Accessible
• From Vulnerable to Safe
• From Disinvested to Stimulated

FROM ISOLATED

TO ACCESSIBLE

• P
 art 3: Vision and action plan: Strategizing a short-term and long-term
action plan, listing possible actions, places for interventions, stakeholders, suitable mechanisms and potential for funding

FROM VULNERABLE

TO SAFE

Three Focus Groups

FROM SEGREGATED

TO EMPOWERED

The groups focused on 3 opportunities that address the existing conditions of Public Health & Safety in Armourdale:
19

FROM NEGLECTED

TO INCLUDED

FROM DETERIORATED

TO ATTRACTIVE

FROM DISINVESTED

TO STIMULATED

• F
 rom Segregated to Accessible (focus topics: infrastructure barriers,
missing links to the neighbors, access to health care, access to food)
• F
 rom Vulnerable to Safe (focus topics: pollution, crime, accidents,
flood risk)
• F
 rom Disinvested to Stimulated (focus topics: street-scape, urban
green, Kansas River, ownership & land-use)
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PUBLIC HEALTH CONCLUSIONS
First impressions about Public Health and Safety in Armourdale were based upon 3 main sources: The UG’s Public Health Department Data Analysis; The testimony of
the resident Monica Mendez, who is also the executive director of the Armourdale Renewal Association; and the Urban Site Analysis drafted, which can be viewed later
in this document. Combining these findings and insights, the following key issues that seem to were identified as effecting Public Health in Armourdale:

ISOLATED ARMOURDALE
210

1. Access to care, health insurance and prevention:
There are no health care facilities in Armourdale.
Without a doctor, dentists, or other health service
providers close-by, residents are less likely to obtain
treatment for illnesses or chronic diseases. High rates
of diabetes, kidney disease and tooth loss indicate
FROM
ISOLATED care, patients
TOeither
ACCESSIBLE
mismanaged
not receiving care at
all or too late. The data analysis shows low prevalence
rates of prevention measures
and low health insurance
FROM VULNERABLE
TO SAFE
coverage.
2. Access to healthy food: Access to healthy
TO STIMULATED
food is of local interest and could be enhanced
by strengthening corner shops, bringing a big
grocer that can sell affordable products, and a
farmers market. There is also interest in creating a
community garden. There is one near Cross Lines,
but the produce is only used by “The Kitchen”.
Currently, there are no major grocery stores
providing healthy nutrition in Armourdale.

FROM DISINVESTED

Related issues: Infrastructure barriers, missing links
to the neighbors

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

VULNERABLE ARMOURDALE

DISINVESTED ARMOURDALE

3. Accidents & safety of the built environment:
The high motor vehicle accident death rate
indicates need for increased safety for drivers
and pedestrians that circulate in Armourdale.
The wide streets have a lot of traffic, which make
people feel afraid of car accidents.

5. Quality of built environment and activities:
The youth of Armourdale lacks opportunities to
encourage active living and healthy eating. After
school there are not many options or places
for activities. The community lacks stimulus
or interest to engage in community meetings
(offering gifts and lunch can be effective, but not
art or culture). Elements of the built environment
that act as a source of Public Health issues are
streets and parks. The fragmentation of Shawnee
Park causes underutilization of public green.
More comfortable and attractive sidewalks,
complete streets, bike paths and parks are
needed to stimulate activity and reduce the
currently very high levels of Obesity, Diabetes
and Physical Inactivity.

4. Pollution & environmental impact on health:
There are high rates of cancer, asthma, mental
health and sleep deprivation in Armourdale,
compared to other communities in Kansas City.
No clear causal relationship between these indices
and the social and environmental conditions in the
area could be identified. The workshop and further
analysis need to examine potential ties with socioeconomic stress (employment, affordability, crime,
reoccurring flooding), pollution and noise.
Related issues: Crime, flood risk

Related issues: Kansas River isolation and
underutilization for leisure, Ownership and
qualitative use of (vacant) residential and
industrial plots

1. Access to Care

1.7x

1. Health Insurance & Prevention

41.3%

2. Access to Healthy Food

0x

Higher Diabetes Disease Death Rate, 1.8x higher Kidney Disease Death Rate than Wyandotte County

of 18+ respondents reported having no current health insurance coverage. US: 12.2% and Wyandotte: 24.8%.

larger grocery stores offer healthy food at a walkable distance.

High death rates of treatable diseases point to mismanaged care
where the patients no care too late or not at all. Without access
to care, residents are less likely to receive treatment for their illnesses or chronic diseases.

More than 40% of respondents reported having no current health
insurance coverage. Almost all of the prevention measures had
low prevalence rates (cholesterol screening, mammography, cervical cancer screening, blood pressure medication, dentist visits)
when compared to Piper, Wyandotte, and the US.

Armourdale is a “food desert”.There is a 1.8x higher diabetes
prevalence than in Wyandotte County. Can diabetes and obesity
be reduced by bringing healthy food to Armourdale?
211

3. Safety of Built Environment

3x

More motor vehicle accident deaths than in Wyandotte (65.76
per 100k vs. 18.5 per 100k)

The motor vehicle accident death rate is very high in Armourdale.
The data shows an increased need for traffic safety.

4. Environmental Impact on Health

32.3%

5. Quality of Built environment, Activities
and Nutrition

41.9%

Higher cancer death rates than Wyandotte (230.15 Armourdale vs. 173.90 Wyandotte), 57% higher mental health rates
compared to the U.S. average (19.9% Armourdale vs. 12.7%
U.S.) 15.7% more people in Armourdale sleep <7h than the
U.S. average)

Physical inactivity rate - twice as high as in Piper and ca. 75%
higher than the U.S. average.

High rates of cancer, mental health and sleep deprivation. Do
higher levels of socio-economic stress, pollution and noise cause
those rates in Armourdale?

Obesity and Physical Inactivity are very high in Armourdale. Is the
built environment - lack of accessible sidewalks, bike paths, leisure
and sport areas - to blame?

43.5% Obesity rate, ca. 40% higher than the U.S. average.

Source: UGPHD and Design Team Analysis
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PART 1: FEEDBACK ON INITIAL
FINDINGS
What stood out? What did we miss?
After presenting our initial findings on public health, this was the group’s feedback on the various topics:

FROM ISOLATED

TO ACCESSIBLE

Infrastructure Barriers: Transportation issues are something that was
not mentioned. They can form a barrier to access healthcare. Also,
a lack of transportation options prevents access to the food stores
outside of Armourdale that offer healthy nutrition.

212

Missing Links with Neighbors: Armourdale doesn’t look like a residential area. Driving through all you see is industry. It is setup perceptually of industry is first. This perception of Armourdale not being
residential leads to the perception of disinvestment and disconnect.
Poor Access to Healthcare: Poor health isn’t necessarily a result of
access. Just adding a clinic in the area may not trigger change. Healthcare is often not accessed because of the cost—getting a bill prevents
people from going to receive care. Many people here live life long in
poverty, with long-term health conditions. There is a need for more
trust and communication, e.g. service staff that is culturally similar and
helps to overcome language barriers. Inform how to access health care
as a low-income resident, overcome.
Food Desert: No food groceries in the area is a true issue. There are
fast food facilities but no places offering healthy foods and produce.
Cross Lines is trying to deal with this on their end but sometimes there
is a stigma with free food. In June Cross Lines is setting up a model
that is more like a grocery store (versus a pre-made box), and offering
breakfast and lunch as take away. Cross Lines is the only community
garden in the area.
Other Feedback: Include input from the community for what the
solutions might be and what their needs are.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

FROM VULNERABLE

TO SAFE

Flood risk: Not discussed.
Pollution: There is no documented cause-effect relationship between
pollution and diseases. Public Health issues are closely related to getting
access to care, either because of practicalities such a as having health
insurance coverage, or influenced by subjective reasons such as feel like
they are being taken seriously. There was surprise in the group about
the environmental public health risks, but the impressions seem accurate
according to participant’s experience.
Crime: From a business standpoint, little crime is noted (Argentine).
There is a large homeless population to the west, but no crime issues
with them. However, there is concern for that population. Can we create
opportunities that the homeless population is comfortable using?
Traffic Accidents: Not discussed in detail. General take away: there
needs to be more organizing in the community around this issues.
Other Feedback: There is lots of deferred maintenance of public infrastructure within Armourdale.
Family care, across the river to the south, lacks a CMO and direction.
There could be a variety of factors that prevent access to care - transportation, nearby family etc. There is a larger story to the data. The hardest
task is identifying and getting care to undocumented people diagnosed
with cancer. Existing medical facilities will not serve undocumented populations. We have a hard time with our community and partners with that
issue, cancer mostly. But also other conditions that require ongoing care
are all an issue. Can we use Mill Levy funds for care? Need to get buy-in
from the community and elected. But the issue is having more needs
than resources. What are the demographics and has information been
gathered from neighbors? Amongst other, we found that roughly 50%
live below poverty line, have low access to care. PORT has just begun the
survey process.

FROM DISINVESTED

TO STIMULATED

Kansas River / Flood Risk: The levee creates a disconnect, look for
opportunities to inter-link this master-plan with the Levee and River
Development Master plan. Link to the levee for more recreational
amenities. Additionally, there are many floods in the area that need to
be addressed.
Streets: Industrial uses are a barrier to walkability in Armourdale.
Squares: Shawnee Park is very important to the community, but it is
now cut in half by 7th St. As the Eastern part is not very accessible, the
Western edge of Shawnee Park is more heavily used. The community
has asked repeatedly for push-lights to access the East side safely.
Ownership and Responsibility / Land-Use: Reopen opportunities for
development and combine development with infrastructural investments
to improve walkability (public space upgrades).
What Stood Out? Health insurance issues, diabetes rates, cancer rates,
lack of health centers and access to healthy food.
Other Feedback: Health statistics and the huge disparity makes one
think about what is life like for people who live in Armourdale. Lower-income people stayed here mostly, we need to focus on them. How to
balance their needs with ideas for recreation and Armourdale becoming
a destination? Residents need support in this master plan. Help people
now, not just in the future.
Armourdale has the lowest ratings in the county, we need to change the
perception of the neighborhood.
The EPA has collected data on Armourdale and Argentine.
On Osage, there has been speculation on large poles and wires affecting
health.

This scheme illustrates aspects highlighted most in the feedback session. The bigger the
square, the more the respective issue was emphasized. Main conclusions of this first part are:
•

The relationship of poverty and public health needs to be investigated in more depth,
also linking it to cultural aspects and services for better long-term care and prevention

•

The group sees opportunities in linking infrastructure upgrades to development strategies

•

Access to healthy food is indeed a major issue

•

The topic of public transportation needs to be included in care and food strategies

•

The perception and identity of Armourdale as a community needs to be strengthened in

Access

Visibility
Change the perception
of Armourdale

Lack of access to
care stood out

Food desert IS an issue
Only 1 community
garden - Cross Lines.
Stigma of free food

Link Infrastructure and Development
Deferred maintenance of
public infrastructure

What is life like for people
in Armourdale?
Poverty/costs biggest
issue for lack of care, not
physical access

Help NOW, not just
in the future

Lack of access to food
stood out

Industry first? Drivethrough neighborhood.
No visibility and perception of the residential neighborhood

Improve
transportation to/from
care facilities

the context of the neighborhood but also city- and county-wide

Poverty

Food

50% below the poverty line
Focus on low income groups

Create opportunities for homeless
population in the west

Supporting undocumented
with needs for ongoing care
is the biggest issue

Mill Levy Funds?

Re-connect Shawnee Park

Many floods

Levee as barrier but also
opportunity for recreation

Industrial uses are barriers
for walkability
Create opportunities to
link infrastructure and
development
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Health Conditions & Care

Insurance issues,
cancer and diabetes
rates stood out

Environmental risks
stood out
Inform how to
access health
care as a lowincome resident

Healthcare that looks like
me, culturally similar
No public hospital facility
Breakdown the
language barrier and
make healthcare more
culturally comfortable.

Osage - wires
impacting health?
Connecting
people to
services

Check EPA data on
environmental conditions
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PART 2: ASSETS & AMBITIONS
What are the existing assets and ambitions for future improvements
of Public Health in Armourdale?

FROM ISOLATED

214

TO ACCESSIBLE

FROM VULNERABLE

TO SAFE

Existing Infrastructure: Amenities such as restaurants and retail is
organized along Kansas Avenue, but there is conflict with truck traffic.
The Levee trail is an asset, but not yet much used by Armourdale
Residents. Osage Avenue is an asset for a potential commercial
corridor revitalization.

Pollution: There is no documented cause-effect relationship between
industrial land-use pollution and diseases, but the large warehouses
and industries are visually unappealing and a barrier to active living.
There is a concern about visual pollution in Osage Ave, related to the
aerial power lines.

Links to Neighbors: Kansas Avenue, 7th Street, 12th street - key
connection to neighboring destinations, but not friendly to biking or
public transportation

Crime: The perception of crime has been rising and the residents do
not see the presence of police in their communities. The community
policing staff (UG Police department) in an asset, that exists to be a
filter between community leaders and the local district commanders.
Community policing works but only if you put the resources behind
it, and Officer Casas does not have much support. As the perception
of crime has risen, the ability for the district to communicate through
those officers became more difficult. Community leaders are a great
asset but need support and more resources.

Access on foot to the river feels like trespassing, and is not inviting the
use of this asset as a place for the community or for physical activity
Poor Access to Healthcare: Its not about bringing in a clinic, there
are pre-conceptions about accessing health care and having to pay a
unfordable bill for the service. Local residents can be an asset as staff
of leaders in which the community trusts and feels represented by.
Existing bus and mini van routs can be an asset- check if they stop by
these public health centers or if the route should change; check how
easy and quick it is to get to key destinations
Food Desert: There is only one community garden, Cross-lines, but
there is stigma towards free food.
Urban farming could be an asset if empty plots could host such
programs, but it also requires community training and care to cultivate
it Liberty Fruit in the south is an asset to be leveraged for healthy food
supply, or a fresh food market destination.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Traffic Accidents: Kansas Avenue and 7th Street have a great conflict
between pedestrians and truck traffic, being perceived as dangerous
for walking. The 12th street feels extremely dangerous to walk or bike,
exposed to motor vehicles. Shawnee park is a great public asset for
the community but it is divided by a road. A pedestrian walk-over
(preferably over a push-light) could help enhance crossing safety.
Flood Risk: Existing budgets for infrastructure maintenance are an
asset, but they do not include storm-water management costs. Delay
and deferral of public infrastructure maintenance in Armourdale are a
challenge.

FROM DISINVESTED

TO STIMULATED

Streetscape and Built Environment: The Levy investments can be
an asset and provide funding and stamina for open space & wayfinding enhancements and better E-W connection. Industrial program
is an asset to the city, but a barrier for the community, concerning
walkability and attractiveness of the built space. Osage avenue is
an asset for a potential centrality, and its built space quality can be
enhanced by, for example, eliminating aerial power lines.
Urban Green: Shawnee Park is an asset to the community, and could
be enhanced by being an integral piece, so kids could access safely
all of its parts without the dangerous street crossing. Currently the
western part is more frequently used. The organization Cross-lines is
an asset to support the community’s green and healthy food access.
There is potential of using public open space and green for orchards
and edible gardens, and the community would be a fundamental asset
in maintaining them. Bill Clem Park is an underused asset due to the
community’s safety perception.
River Role: The river is an asset for activity attraction, and presents
potentials in activating both West and East banks, capitalizing on the
ongoing opportunity generated by the Levee trail enhancements.
There is a real estate development pressure coming from KC-MO, that
could help bring program and people from East to West of the river.
The Kansas River Group is an asset to help define pick-up points and
connections to trail heads and amenities, promoting a better linkage
to the neighborhood.
Ownership and Responsibility: Community-run organizations fighting
food deserts can be an asset to reprogram or activate vacant plots.

Bus & minivan: potential routes
to health-care centers

Conflict with truck traffic

Retail & Restaurants along Kansas Ave

Vacant lots for
urban agriculture
Crosslines
Development trend
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Bill Clem park
Kansas avenue

Shawnee park

12th Street

Potential link from Armourdale
main streets to the river

7th Street

Osage Ave

Potential Core: Osage Ave

Industrial uses are polluting
and barriers to walkability

Levee trail

Potential integration
of E-W riverbank
Isolated to accessible

Liberty fruit

Key access point to the river

Vulnerable to safe
Disinvested to stimulated
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PART 3: VISION & ACTION PLAN
Which short-term and long-term actions can be taken to reach the
vision for Armourdale?

FROM ISOLATED

TO ACCESSIBLE

Vision
A New Downtown: a new destination along Osage Avenue, hosting
new business and fresh-food providers, safe to walk without conflict
with heavy truck traffic.
216

Linked and Better River and Parks: enhanced access to Shawnee
Park in its integrity. Safe and active Bill Clem park. Inviting and
vibrant riverbank. Enhanced configuration of streets to favor
pedestrian and bike use.
Health Routes: direct public transportation connections to public
health-care facilities through re-routed bus and minivan lines and
stops. Stronger trust on the health-care system, insurance coverage,
information about costs, ethnic representativity in the care staff.
Fresh Food Abundance: offer of affordable healthy food through
large grocery stores, the establishment of a fresh food market, and
enhancement of the potential of Cross-lines and Liberty Fruit for
local provision.
Short term actions:
Policy incentives to attract business to locate and stay in
Armourdale, Redesign of streets and public space to enhance
walkability & biking, Re-route of buses and minivans serving 7th St to
connect to healthcare, Establish farmers market, Invite Liberty Fruit
to help
Long term actions:
Incentive larger local businesses to invest in the local community
Connect multiple actors and assets (“break down silos”)
Combat poverty as a barrier to the access to health and jobs
Re-purpose vacant plots for food production, cultivated by
community
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

FROM VULNERABLE

TO SAFE

Vision
Monitored & Informed: a community that is aware about the
interrelation between pollution and public health, and has
transparent and effective access to information
Reduced Crime: a community that is seen and heard, with balanced
coverage of district commanders
Enhanced Ped/bike safety: a mobile and active community, that
does not feel threatened by car and truck circulation
Infra Adapted for Climate Change: a neighborhood protected from
storm-water and river floods
Short term actions:
Investigate and integrate existing pollution data in Armourdale from
different sources, identify how it affects life quality and potential
enhancements in sharing and receiving of information
Reduce police officer’s coverage area, hire more officers
Traffic management & activity distribution adjustments in Kansas
Avenue, 7th street, and 12th street; add a push-light or walk-over to
access both sides of Shawnee Park
Catch-up on infrastructure maintenance including storm-water
Long term actions:
Enhance community awareness about pollution and public health,
do the necessary interventions in the built space and land use to
enhance life quality
Built space interventions in Bill Clem Park for better safety
perception
Redesign streets for reduced car accidents
Allocate budget for storm-water infrastructure enhancement projects

FROM DISINVESTED

TO STIMULATED

Vision
Re-linked Shawnee Park: one full park, not divided in two
Re-programmed vacant plots: a neighborhood with no underutilized
land, in which vacant plots can serve the community with edible
gardens, orchards and trees, that are collectively run by residents
Linked River and community: a river and riverbank that can be used
for resident transportation and leisure, for visitors, business
Re-envisioned Ownership & Responsibility: a community of
reprogrammed plots taken care and maintain by the local residents.
A place to live where residents are enable to re-parcel plots to
extend their property for social/green functions.
Short term actions:
Walkover connecting both sides of Shawnee Park
Policy change allowing use of vacant plots for urban agriculture
Define clear access points to the Levee trail and the amenities that
could better serve the community there (engagement process)
Long term actions:
Strengthen integrity of Shawnee Park
Re-plot vacant land in close proximity, reprogram for urban green or
housing, promote narrow plot housing design
Locate amenities on both sides of the river, capitalize on the
development trend coming from KC-MO to activate river activities.

OPPORTUNITY

WHAT NEEDS TO BE
DONE?

WHO TO INVOLVE?

MECHANISMS

ONGOING EFFORTS

RISKS

1. Osage Ave as
Downtown

Adapt Osage Avenue as a
destination for retail, restaurants,
groceries, people

Residents and local businesses
owners, KCK chamber, ARA

Reprogramming of activities along
Osage avenue, removing of aerial
power lines, street design&furniture

Armourdale Area Master Plan

Not having community buy-in, not
having the voice of the community
represented

2. Linked & Better
River and Parks

Change the how attractive and safe
streets are perceived, parks and
riverbank

UG (Bill Clem park, Shawnee park,
12th street, Kansas Avenue and 7th),
Kansas River Group

Redesign of streets for safer traffic
and stimulated walkability, public
space design & maintenance

Infrastructure maintenance budget

Sustain long term funding

3. Health Routes

Re-route bus lines and minivans
to create direct& fast access to
important healthcare facilities

Transportation Authority in charge
of the local bus line along Kansas
Avenue

Adapt existing bus and mini van
lines and stops

Diverse funding sources

Perception of high healthcare
costs preventing residents to seek
assistance, low insurance coverage

4. Fresh food
Markets

Establish a local farmers markets,
local production of fresh food, attract
a major grocery stores

Cross-lines Community outreach and
Food distribution center, Liberty
Fruit

Tax incentives, policy change to
allow the use of empty plots for
urban agriculture, local ownership

Cross lines food pantry

Perception of free or low cost food,
maintain large grocers on the long
term

1. Monitor & Limit
Pollution

Investigate the interrelation
between Pollution and Public health,
existing info, sharing effectiveness.

EPA, Public Health department and
Irene Caudillo

Use local organizations as a conduit
to facilitate communication between
the UG and the Community

EPA data collection along
Armourdale and Argentine ave

Making data available on a website
is not enough, residents have to
receive and understand info

2. Reduce crime

Increase policing, promote public
space enhancements in Bill Clem
Park

Community leaders and local district
commanders

Hire more community officers,
reduce community officer’s coverage
area, more resources

?

Secure resources to increase policing
and make residents feel watched-out
for and heard

3. Enhance Ped/Bike
Safety

Prioritize walking and cycling in
Kansas Avenue, 7th street, 12th
street; connect Shawnee Park sides

UG (Bill Clem park, Shawnee park,
12th street, Kansas Avenue and 7th),
local residents, schools, initiatives

Redesign main streets for pedestrian
and bike friendliness, create safe
crossings, signal residential area

Local residents requests for pushlights or cross walks for safety
Shawnee park

Conflict with Industrial use
demanding for heavy lead vehicles
and intense traffic

4. Infra Adaptation
for Climate Change

(To be further discussed) Realize
maintenance of local infrastructure,
allocate budget for storm-water

(To be further discussed)

(To be further discussed)Stormwater Infrastructure Maintenance &
Enhancement Projects

(To be further discussed)mention
about $54mi for public infra
maintenance

(To be further discussed) Deferring
maintenance and not allocating a
share for public space enhancement

1. Re-link Shawnee
Park

Connect Shawnee park sides

Local business and community
groups

2. Re-program
Vacant Lots

Re-purpose vacant lots be used for
food production or be offered to
some residents to extend their plots

UG planning department, residents,
community leaders

3. Link River with
Community

Enable for multiple use: active
mobility, leisure, grow businesses &
community on levee trail heads

Real estate developers pushing from
KC-MO side, runners, bikers, levee
trail master plan

Sustain affordability of Armourdale
neighborhood, avoid gentrification
Community leadership to relief the
municipality from maintenance, replot and leverage for housing
Procter & Gamble gift to build
legacy monument on west side trailhead close to their plant

The fields highlighted in strong colors represent elements that resonated in multiple discussion groups
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SYNTHESIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
What resonates across all topics?
Across the different workshop session and groups, some challenges,
assets, visions and actions coincided. It is possible to perceive the
interrelation between the three topics used to frame the discussion (From
Isolated to Accessible, From Vulnerable to Safe, from Disinvested to
Stimulated). These “universal” ambitions can be summarized by 3 main
action groups:
Reprogram

•

Empower

-

18

Part of an integral approach

Whereas Workshop #1 covered several of the topics that influence on
three main challenges, much is still to be explored during subsequent
steps of the Armourdale Master Plan effort, in conjunction with the local
community.
Following the same “From...To” methodology, the challenges that
contribute for Armourdale’s current condition of a segregated,
neglected and deteriorated neighborhood are the subject of discussion
in Workshop #2: Economic Development and Market Analysis of
Armourdale.
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

-

DE
LU
INC

To effectively turn the vicious cycle of challenges in Armourdale into
an virtuous cycle of opportunities, it is crucial to understand the
interdependence between them. Only with an integral approach is
it possible to thoroughly strategize the steps for the transformation
towards a positive, healthy future of Armourdale.

SAF
E

•

ATTRACT
IVE

Reconnect

-

AC
C

E
IBL
SS
ES
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•

ULATED
M
I
ST

D

D
EMPOWERE

RECONNECT!

REPROGRAM!

EMPOWER!

River links

New downtown along
Osage ave

Shawnee Park sides

Empty plots

Transit to Health-care

Industrial sites

Local businesses: Bill Clem park,
vacant plots, river

7th, Kansas, 12th street

Levee Trail

Coverage of police officers

Adapt public transportation lines and stops for direct
and fast access to healthcare

Create policy support for reprogramming vacant plots
for urban green, food production and social functions

Redesign mobility & land use integration on Kansas
avenue, 7th street and 12th street

Identify polluting industrial uses and promote the
transition to clean and double-purposed uses that
serve the local community

Make links to the river readable and inviting,
connecting the community to the river
Re-integrate Shawnee Park is divided sides
Connect people to information, by monitoring and
effectively informing residents about public health
and pollution

Diversify the program and functions of the river to
strengthen its role for resilience, active living and
leisure, and activate levee heads as a destination for
amenities and local businesses
Reprogram activities along Osage Avenue to
configure a new downtown, attractive to large
grocery shops and local businesses

219

Promote engagement and co-design of the area’s
transformations (such as levee connection plans,
downtown relocation, reprogramming of plots into
urban agriculture)
Build trust within the community by increasing the
representation of Hispanic, Latino and Spanish speaking staff in healthcare
Enhance safety perception by increasing the number
of community officers interacting with the residents
Collaborate with local business and initiatives to activate public spaces such as Bill Clem Park, river trail
heads and to create vibrancy in the new destination
within Armourdale
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ARMOURDALE
STRONG FUERTE

CORRIDORS

Appendix 2: Economic Development Workshop Report
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• Workshop #2: Economic and Community Development
• Workshop #3: Master Plan Strategy: Focus Group Input
222

The following summary aims to document and draw conclusions and
recommendations from Workshop #2: Community and Economic
development. This workshop took place on the 8th of June, 2021
following all precautions and recommendations of social distancing,
due to the COVID 19 pandemics. The meeting was held in a videoconference format, and supported by an online white-board web-app for
sketching and note taking.
Workshop #2: Community and Economic Development
The Goals of this workshop were to gain a more complete understanding
of the public health landscape in Armourdale, and to collectively
develop potential strategies and initiatives to improve public health and
community quality of life. In summary, it focused on:
• Stimulating dialogue
• Bring business and community leaders together
• Define potential futures for the district
• Identify opportunities for collaboration between business and
community leaders
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

ATTENDEE

TITLE

AFFILIATION

Greg Kindle

Director

Wyandotte Economic Development Council

Blake Willhite

Director

Premier Investments

Monica Mendez

Executive Director

Armourdale Renewal Association

Daniel Serda

KC CUR Project Manager

LISC

Alicia Gaytan

Manager and resident

McDonalds

Archie Smith

Universal Construction

Shaya Lockett

Small Business Coordinator

Carmen Oropeza

Resident

Jenna Hillyer

OBSERVER

• Workshop #1: Public Health & Safety

FACILITATOR

Workshop Summary Provided by MVRDV: This project seeks to
generate a collective vision for the future of Armourdale. To understand
and leverage the potential of Armourdale’s community and stakeholders,
three interdisciplinary workshops are a crucial part of phases 1 and 2 of
the project:

PARTICIPANT

WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

UG Economic Development Department
UG Delinquent Property Division

Gunnar Hand

Director

UG Department of Planning and Urban Design

Monica Velasco

Urban designer

MVRDV

Brian McKiernan

Commissioner

UG

Tom Burroughs

Commissioner

UG

Kim Portillo

Long Range Planner

UG Department of Planning and Urban Design

Tom Meyer

VISTA

UG Department of Planning and Urban Design

Melissa Bynum

Commissioner

UG

Kristina Knauf

Associate

MVRDV

Andrew Moddrell

Partner

PORT

Ping-Yi Hung

Assistant designer

MVRDV

Nick McClintock

Associate

PORT

Emilie Koch

Senior project leader

MVRDV

Workshop methodology: From... To!

Workshop structure

In the general analysis of Armourdale, PORT urbanism identified six challenges for the area: isolation, vulnerability, segregation, neglect ion, deterioration and disinvestment. These challenges are interrelated, forming
a vicious cycle that gradually exacerbates conditions in Armourdale.

The workshop was structured into two parts. In each part, a collective introduction was followed by breakout sessions in small groups to facilitate
an open dialogue. After each breakout session, there was opportunity to
regather and share thoughts and observations on each topic in the larger
group.

The workshop therefore focuses on how to turn this “downward spiral”
to an “upward spiral”. It aims at collectively identifying opportunities
that can be derived from existing challenges in order to strategize action
towards a positive, healthy future of Armourdale.
Based on initial findings of the urban and economic analysis, we identified three of the six opportunities as focus topics for community and
economic development:

Two Parts
• P
 art 1: Feedback on current conditions: Presentation of our initial analysis & understanding, feedback session around the question “What
did we miss?”, “What is your current situation in Armourdale?”, “How
can residents and businesses collaborate on shared goals?”
• P
 art 2: Shared goals and potential for collaboration: Session based
on sharing, listing and mapping existing issues and assets, individual
goals and potential places and formats for collaboration based on
participants’ backgrounds and development interests.

• From Segregated to Empowered
• From Neglected to Included
• From Deteriorated to Attractive

Two Groups

FROM ISOLATED

TO ACCESSIBLE

FROM VULNERABLE

TO SAFE

FROM SEGREGATED

TO EMPOWERED

For the two parts, the workshop participants were split into two groups
to allow direct dialogue in breakout rooms. Each room was composed
of participants of diverse backgrounds in order to disucss the topics and
questions outlined above in detail and from various (economical and
community-oriented) perspectives.
19

FROM NEGLECTED

TO INCLUDED

FROM DETERIORATED

TO ATTRACTIVE

FROM DISINVESTED

TO STIMULATED
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CURRENT CONDITIONS AND CASE
STUDIES
Our first impressions about community and economic development in Armourdale are based on the Urban Site Analysis by PORT Urbanism. It reveals that there is a
segregation between residential and industrial areas that seems to hinder qualitative development of the district. Despite the diversity of small businesses and a broad
range of productive larger ones, the spatial potential of the land they occupy as well as the strategic potential for collaboration to improve issues of mutual interest is
not exhausted. During this workshop, we therefore presented below case studies to inspire the dialogue between the diverse Armourdale stakeholders, and to examine
collectively: How can residents, businesses and the public sector collaborate on shared goals to create a positive outlook for Community and Economic development of
Armourdale?

FROM SEGREGATED

224

TO EMPOWERED

How can we bring more opportunities to Armourdale residents?
Could we apply participatory budgetting processes in
Armourdale?
The case of Floriade Almere, Growing Green Cities, illustrates
how municipal maintenance budgets can be redistributed to fund
local initiatives that deliver public benefit on private and public
plots. The case of Rotterdam Luchtsingel City Lab shows that the
public sector can initiate ideas competitions for urban upgrades
- in this case the selected proposal was a bridge connecting
scattered and underused public spaces - and how these initiatives
can be realized through crowd funding/ participatory budgetting
processes.
How can we grow the community while keeping it affordable and
accessible?
Can we support infill and collective development in Armourdale?
There are several ways to enable inclusive growth of
neighborhoods. The Student Hotel, Maastricht for example offers
affordable spaces and onboarding services for new arrivers, short
stay, youth/students. The project Schoonschip in Amsterdam
illustrates sustainable models for collective private development.
The Incremental Housing in Santiago de Chile as well as the
subsidized DIY lots in Rotterdam are examples for offering
affordable basic accomodation that offer opportunities for selfinitiated, flexible growth.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

FROM NEGLECTED

TO INCLUDED

FROM DETERIORATED

TO ATTRACTIVE

How can Armourdale leverage underused spaces to create
new opportunities for the local community? Could Armourdale
attract and mix non-polluting business into its existing fabric to
create a thriving environment the community is proud of?

How can industry be a net contributor to local environmental
health? Could local businesses contribute to the community,
boosting Armourdale’s spatial, environmental and economic
attractivitivity?

The creative manufacturing industry is hip today, clean
production and creative culture is integrated visibly into urban
neighborhoods again without seperation of functions, as the
example of the Freitag factory in Zurich shows. This increases
the diversity of job opportunities in the vicinity of residential
areas, adding to more attractive and inclusive neighborhoods.
Another example, the Rotterdam Maker Space illustrates how
small businesses can be offered shared spaces and facilities
within larger plots or buildings, integrating small scale crafts
with smart, clean and innovative production processes in the
city.

In the Schiphol Trade Park development, a business and logistics
park close to Amsterdam, all companies contribute to an “area
fund” to finance a pleasant, sustainable and healthy working
environment, collectively creating and maintaining a flagship site
for innovative companies. Here, flexible industrial plots are created
where sustainability and operational efficiency are key. Double use
outdoor spaces and roofscapes as well as water collection, cleaning
and -reuse and the production of sustainable energy in this green
business park is stimulated by public guidelines and the area fund.

How can businesses support education and job creation?
Could local businesses create mutual benefits by supporting
local social and educational programs?
Community programs such as “Hotspot Hutspot”, “Overvloed
in Overschie” and “Oma’s Recept” in Rotterdam can link
local food production to multi-generation education and
health, creating jobs and new career opportunities in and with
vulnerable communities.Other Dutch governmental programs
stimulate collaboration of private companies with local social
projects, offering e.g. lunch catering and support staff.

How can we create a proud & attractive riverfront community
together? Can Armourdale give space to its community and its
river?
MVRDV’s project (Y)our Glasgow develops urban acupuncture
projects inspired by community ideas as part of the larger
masterplan strategy. The National Dutch project Space for the River
integrates local community needs in water management projects.
It creates more space for rivers along (former) levees to allow for
larger water buffers, while adding leisure facilities and connections
to adjacent riverfront communities.

Freitag Factory in Zürich: clean urban manufacturing
Santiago de Chile, incremental housing: affordable basics & flexible
DIY growth

Schiphol Trade Park Amsterdam: Contributions to an “area fund”
finance a pleasant, sustainable and healthy working environment - a
flagship site for companies.
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Floriade Almere: repurposing municipal maintenace budgets for local
initiatives

Rotterdam Luchtsingel: building bridges through crowd funding

Rotterdam Maker Space: shared spaces for small businesses offered in larger industrial
buildings

“Hotspot Hutspot”, “Overvloed in Overschie” & “Oma’s Recept” in Rotterdam:
Programs linking local food production with education, health & job creation.

Room for the River, The Netherlands: more space for rivers, while adding
leisure facilities and connections to riverfront communities.
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PART 1: FEEDBACK ON CURRENT
CONDITIONS
FROM SEGREGATED

226

TO EMPOWERED

Quality, Maintenance And Future Of Housing: The quality of
the housing stock in the area is poor. Many homes are salvaged
homes built in the late 1970ies. As the area has been indicated
as an “industrial district” by leaders of urban renewal efforts since
the 1903 flood (aside from 1979’s plan of the ACA, Armourdale
Citizens for Action, that respected the residential core), there is no
feasible economic expectation for home owners. Opportunities for
loans for home inprovements have been limited after programs in
the 1980ies. A large number of residents rent. Many newcomers
arrive here, renting for 8-10 years. Property owners take advantage of those families, offering them houses in poor conditions
for relatively high rental prices, and making them believe they will
be able to buy those houses on a word to word contract. Renters
often dont know their rights. How can they be assisted and home
owners motivated to maintain their buildings?
Additionally, there are few to no options for senior retirement in
the area. Many seniors are forced to relocate.
Vacant Plots: Vacant plots are driven by speculation. Industrial
property owners buy them, hoping to rezone residential plots to
(heavy) industry. As plots are small and scattered, it is difficult to
gather parcels to redevelop. Without redevelopment, upgrades
of open spaces are not happening. As the future landuse situation
is unclear, many lots remain vacant. This decade-long pattern led
to neglect and intrusion of industrial use into the residential area.
East of 7th Street and around Argentine, many residents have
been removed or relocated already.
Industry vs. residents - need for clarity: The lack of investment
perspective fuels the vicious cycle of deterioration of the residential community and restricts industrial upgrades. The participants
feel a lack of public support and security for investments. A clear
political decision is needed that delivers a strong message about
the future of this area: will it be purely industrial or mixed residential+industrial? Based on this, it is crucial to establish & follow
clear policies. The co-existence of the community with industries
feels very normal to long-time residents. How can we leverage this
to create a strong future for & with Armourdale?
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

“What is your current situation in Armourdale?”, “How can residents and businesses
collaborate on shared goals?” After presenting our initial findings on public health, this
was the participant’s feedback on the various topics:

FROM NEGLECTED

TO INCLUDED

Job Balance & Education: Only ca. 1% of residents of Armourdale work in the area - should more locals work here? Industrial companies are in close proximity to (potential) workforce
in this area. Many high wage jobs are created by companies
located in Armourdale. But a high percentage of employees
indeed comes from outside (even outside the county). Local
companies wish to address this inflow-outflow gap at neighborhood level, to change the dynamic and help locals move
into better jobs. Armourdale could become a place for a strong
community to work and live together again. However, there are
two issues for employers. Firstly, many locals lack efficiency of
English and legal status. Secondly, there is a lack of education
of local workforce. Access to training is needed. Which programs are there and how can we bring them to Armourdale
residents? The example of a growing Business ESL program
through KCK Community College is mentioned. They work
closely with Crosslines and Catholic Charities on case management/wrap around services. There is a need to keep expanding
these programs.
Champions/Communication Platform: Work related language
barriers and legal status issue are concerning. There are programs to educate people who rent homes in Armourdale. Participants suggest to an immigration lawyer is needed to enable
them to protect their rights.
Additionally, there is a need to have communication in Spanish.
As a third of the local population doesn’t speak English, they
don’t know how to access programs. A neighborhood communication platform and/or champions within community to
spread the word could be useful.
Opportunities for Transformation: Turning circles and routing
of some logistic routes are not efficient for larger trucks (North
& West of the area). Participants see opportunities here to
redevelop these areas as a “buffer zone”, with a more mixed
scale of businesses and industries that don’t require very large
truck logistics. A more active conversation about the redeveloping power plant is needed.

FROM DETERIORATED

TO ATTRACTIVE

Safety: Security of the neighborhood is a concern. Residents often
hear gunshots. Thefts in the parking lots of industrial areas, reduce
the safety of employees and attractivity of local companies.
Accessibility and wayfinding: The ease of access from highways is a
positive asset for most industrial businesses. Turning circles and
routing of some logistic routes are not efficient for larger trucks
(North & West of the area). Semi truck traffic makes navigation and
access difficult for staff. A rerouting of semi-trucks on a dedicated
route would improve logistic flows. The access point by Proctor and
Gamble is not easy to navigate. The wayfinding signage is inadequate.
Public Space Quality & Walkability for Employees and Residents: Making the area more walkable would help small businesses. It is a challenge of these businesses to create a friendly retail
(Restaurant) area, as sidewalks and public spaces are missing. More
public spaces for young people would be nice.
 any employees of the local McDonalds live in Armourdale but
M
most stay in the restaurant on breaks, eating at company provided picnic tables or inside. Most are finished with the day by 5pm.
Generally, people don’t stay in the area after-hours. The community
core of Armourdale with its restaurants and stores is geographically
central to many (industrial) employees. Improving their experiences
outside of the office in the surrounding areas and connections to
the diversity of restaurants in downtown for break-time and after
work would be interesting. Outdoor activities are popular with staff.
Some companies have running clubs. Being able to safely and
enjoyably run in Armourdale would be a positive. Industrial companies want more feeling of a qualitative business park area. There are
efforts to redevelop the area East of 7th Street for efficient industrial
uses. It is difficult to gather parcels to redevelop and upgrade the
open space.
River: According to residents, the River doesn’t feel far away, but
the spaces around the levee trail access points are unfriendly. An
access point at the mid-point of the arc of the levee trail would be
necessary.

This scheme illustrates aspects highlighted most in the feedback session. The bigger
the square, the more the respective issue was emphasized. Main conclusions of this
first part are:
•

 he lack of a clear public position about the future of Armourdale - fully industrial
T
or mixed residential-industrial - is causing investment insecurity and fuels
deterioration

•

Both, business owners and residents see potential in collaboration

•

Vacant plots and maintenance of housing need to be addressed

•

 ommunication and education need to be addressed to change the dynamics of
C
the job market on the neighboorhood scale

•

 afety, public space quality and walkability are highlighted by all participants as
S
crucial challenges for Armourdale

Industry & Residential:
Need for a clear future vision
Simply decide what this area will
be, deliver a strong message!

Need to establish &
follow clear policies.

 assive structural issues
M
regarding the housing stock:
1. no investment anticipation
2. lack of residental improvement
3. poor quality of housing
Home owners are not
investing in maintenance
but ask high rental prices.
Renters often don’t know
that they have rights.
No options for senior
retirement in the area

Many plots remain vacant
due to speculation and
insecurity.

 usinesses have difficulties in
B
gathering & redeveloping parcels.

Transformation
opportunities
 urning circles and routing of
T
some logistic routes are not
efficient (North-West)

River

Safety
Theft from parking lots
of business areas in the
East are reduce feeling
of safety for employees.

 he river doesn’t feel
T
far away, but spaces
around levee trail access
points are unfriendly.

Residents often hear gunshots.

Redevelop inefficient areas as
“buffer zone” of more mixed
scale industries that don’t require very large truck logistics.

How to make it safer to
move around in the neighborhood during breaks /
after work hours?

Public space quality & walkability
Making the area more walkable would
help small businesses in the community.
Proximity of larger companies to local
restaurants. Improved sidewalks between
them and friendly public realm around retail /restaurants can stimulate interaction.
Companies would like to create a
feeling of an attractive business park
in industrial areas, improving worker’s
experiences outside of the office.
 utdoor activities are
O
popular with staff.
More public spaces for young people

An access point at the
mid-point of the arc
would be necessary.

Jobs, education, communication
Only 1% of residents of Armourdale work here as well. How can
more locals work here?
Lack of English and legal
status of potential local
workers is a big issue.
 ack of education. Where are those
L
programs & how can we bring them
to Armourdale residents?
Enable locals to access training.
Companies are frustrated about
the job force situation, looking
to change the dynamic.
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PART 2: SHARED GOALS AND
POTENTIAL FOR COLLABORATION
FROM SEGREGATED

228

TO EMPOWERED

A Clear Future Identity
• Need to define a transition strategy from now to the envisioned
future, into a positive cycle of reinvestment
• Understand the network of needs/desires/triggers to guide a
mutually beneficial direction, match private investment with
public funding
• Public announcement of projects is needed, creating certainty
needed for investments in property
• With a broader vision and governance the investment can be
spread and new investments be steered
• Identify unique identity of Armourdale: there is some benefit of
its isolation, its island-ness makes it unique - draw people with
this. Armourdale’s footprint is bigger than any other identified
neighborhood in the city. what can that mean for its future
identity?
• Armourdale is one of few areas that has a true grid, also for
pedestrians. Strengthen the walkable grid and revisit the 1979
plan.
Strong Community Core
• Many older residents have left the neighborhood (aged out),
while Armourdale has potential to support older communities.
Understand what are the barriers to aging-in-place.
• Cost of housing, elementary school and ability to make DIY
improvements attract people. Leverage that.
• WyCo has Neighborhood Revitalization Act with tax rebate for
new construction or rehab, credit goes to increase of valuation.
How can this incentive be marketed within Armourdale?
• Make a real main street, consolidate old high street structures
that have more potential than Kansas Avenue.
Easier Communication
• Difficult to identify players and collaboration opportunities, no
notification system in place. Create a more robust communication network for business-to-business and UG-to-business
communication, a forum to connect people and ideas.
• Conversations about co-locating, how business owners view
their district and the future have only regarded KCK as a whole.
Organize such conversations with Armourdale-located businesses.
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

What are ambitions and goals for future development of Armourdale
and how could they create mutual benefits?

FROM NEGLECTED

TO INCLUDED

FROM DETERIORATED

TO ATTRACTIVE

Jobs Close to Home
• Business owners seek collaboration with residents for mutual
benefits There are low-skilled to high skilled jobs available. Create education perspective and labour pools.

Green Business Park
• Parts of the area are too hazardous for residents. When redeveloping industrial/business areas, upgrade waste deposits,
clean up, develop new buildings according to UG codes.

Less Division, More Mix
• Rethink the zoning system, landuse division creates barriers.
• Identify benefits of investments for users/citizens.
• Small businesses are looking for spaces in Armourdale. Integrate
cool ideas that attract people without killing existing companies
that already invested. Livability is key for co-habitation of businesses and residences.
• Bring (back) uses that are done outside of Armourdale. The
Community Center e.g. is available for this. As event sizes are
eclipsing available event spaces, can other spaces be (temporarily) used?
• Define locations for S/M sized businesses: interesting mix of
plots in the West/North, waiting to be bought up. Create mixed
buffers here of S/M businesses, redefine the boundaries of retail,
industrial and residential.
• Tackle outdoor storage as a barrier to cohabitation of businesses
• Opportunities to mix more: bridge upgrades, levee enhance
ments.
• Building on 18th is purposed for heavy industry but 18th is difficult to access by big trucks - repurpose the building, potential for
retail here.
• For mixed-use to be viable, residential demand needs to be
higher.Create sufficient critical mass for investments, focus on
getting more tenants, businesses and employees here, redevelop some parts.
• Can incentives be offered to small businesses, similar to those
offered to large corporations from outside?
• Create a moratorium on certain uses like containers, salvage
yards, used car lots etc. Some are good businesses but don’t
contribute to the long term look and feel envisioned for Amourdale.
• Set strict requirements for minimum footprints, e.g. for used car
dealerships and auto repair.

Attractive Public Realm
• Projects shown in the case studies regarding public space up
grades are often based on PPP’s or participatory funding.
• Consider public space/ pedestrian friendly aspect in concrete
public investments.
• Maximize public access to levees.
• Create an area that is more of an experience, enhance business attraction.
• The true grid is precious for Armourdale, focus on its maintenance.Don’t just consider the benefits of the street framework for the businesses but also for locals.
• Inconsistency in facades along Kansas Avenue. Create more
visual cohesion in corridors.
• Can we bring back the idea of creating a walking trail
through and around the east-of-7th part of Armourdale to
offer a better connection to commercial areas?
Safety
• Nobody around the business areas, ghost town after 6pm
now, reduced feeling of safety. Need for a public safety strategy.
• Safety of employees is important. Reduce the risk of theft.
Mixing business areas more with new recreational functions/
residents can solve the problem. 
• Scale of the streets and speeding are an issue, people are
afraid of crossing Kansas Avenue. Don’t mix bike and truck
traffic. There are currently no plans to make bridges more 		
pedestrian friendly. Can this be addressed?
• Alternating one-ways dont work, as the blocks are too long.
Target and rethink Chayenne, to make it more accessible to
re-route trucks.

SHARED GOALS

OPPORTUNITIES

POSSIBLE LOCATIONS

A clear future identity

•
•
•
•

Create and communicate a clear and strong plan and unique identity for the future of Armourdale
Define where to keep & develop industrial building stock, residential areas, mixed use
Define a transition strategy from now to the envisioned future, into a positive cycle of reinvestment
Develop clear policies and governance models to inspire and spread investment

• Identity of Armourdale as a whole
• Community core + mixed “buffer”
around it

Strong Community core

•
•
•
•

Increase critical mass and diversity of residents and smaller businesses and thus of investments
Support home owners in maintenance
Inform renters of their rights & support new collaboration models between them and owners for upgrades
Offer places and purpose to seniors

Easier communication

•C
 reate a central physical (Communit Center?) and online (also anonymous) platform for exchange of initiatives, information on
legal issues, training programs and local job offers in different languages
• Create a neighborhood buddy program for newcomers, linking them to English speakers
• Organize conversations with Armourdale-located businesses about the future of the disctrict and co-locating

Jobs close to home

• Create labour pools
• Create education perspective for locals, make trainings accessible
• Create a program linking local companies to young residents and seniors

Less division, more mix

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Rethink zoning and boundaries between industries and residents
Create mixed-use buffer zones for S/M sized businesses
Reuse vacant spaces, stimulate mix of uses and double-use of spaces/roofs/buildings where possible
Develop an in-depth transition strategy for how to create opportunities for residential uses, DIY, S/M scale businesses
and mixes thereof on vacant plots and in unused buildings
Attract new small businesses and programs that are currently used outside of Armourdale
Offer incentives to small businesses, similar to those offered to large corporations
Define clear areas where to keep and upgrade an efficient industrial building stock
Regulate: create a moratorium of undesired functions/spaces & set requirements for sizes of companies/plots

Green business park

•S
 timulate redevelopment of industrial/business areas to contribute to a productive and attractive green river
park, upgrade waste deposits, clean soil/air/water, and develop new buildings according to UG codes and latest
sustainablity standards

Attractive public realm

•C
 reate additional public access points to the levee trail (central bend of river), link them to walkable street corridors
• Enhance business attraction: embed larger businesses in a green river park with new recreational functions for the
whole district. Stimulate upgrades of public spaces around and buildings of small local community businesses.
• Maintain, improve walkability and highlight the street grid as a characteristic feature of Armourdale

Safety

•M
 ixed “buffer” and surrounding
business park

•R
 iver park and embedded
businesses
• Street grid

• Upgrade bridges and main streets to be more pedestrian friendly, with dedicated lanes for trucks, bikes, pedestrians
• Reduce crime in parking lots by adding light and mixed use where possible to stimulate 24/7 activity
• Re-think logistic routes, create a separate and efficient (turning circles/less conflict with other traffic) access for trucks
The Unified Government of Wyandotte County and Kansas City, Kansas
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WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS
What resonates across all topics?
Across the different workshop parts and groups, some shared ambitions were
integral to the three topics used to frame the discussion. The overarching needs
for the future of Armourdale are:

ATTRACT
IVE

SAF
E

-

More Green: both residents and businesses see a high need and mutual benefits
in upgrades of the public realm. A pleasant, safe and walkable street grid can
make local retail more accessible to staff of large companies. Dedicated traffic
lanes and a more mixed environment contribute to safety. Better public access
to the levee trail, in combination with leisure activities for both employees and
residents and upgrades of open spaces around larger industrial sites and have
potential to form a sustainable “River business park” that attracts diverse users of
the local community as well as visitors.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

AC
C

DE
LU
INC

More Mix: the workshop participants confirmed the need and potential of
the co-existance of residents and businesses in Armourdale. The discussion
focused strongly
on the need to re-think zoning, to attract and mix more small
18
and medium scale businesses into the existing fabric for economic diversity and
safety, to create opportunities for improvement of housing. This ambition calls
for integral collaboration, a stronger communication between of stakeholders
in the area: it calls for more mix of people. This requires a platform where they
can come together, and are supported in creating cross-sector initiatives, new
business and job opportunities.

ULATED
M
I
ST

E
IBL
SS
ES
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More Clarity: in order to create positive economic and community development,
it is most crucial to have clarity about the future character and landuse of
the area. The workshop showed that there is strong potential for a fruitful
mix of residents and businesses. A clear vision for this model needs to be
communicated and guided by clear policies by the UG in order to create security
for investments. Basing this vision on the unique qualities of Armourdale can
inspire local stakeholders to collaborate and contribute to its realization.

D

D
EMPOWERE

Clear Vision For The Community

More Mix

More Green
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
ARMOURDALE STRONG!
What does it mean for Armourdale to be strong? How can this be translated into a
future vision for this unique district?
Armourdale - its businesses and community - has been created as an island within
a river plain and has always been centered around the processing and production
industry. With this in mind, how Armourdale develop a strong future identity, that
inspires everybody to work towards to, hand in hand? Can this unique position bring
forth a new future model for a productive, resilient community?

232

For us, Armourdale strong! means Armourdale redefining itself as a new type of
Productive City, setting new standards for:
• Environmental productivity,
• Social resilience,
• Economic innovation.
The island-setting of Armourdale is another unique feature of its grown identity.
Therefore, we believe that we need to strengthen the area from its core, its
community, in order to set these new standards mentioned above. Our starting
point that the residential community will be a key part of Armourdale in the longS scale: The Resilient Oasis
• The heart of Armourdale, the driver of social resilience
• A new central downtown where businesses can mix with residents
• Main corridors of its historic grid become walkable, safe, lively and
green community streets that connect the heart to and across the
river and surrounding business areas
• Housing upgrades, DYI additions and new models of housing, mixed
use and collective open spaces/sports on vacant plots are stimulated
by owners, UG, and realized through participation models
• Senior residences
• The community center becomes a multilingual platform to share
business ideas, get legal advice, job offers, trainings
• English spreaking residents volunteer to become buddies of newcomers and non-English speakers
Develop further:
• Spatial, regulatory, zoning, economic and participatiory strategy for
vacant plots
• Shared investment models for street upgrades
Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

term, next to local businesses, sets the tone for our future vision and strategy for
the gradual transformation of Armourdale. Rather than focusing on the division
between two seemingly incompatible groups of users, we suggest to change
perspective - to highlight, leverage and stimulate the existing diversity within the
community of residents and businesses to grow.
While guarding and enhancing its unique position embedded in the river, we
suggest to create strategies for blurring the boundaries between different
landuses and groups, for turnig the binary “Avocado model” into a more flexible
“Guacamole mix” that fosters environmental productivity, social resilience and
economic innovation. In this model, we imagine local initiatives and users to
spatially and organizationally mix and collaborate with each other and with new,
carefully added partners that amplify the genius loci of Armourdale.
We suggest to base the Armourdale vision on creating 3 different mixes of
scales, users and identities:

S+M scale: The Living Marketplace
• The flexible, lively buffer zone connecting the heart and large businesses - the core driver of economic innovation in Armourdale
• Collectively organized multilingual events invite newcomers, existing
and new businesses to connect
• Existing companies in this zone are stimulated to share underused
spaces for local initiatives, share facilities with smaller businesses
• Trainings and temporary events can be organized in shared buildings,
on vacant or underused plots
• Plots that are inefficient for larger companies can be transformed into
smaller plots or collective sites for small and medium sized businesses
• Locals and suitable regional initiatives are stimulated to set up clean urban production, crafts, start-ups, community oriented businesses here
• A mix with shortstay/student/DIY/creative makers’ or business housing
can activate this area beyond office hours, to increase safety
Develop further:
• Analysis of ownership and plot boundaries to identify exact location
and potential for (future) flexibility of suggested mixed-use areas

L+XL scale: The Green Machine
• An efficient belt of clean L+XL business clusters embedded in a
river park drives environmental productivity in Armourdale
• They contribute to cleaning and maintenance of the park, provide
sustainable energy for own and the community’s consumption
• The attractive, sustainable business park becomes the figurehead
for Armourdale and provides buffer spaces for storm water, leisure
functions for its employees, the community & Kansas City
• The street grid of the heart connects at several locations to the
levee trail and the river park trail around the business clusters.
• A new, efficient logistic loop with dedicated truck lanes is
integrated in the green park buffers in a way that does not hinder
pedestrian and bike flows between community heart and river
Develop further:
• Suitable locations for efficient logistics/ L/XL businesses
• Origin-destination analysis of current (logistic) traffic movements in
Armourdale and on city/metropolitan scale
• Solutions for integration of dedicated logistics loop in the park

THE RESILIENT OASIS - S SCALE

Community identity
city core
Kansas, Osage, 12th street
Argentine Blvd

THE LIVING MARKETPLACE - S+M SCALE

Empty plot
Industrial sites
Levee Trail

THE GREEN MACHINE - L+XL SCALE

Local businesses: Bill
Clem park, vacant plots,
river
Coverage of police
officers
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Shared Goals

a broader vision and gov can
spread the investment

234

reduce crime in parking lots
separate logistic access
public access to leave

Reuse vacant spaces re-think zoning
Clear future identity
strong community core
easier communication

enhance business attraction,
more experience

less division, more mix
figure out location for S/M business

Efficient, safe & clean industries

platform for exchange of
initiatives, info on programs, in
different languages

Jobs closed to home
keeep residents
offer place for seniors

pair small business with light industry,
attract new small business

labour pools, programs for seniors

add recreational facility

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

pedestrain friendly bridges
Linked & better river and parks
street grid

Potential Basic Layout And Measures

Logistic loop
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7th Street

14th Street

12th Street

Innovation/start hub
Marketplace

Kansas avenue

Resilient oasis

Resilient Oasis: strengthened and
more mixed community with a new
downtown and Armourdale community
hub at Osage
Upgrade of street grid: safe, continuous
sidewalks, lighting, stoplights at intersections,
dedicated lanes for high-speed traffic, adjacent
pocket parks with retail/businesses
Living Marketplace: buffer zone for colocation of diverse S/M scale companies

Osage Ave

d
Blv
ne
nti
e
g
Ar

Attractive bridge

Green machine: plots for sustainable, innovative L
scale companies within a green business river park
Logistic routes with dedicated truck lanes +
new logistic loop integrated in green river park
Green river park with leisure programs and safe spaces
for lunch breaks
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Moodboard “The Resilient Oasis”

THE RESILIENT OASIS - S SCALE

Community identity
city core
Kansas, Osage, 12th street
Argentine Blvd
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Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Moodboard “The Living Marketplace”

THE LIVING MARKETPLACE - S+M SCALE

Empty plot
Industrial sites
Levee Trail
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Moodboard “The Green Machine”: L+XL Businesses

THE GREEN MACHINE - L+XL SCALE

Local businesses: Bill
Clem park, vacant
plots, river
Coverage of police
officers
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Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Moodboard “The Green Machine”: River Park

THE GREEN MACHINE - L+XL SCALE

Local businesses: Bill
Clem park, vacant
plots, river
Coverage of police
officers
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NEXT STEPS TOWARDS
A PRODUCTIVE CITY MASTERPLAN
As a basic approach to the masterplan, we suggest to elaborate 2 strategies that, hand in hand, answer the needs of the community as indicated
in the workshops as well as stimulate the Productive City 2.0 that we
envision Armourdale to become in the future:
1. A menu for productive co-creation:

ULATED
M
I
ST

An inspirational catalogue of possible typologies, scales, collaboration models and strategies
stimulating and empowering anti-gentrification growth and productive mixes, including:

•
•
•
•

A design and implementation plan for a strong, resilient network of River Park and walkable grid
design as a backbone of the Productive City 2.0:
•
•

•
•
•

 esilient river park design, including a strategy for inclusion of current levee plans and posR
sible future park extensions, measures for stormwater storage, leisure programs, levee trail
connections and opportunities for local businesses to contribute to their activation
Strategic proposal, inspirational precedents and quality guidelines for greening of efficient logistics/ L/XL business plots and their spatial integration as green business clusters in the River
park and their contribution to sustainable upgrades of the environment and social activation
of the park
Analysis of traffic flows, origin-destination models, leading to proposals for a sustainable and
safe integration and potential re-routing of logistic traffic
Analysis and design for pleasant, safe, walkable and green corridors connecting the heart of
the community with the River front and surrounding neighborhoods
Implementation and phasing plan in collaboration with L/XL business partners and the UG

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

Armourdale strong!
The Productive City

-

DE
LU
INC

2. A design and implementation plan for a livable framework

-

SAF
E
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-

ATTRACT
IVE

•

 nalysis and illustrations of current and possible future ownership scenarios, historic grain and
A
character of typologies
Strategy for flexible re-zoning and repurposing of vacant plots as contributors to the productive city
Quality guidelines and inspirational precedents for upgrades of existing residential and
business buildings and new additions to the historic grid structure and buffer zone of the core
community
Concept for a physical and digital, multi-lingual information, collaboration and education
platform
Concept activation
plan/event calendar for 365 collaboration and community/business events
18
Mapping of potential governmental or stakeholder funded stimuli - subsidies, collaboration
opportunities, non-monetary support, incentives for private upgrades and initiatives, participatory funding opportunities

E
IBL
SS
ES

•

AC
C

D

D
EMPOWERE

+
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Menu for productive co-creation:

Livable Framework design

An inspirational catalogue of possible typologies, scales,
collaboration models and strategies stimulating and
empowering community-driver, anti-gentrification growth
and productive mixes.

A design and implementation plan for a strong,
resilient network of River Park and walkable grid
design as a backbone of the Productive City 2.0.
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ARMOURDALE
STRONG FUERTE

CORRIDORS

Appendix 3: Full Survey Results Report
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SURVEY RESULTS
As part of the outreach campaign, PORT and Borderless Studio worked
with the Armourdale Renewal Association to create a survey that covered a range of topics—from basic demographics to specific community
challenges and issues. The questions were a mix of single-choice, multichoice, and write in questions. The questions were tailored to target specific topics as well as provide room for open responses that the planning
team may have not thought to ask.
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The survey was provided both digitally and on paper. The former used
an online platform that allowed users to answer the questions in English
or Spanish. Results of both were combined and translated. The printed
survey was primarily utilized by the outreach team as they met one-onone with residents and small business owners of Armourdale and walked
through each question of the survey.

Because of the outreach teams efforts of going
door to door with the survey, the comments and
insights from residents is personal and verifiable.
In the debrief session with the outreach team, it was clear that residents
were more open and responsive to a one-on-one conversation about
the survey than they were completing it online. This also led to more in
depth conversations about Armourdale and the planning process.
The following pages provide a synthesis and the planning teams initial
takeaways from the answers potential be Armourdale Stakeholders. The
synthesis combines similar questions to arrive at commonalities that were
found in the responses. To review answers to specific questions, please
refer to the appendix.

Planning Team: PORT + MVRDV + Borderless Studio

92 TOTAL SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

Online

38

In Person

54

Over 70: 3.53%

American Indian/ Native American 1.15%
Asian/ South Asian/ Asian American/ Paci c Islande
African/ African American/ Black 1.15%

Under 18: 4.71%

18 to 30: 22.35%
51 to 70: 28.24%

White 31.03%

Age Group

Racial/ Ethnic Identity

Latinx/ Latina/ Latino 65.52%
31 to 50: 41.18%

Prefer not to answer 5.68%

Other 9.62%
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Less than 1: 2.27%

Made with

Made with

1 to 5: 17.05%

Rent a home 22.12%

Go to School 4.81%
Own a business 3.85%

More than 20: 26.14%

Years in Armourdale

Connection to Armourdale

5 to 10: 19.32%

Work 22.12%

Own a home 37.50%
10 to 20: 29.55%

Made with
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SURVEY RESULTS
2. How long have you lived, worked, been a business owner,
and/or gone to school in Armourdale?

1. How do you identify yourself in the community?

2. How long have you lived, worked, been a business owner,

1. How
do you identify yourself in the community?
1. How do you identify yourself in the community?

246

I rent my home in Armourdale

5

I own my home in Armourdale

13

I rent my home in Armourdale

5

2. How
longgone
havetoyou
lived,
been a business owner, and/or
and/or
school
in worked,
Armourdale?
Less than 1 year 2
gone to school
in Armourdale?

18

26

Between 1 and 5 years

5

Less than 1 year

2

18

I work in Armourdale

13

10

Between 5 and 10 years

7

I own my home in Armourdale

13

26

Between 1 and 5 years

5

I own a business in Armourdale
I work in Armourdale

3
13

I go to school in Armourdale
3

Other

8

I go to school in Armourdale

9

Between 5 and 10 years

7

More than 20 years
Between 10 and 20 years

Prefer not to answer
More than 20 years

3

0

0

Between 10 and 20 years

3

I own a business in Armourdale

Other

10

10
8

20

Online

10

20

Online

30

40

50

60

70

80

30

40

50

60

70

0

80

10
10

17
10

11

12

9

17

23
11

0
Prefer not to answer

Paper

10

12
10

23

20

Online

10

20

Online

Paper

30

40

50

60

70

80

50

60

70

80

Paper

30

40

Paper

Entry

Online Votes

Paper votes

Total

Entry

Online

Paper

I rent my home in Armourdale

5

18

23

Less than 1 year

2

0

I own my home in Armourdale

13

26

39

Between 1 and 5 years

5

10

Entry
I work in Armourdale

Online
Votes
13

Paper
votes
10

Total
23

Entry
Between 5 and 10 years

Online
7

Paper
10

rent my
home ininArmourdale
II own
a business
Armourdale

5
3

18
1

23
4

Less than 1 year
Between 10 and 20 years

2
9

0
17

5
11

10
12

own
home
Armourdale
II go
tomy
school
inin
Armourdale

13
2

26
3

39
5

Between 1 and 5 years
More than 20 years

I work in Armourdale
Other

13
8

10
2

23
10

Between 5 and 10 years
Prefer not to answer

7
2

10
3

I own a business in Armourdale

3

1

4

Between 10 and 20 years

9

17

11

12

2

3

I go to school in Armourdale

2

3

5

More than 20 years

Other

8

2

10

Prefer not to answer
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3. If you are a business owner, what type of business do you

4. If you are a business owner, how many persons do you

own?

employ?

3. If you areRetail
a business owner, what type of business do you

3. If you are a business owner, what type of business do you own?
own?

4. If you are a business owner, how many persons do you

1 toa
5 business
4
3
4. If you
are
owner, how many persons do you employ?
employ?

Manufacturer
6 to 10
Retail
Logistics or Distribution

1 to 5

4

3

21 to 50
Manufacturer
Professional Services

2

6 to 10
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51 to 100
Logistics or Distribution
Restaurant or Bar
21 to 50
Professional Services
Other

More than 100

2
4

51 to 100
Restaurant or Bar
N/A

27

0
Other 4

10

20

30

Online
N/A

0

Other

37

27

40

50

60

70

80

More than 100
0

20

Online

20

10

20

Paper
Other

37

10

26

30

40

50

60

70

0

80

30

40

Online
20

26

10

20

30

60

70

80

50

60

70

80

Paper

40

Online

Paper

50

Paper

Entry

Online

Paper

Entry

Votes

Paper

Retail

0

1

1 to 5

4

3

Manufacturer

1

0

6 to 10

1

1

Logistics or Distribution

0

0

Entry
Professional Services (ie legal services, home or auto repair services, financial

Online

Paper

21 to 50
Entry

0
Votes

0
Paper

0
4

0
3

services,
etc)
Retail

2
0

1
1

51 to 100
1 to 5

Restaurant
or Bar
Manufacturer

0
1

1
0

More than 100
6 to 10

0
1

0
1

Other
21 to 50

26
0

20
0

51 to 100

0

0

More than 100

0

0

Other
Logistics or Distribution

4
0

2
0

Professional Services (ie legal services, home or auto repair services, financial
N/A

27
2

37
1

services, etc)
Restaurant or Bar

0

1

Other

4

2
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1. How do you identify yourself in the community?

5. How
do you travel to work under normal circumstances?
1. How do you identify yourself in the community?
I rent my home in Armourdale

5

I own my home in Armourdale

13

I rent my home in Armourdale

5

26

Survey Entries:
Online:

18

I work in Armourdale

13

10

I own my home in Armourdale

13

26

I own a business in Armourdale
I work in Armourdale

13

I go to school in Armourdale

10

3
3

Other

8

I go to school in Armourdale

3

0

0

•
•

3

I own a business in Armourdale

Other

10
8

20

Online

10

20

Online
Entry
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6. What is your home or work address/location, or nearest cross
street?

18

30

40

50

60

70

80

40

50

60

70

80

Paper

30

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper:

Paper

Online Votes

Paper votes

Total

I rent my home in Armourdale

5

18

23

I own my home in Armourdale

13

26

39

Entry
I work in Armourdale

Online
Votes
13

Paper
votes
10

Total
23

rent my
home ininArmourdale
II own
a business
Armourdale

5
3

18
1

23
4

own
home
Armourdale
II go
tomy
school
inin
Armourdale

13
2

26
3

39
5

I work in Armourdale
Other

13
8

10
2

23
10

I own a business in Armourdale

3

1

4

I go to school in Armourdale

2

3

5

Other

8

2

10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1121 Pennsylvania Ave
1207 Pennsylvania Ave, Kansas
City KS, 66105
123 Test St.
2528 W47 Ave
47th Ave and Rainbow Blvd
7th and Osage
912 South Baltimore 66105
Lee’s Summit, MO

727 S Coy, 66105
912 S Baltimore Street 66105
1002 Miami Ave 66105
Baltimore & Cheyenne
Argentine Blvd
Baltimore & Osage
621 S Mill Street
833 South Baltimore
Kansas Ave
912 S. Baltimore
912 S. Baltimore KCKS 66105
Morse Early Childhood Center
KCKPS
1127 Miami KCKS 66105
Kansas Ave
1250 Pennsylvania Ave KCKS
66105
Miami and Mill
530 Osage Ave Kansas City,
KS 66105
Baltimore Miami
830 Kansas Ave KCKS
838 Baltimore 66105

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11th and Shawnee
816 S Baltimore St
Miami y 12th St
Mill Street
Metropolitan/40th
Osage& Coy
936 Scott Ave
1020 Miami Ave
10th & Shawnee
18th & Pacific
712 S Mill St
South 9th St y Shawnee Ave
12th and Miami
Mill entre Kansas Ave y
Shawnee 620 South Mill St
KCKS 66105
12 y Miami
El Pollo Rey 901 Kansas Ave,
Kansas City KS 66105
14St Y Kansas Ave
631 S Ferree St Kansas City KS
66105
Mi trabajo esta en mi casa
1144 Argentine Blvd
Pennsylvania Ave
624 South Mill KCKS 66105
Osage Ave
12 St and Osage Ave
Osage/Valley
12th Osage
Pennsylvania Ave
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7. What is special, unique, or the most valuable aspect about
living,
working,
or unique,
going toor
school
within
the Armourdale
7. What
is special,
the most
valuable
aspect about
community?
living,
working, or going to school within the Armourdale

7. What
is special, unique, or the most valuable aspect about living,
community?
working, or going to school within the Armourdale community?
Access to KCK Downtown

Access to KCMO Downtown
Access to KCK Downtown
Access to the Kansas River
Access to KCMO Downtown
Public parks
Access to the Kansas River
Baseball and Softball Leagues
Public parks
Community services
Baseball and Softball Leagues
Local restaurants
Community services
Community history and…
Local restaurants
Schools
Community history and…
Locally-Owned Businesses
Schools
Friends and family
Locally-Owned Businesses
Job opportunities nearby
Friends and family
Churches
Job opportunities nearby
Neighbors
Churches
Affordable homes and…
Neighbors
Access to KCK Downtown
Affordable homes and…
0
Access to KCK Downtown

16

19

14
9
16
19
6
5
14
9
11
18
6
5
3 6
11
18
5
22
3 6
16
27
5
22
5
7
16
27
10
31
5
7
10
5
10
31
9
36
10
5
8
9
36
20
8
9
24
20
6
7
9
24
16
19
6
7
10
20
16
19

0

10

20
Online
Online
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30

40

50

60

70

80

30
Paper 40

50

60

70

80

8. What else would you like to share about your favorite parts
8. What
would you
like to shareResponses
about yourincluded:
favorite parts
of
living else
or working
in Armourdale?

8. What else would you like to share about your favorite parts of
or working in Armourdale? Responses included:
livingoforliving
working
in Armourdale? Words mentioned:
Quiet/ Calm

1

5

Community
Quiet/ Calm

1
1

10
5

Central Location
Community

9
1

10

Family Friendly
Central Location

2
9

Diversity/ Culture
Family Friendly

2
2

Church
Diversity/ Culture

1
2

School
Church

5
1

Park
School

2
5

Jobs
Park

1
2

4

Public Transportation
Jobs

1
1

4

Food
Public Transportation

1
1

2

Retail
Food

1
1

2
2

Childhood/ Belonging
Retail

3
1

2

Affordability
Childhood/ Belonging

1
3

Clean
Affordability

1
1

Dogs
Clean

1
1

Outdoor Activities
Dogs

2
1

Outdoor Activities0 2
0

1
1

2

4

2

4

6
6
Online

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

8

10
Paper

12

14

16

18

20

Online

Paper

Paper

Entry

Online

Paper

Total

Responses Included

Online

Paper

Total

Access to KCK Downtown
Entry

16
Online

19
Paper

35
Total

Responses
Included
Quiet/ Calm

Online
1

Paper
5

Total
6

Access to KCMO Downtown
Access to KCK Downtown

14
16

9
19

23
35

Quiet/ Calm
Community

1

5
10

6
11

5
9

11
23

Community
Central Location

1
0

10
9

11
9

Access to the Kansas River
Access to KCMO Downtown

6
14

Public parks
Access to the Kansas River

11
6

18
5

29
11

CentralFriendly
Location
Family

0

9
2

9
2

Baseball and Softball Leagues
Public parks

3
11

6
18

9
29

Family Friendly
Culture/
Diversity

0

2

2

27
9

Culture/ Diversity
Church

0

2
1

2
1

Community services
Baseball and Softball Leagues

5
3

22
6

Local restaurants
Community services

16
5

27
22

43
27

Church
School

0

1
5

1
5

Community history and character
Local restaurants

5
16

7
27

12
43

School
Park

0
2

5
1

5
1
1
5

Schools
Community history and character

10
5

31
7

41
12

Park
Jobs

2
1

1
4

Locally-Owned Businesses
Schools

10
10

5
31

15
41

Jobs Transportation
Public

1

4

5
1

Friends and family
Locally-Owned Businesses

9
10

36
5

45
15

Public Transportation
Food

1

2

1
3

Job opportunities nearby
Friends and family

1
9

8
36

9
45

Food
Businesses

1

2

3

Churches
Job opportunities nearby

2
1

20
8

22
9

Businesses Belonging
Childhood/

1
0

2
3

3

Neighbors
Churches

9
2

24
20

33
22

Childhood/ Belonging
Affordability

0

3
1

3
1

Affordable homes and businesses
Neighbors

6
9

7
24

13
33

Affordability
Clean

0

1

1

Clean
Dogs

0

1

1

Dogs
Outdoor
Activities

0

1
2

1
2

Outdoor Activities

0

2

2

Affordable homes and businesses
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6

7

13

Survey Entries:
Online:
• A quaint neighborhood.
• Accessible parks
• Job opportunities
• Lots of things!
• Our employees can ride a bike or take a bus to get to work
• Public Parks, local retails, and local restaurants.
• The people are just nice
Paper:
• Very calm.
• Quiet.
• Convenient.
• The people watch for each other.
• Armourdale is the center of lots of local entertainment or businesses.
• The area is family friendly.
• Diversity and culture.
• I really enjoy walking through the neighborhood, especially the gravel
alleyways between the houses. Walking near the RR tracks, over the 12th
Street Bridge on down by the River trail is very relaxing and a nice break
during my work day.
• Me gusta que la iglesia esta cerca y la escuela tambien. Y el parque de la
calle 7. [Translation: I like that the church is close and the school too. And
the park on 7th street.]
• The people in the community.
• En el dia es un poco tranquilo los vecinos son buenas personas. Los
restaurantes, las tiendas mexicanas. [Translation: In the day it is a bit quiet
and the neighbors are good people. The restaurants, the Mexican shops.]
• My husband has been living in Armourdale since he was little. Family
memories. School is good.
• Well I grew up near the area and I currently work here. I love the culture,
food and how its to close to everything.
• Communidad. [Translation: Community.]
• Es tranquila la renta de trabajo accesible. Buenos vecinos. [Translation:
Quiet. Affordable. Good neighbours.]
• Armourdale pede ser tranquilo pero hay veces muy intranquilo. Los vecinos
son amables. [Translation: Armourdale can be quiet but there are times very
restless. Neighbors are nice.]
• Ayudar-a limpiar calles recojer vasura se necesita alumbrado publico ques

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

las calles esten bien alumbrados. [Translation: Help-clean streets collect
trash street lighting is needed that the streets are well lit.]
Todo esta cerca de donde vivo. [Translation: Everything is close to where I
live.]
Area limpia. [Translation: Clean area.]
Todo esta cercanos. [Translation: Everything is close.]
Todo es accesible y cercano. [Translation: Everything is accessible and close.]
El centro de KCK. [Translation: Downtown KCK.]
I like working with families and children.
Nos llevamos bien con los vecinos. No hay conflictos y por las escuelas
de los ninos. [Translation: We get along with the neighbors. There are no
conflicts and for the children’s schools.]
Me gusta que ha habido mas desarrollo. La comunidad es unida y hay mas
trabajo. [Translation: I like that there has been more development. The
community is united and there is more work.]
Dogs.
Area tranquila. Hay parques cerca. Las escuelas de los ninos estan cera y
el trabajo tambien. [Translation: Quiet area. There are parks nearby. The
children’s schools are close and so is work.]
Everything is close.
Llevo vivendo mas de 10 anos en Armourdale con mi familia no hemos
tenido problemas con nadie, escuelas trabajos estan a nuestro alcance lo
unico que nos de miedo en estos ultimos anos se ha escuchado mucho
tiroteo y ha ouido varios muertos es lo que nos preocupa a mi esposo y
a mi por la seguridad de nuestros hijos, nos gusta andar en bicicleto a la
orilla del rio hemos encontrado mucho vagabundo en nuestro recorido me
gustaria que huberia un poco de vigilancia en ese lugar es mi parta favoria
para caminar al aire libre. [Translation: I have been living in Armourdale for
more than 10 years with my family, we have not had problems with anyone.
Schools and jobs are within our reach. The only thing that scares us in
recent years, we have heard a lot of gunfire and there have been several
deaths, which is what worries us. My husband and I worry for the safety of
our children, we like to ride a bicycle along the river bank, and we have
encountered a lot of homeless people there. I would like there to be a little
vigilance in that place. It is my favorite part of walking outdoors.]
Es grato y agradable poder ser parte de esta comunidad. [Translation: It is
pleasant and pleasant to be part of this community.]
Friendly neighbors
Estamos en el medio de todo. [Translation: We are in the middle of
everything.]
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9. What are Armourdale’s biggest challenges?

10. What
else else
would
youyou
likelike
to share
about
challenges
10. What
would
to share
about
challengesinin
Armourdale? Words mentioned:

9. What are Armourdale's biggest challenges?
9. What are Armourdale's biggest challenges?
Vacant stores

5

Vacant lots or vacant
Vacant homes
stores

12
5

17

Blight
Blight homes
homes

1
1

Lack
of amenities
like grocer…
Vacant
lots or vacant
homes

16
12

17 11

Potholes
Potholes

6
6

Unsafe
Lack of amenities
like bicycling
grocer…

3 7
16

11

Vandilism/
Vandilism/ Graffiti
Graffiti

8
8

Noise
Unsafe bicycling

3 7
8
3

Streets/
Streets/ Sidewalks
Sidewalks Conditions
Conditions

2
2

Power
Power Lines
Lines

1
1

1
1

28

Lack
Lack of
of Programs/
Programs/ Activities
Activities

1
1

3
3

28

Noise
Noise

1
1

Lack of trees and landscape
Noise

6 8 9
3

and litter
Lack of treesTrash
and landscape

24
6

Flooding
Trash and
litter

9
24

22
22

PoorFlooding
signage

94

Public safetyPoor
and signage
security

21
4

Trafficand
congestion
Public safety
security

21

Poor
lighting
Traffic
congestion
Vandalism
Poor
lighting
Narrow Vandalism
sidewalks

9

32
32

8

15

13
8

15 32

3 4
13

Crime/
Crime/ Safety
Safety

2
2

Snow
Snow Removal
Removal Services
Services

1
1

32

Air pollution
and bad
odors
Narrow
sidewalks

4 415
3

Lack of and
access
toodors
river
Air pollution
bad

3
4

Bars
Bars

1
1

Litter
Litter

7
7

Traffic
Traffic Safety
Safety

5
5

Street
Street Floods
Floods

4
4

Rodents
Rodents

1
1

Lighting
Lighting

1
1

15

Adjacent
industries
Lack
of access
to river

34

Unsafe
streetindustries
crossings
Adjacent

84

7

Stray
Stray Aminals
Aminals

1
1

Access or
location
of bus
sto…
Unsafe
street
crossings

8

7

No
No Access
Access to
to Mental
Mental Health
Health

1
1

Access or Housing
location affordability
of bus sto…

3

No
No Educational
Educational Programs
Programs

1
1

No
No Gym
Gym

2
2

Housing affordability0 3
0
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Armourdale? Responses Included:

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Online

Paper

Online

Paper

0
0

5
5

11
11

2
2

4
4
Online
Online

6
6

8
8

10
10

12
12

14
14

16
16

18
18

Paper
Paper

Entry

Online

Paper

Total

Responses
Responses Included
Included

Online
Online

Paper
Paper

Total
Total

Entry
Vacant stores

Online
2

Paper
5

Total
7

Blight
Blight homes
homes

1
1

0
0

1
1

Vacant stores
Vacant lots or vacant homes

2
12

5
17

7
29

Potholes
Potholes

0
0

6
6

6
6

Vacant
or vacant
Lack
of lots
amenities
likehomes
grocery stores,

12
16

17
11

29
27

Vandilism/
Vandilism/ Graffiti
Graffiti

0
0

8
8

8
8

16
3

11
7

27
10

Streets/
Streets/ Sidewalks
Sidewalks Conditions
Conditions

2
2

5
5

7
7

Power
Power Lines
Lines

1
1

1
1

2
2

Lack
Lack of
of Programs/
Programs/ Activities
Activities

1
1

3
3

4
4

Noise
Noise

1
1

0
0

1
1

Crime/
Crime/ Safety
Safety

2
2

11
11

13
13

Snow
Snow Removal
Removal Services
Services

1
1

0
0

1
1

Bars
Bars

1
1

0
0

1
1

Litter
Litter

0
0

7
7

7
7

Traffic
Traffic Safety
Safety

0
0

5
5

5
5

Street
Street Floods
Floods

0
0

4
4

4
4

Rodents
Rodents

0
0

1
1

1
1

Lighting
Lighting

0
0

1
1

1
1

Stray
Stray Aminals
Aminals

0
0

1
1

1
1

pharmacies, etc
Lack of amenities like grocery stores,
pharmacies, etc
Unsafe bicycling
Unsafe bicycling
Noise

3
3

7
8

10
11

Noise
Lack of trees and landscape

3
6

8
9

11
15

Lack of trees and landscape
Trash and litter

6
24

9
28

15
52

Trash and litter
Flooding

24
9

28
22

52
31

Flooding
Poor signage

9
2

22
4

31
6

Poor signage
Public safety and security

2
21

4
32

6
53

Public safety and security
Traffic congestion

21
0

32
2

53
2

Traffic congestion
Poor lighting

0
8

2
15

2
23

Poor lighting
Vandalism

8
13

15
32

23
45

Vandalism
Narrow sidewalks

13
3

32
4

45
7

Narrow sidewalks
Air pollution and bad odors

3
4

4
15

7
19

Air pollution and bad odors
Lack of access to river

4
3

15
0

19
3

Lack of access to river
Adjacent industries

3
1

0
4

3
5

Adjacent industries
Unsafe street crossings

1
8

4
7

5
15

Unsafe street crossings
Access or location of bus stops and bus lines

8
0

7
1

15
1

Access or location of bus stops and bus lines
Housing affordability

0
0

1
3

1
3

Housing affordability

0

3

3
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No
No Access
Access to
to Mental
Mental Health
Health

0
0

1
1

1
1

No
No Educational
Educational Programs
Programs

0
0

1
1

1
1

20
20

Survey Entries:
Online:
• Blighted homes. Dilapidated and out of date streets and sidewalks. (On the
topic of streets and sidewalks. When redoing a street the power lines need
to be underground. Overhead power lines clutter up the skyline).
• Lack of programs.
• Lots of things.
• Noises, Crimes, and Public Safety.
• The streets need repair and are some are never plowed when it snows.
• There are some continuous shootings and that makes us Armourdale.
Residents do not feel secure around our neighborhood.
• Too many bars.
Paper:
• Streets, potholes.
• Vandalism.
• Pothole on Baltimore & Miami Street.
• I think that Armourdale faces a lot of challenges. Almost every block has
vandalism done to it. A lot of shooting.
• A lot of shooting and trash.
• Trash, vandalism.
• Poor Roads!!!
• Crossing the RR tracks on 12th Street when the trains are hooking up.
• Mucho vandalismo, basura, se inundea las calles. Y hay graffiti. Se escuchan
mucho balazos. [Translation: Much vandalism, garbage, street floods. And
there is graffiti. You hear a lot of gunshots.]
• Safety Concerns.
• Hay un local que es una cantina que se encuentra en las calles de 12 y
Pennsylvania y de los miercoles al sabado se eschucha mucho relajo y
la gente maneja en sentido contrario con peligro de que vaya haber un
accidente. Hay veces que se ven menores de edad. [Translation: There is
a place that is a canteen that is located on 12th and Pennsylvania streets
and from Wednesday to Saturday it is very relaxed and people drive in the
opposite direction with the danger of an accident. There are times when
minors are seen.]
• Trash.
• Maybe just the litter and landscape does need some work.
• Pothole, street trash, speed bumps on street.
• Invacion de roedores. Esta infestado de ratones por la basura al rededor.
[Translation: Rodent invasion. It is infested with mice from the garbage
around.]

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Que pongan mas atencion en las calles especialmente en la calle Miami
acerca de un pozo enmedio de la calle. More attention on a pothole at
Miami and Baltimore. It as been there for a long time. [Translation: That
they pay more attention in the streets especially in Miami street about a
well in the middle of the street. More attention on a pothole at Miami and
Baltimore. It as been there for a long time.]
Faltan actividades para los ninos y adolescentes y las actividades que hay
son caras y las familias de bajo recursos no pueden castearse las actividades.
[Translation: There is a lack of activities for children and adolescents and the
activities that exist are expensive, which low-income families cannot afford.]
Se inunda la calle de agua cuando llueve. Lamparas que funcionan.
[Translation: The street is flooded with water when it rains. Lamps that work.]
Speeding on streets.
Tranquilo. [Translation: Calm.]
Los fines de semana muchos carros speeding back and forth. Drug dealers
across the street. [Translation: On the weekends many cars speeding back
and forth. Drug dealers across the street.]
Muy insequro. [Translation: Very insecure.]
Balaceras. Graffiti. [Translation: Shootings. Graffiti.]
There are a lot of stray animals running around without owner supervision. I
think there is a need of more activities for children and teenagers like sport,
theater, art, music, dance at low cost, accessible for all families. Parent
advocacy groups that help famillies to educate them about their rights
related to immigration, special education, discrimination etc. Low cost
mental health assistance.
Hay vandalismo. Pandillas. Inundaciones en calles. [Translation: There is
vandalism. Gangs Floods in streets.]
Necesitamos seguridad, necesitamos parques seguros para nuestors hijos.
[Translation: We need safety, we need safe parks for our children.]
Que los fines de semana se escuchan muchas balaseras pr las noches.
[Translation: That on weekends you hear many shootings at night.]
No hay gyms. [Translation: No gyms.]
Potholes.
Construction- narrow roads
Inundaciones en la calle Miami y Mill se va la luz sequido. En los postes de
luz no hay suficiente iluminacion. [Translation: Floods on Miami and Mill
streets go out of power. There is not enough lighting on the utility poles.]
Seguridad para caminar cuando uno va con sus mascotas. [Translation:
Safety to walk when you go with your pets.]
Vandalism on properties
No hay suficiente parques ni gimnasios. [Translations: Not enough parks or
gyms.]
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11. What three community issues are most important to you?
11. What
community
issues
most
importantto
toyou?
you?
11. What
threethree
community
issues
areare
most
important
Improving public safety and
reducing crime

24

Reducing blight, graffiti, and
Improving public safety and
trash
reducing crime

17
24

37

Protecting the environment and
Reducing blight, graffiti, and
reducing pollution
trash

5
13
17

37

Improvingthe
public
health access
Protecting
environment
and
reducing pollution

4
5

Attracting new retail and
restaurants
our neighborhood
Improvingto
public
health access
Economic growth and job
Attracting new retail and
expansion
restaurants to our neighborhood

42

More diverse housing
Economic growth and job
opportunities across all incom…
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6
6

8
8

Creating more parks, recreation,
More diverse housing
and trails
opportunities across all incom…

9
6

Promoting the unique aspects of
Creating more parks, recreation,
Armourdale to attract visitors…
and trails

8

9
9

0
Promoting the unique aspects of
9
Armourdale to attract visitors…
0

1
3
2

More
retail
Cleaner

1

Better roads
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sidewalks
More/
better
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2
1

8
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Healthier lifestyle

1

1
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lifestyle
More investment
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3
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1
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3
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1
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2
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1
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traffic safety

3
17

2

1
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17

Entry
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More retail
Safer
Better roads and sidewalks
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More activities/
events parks
for…

14
4 17
8

12. What
do you
have
future
Armourdale?Words
12. What
IdeasIdeas
do you
have
for for
thethe
future
ofof
Armourdale?
13
Safer 3
mentioned:
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12. What Ideas do you have for the future of Armourdale?
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1
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Total

Improving public safety and reducing crime

24

42

66

Safer

3

13

16

Entry
Reducing blight, graffiti, and trash

Online
17

Paper
37

Total
54

Entry
More retail
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1

Paper
2

Total
3

Improving public
safety and and
reducing
crime
Protecting
the environment
reducing
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24
5

42
13

66
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3
2

13
5

16
7
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21
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1
1

2
1

3
2
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2
1

5
8

7
9
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Protecting new
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17
4
5
14

37
17
13
5
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4
6

17
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Cleaner
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1
1

1

2
1
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14
6

5
8

19
14

More/ better parks
More cultural and physical activities/ events for families

1

8
10

9
10

Economicmore
growth
andrecreation,
job expansion
Creating
parks,
and trails

6
9

8
17

14
26

Healthier lifestyle
More investment

1

4

1
4
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across all to
incomes
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unique opportunities
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attract levels
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Promoting

6
9

8
3

14
12

More cultural and physical activities/ events for families
Better rainwater management

10
1

10
1

9

17
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More investment
Vacant property restoration

4
3

4
3

12

Better rainwater management
Better traffic safety

1
2

1
2

Vacant property restoration
Better animal control

3
1

3
1

Better traffic safety
Less vandilisim

2
1

2
1

businesses
Creating more parks, recreation, and trails
Promoting the unique aspects of Armourdale to attract visitors and new
businesses
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Better animal control
Better services

1
1
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Less vandilisim
Preserve the community
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Better services
Gym

1
1
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Preserve the community

1

1

Gym

1
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Survey Entries:
Online:
• A safe neighborhood for all residents with good streets and lots of retail
stores.
• Better, cleaner and safer parks. Cleaner and safer streets.
• Creating more parks
• Healthy lifestyles
• Safe environment.
Paper:
• Parks, activities for kids.
• Kid activities.
• Parking is humble for businesses.
• Maintenance of the streets.
• Used to be rich here. The hood now. Better overall community. Safer.
Cooperation with us and citizens. Small business to grow. More Investment
• Fixing the roads.
• Neighborhood restoration: 1) Vacant houses/businesses 2) Improved rain
drainage 3) Environmental greenspace or structural separation 4) More
useable green/park space 5) Improvement of sidewalks
• Que haya menos violencia. Que reduscan la velocidad los automobiles que
no haya perros sueltos en la calle. [Translation: Let there be less violence. Let
the cars that there are no loose dogs in the street slow down.]
• I want our children to be safe.
• Me gustaria ver que haya mas actividades deportivas y artisticas para las
jovenes y ninos para que se ocupen en cosas positivas. [Translation: I would
like to see that there are more sports and artistic activities for young people
and children so that they can occupy themselves in positive things.]
• Properties get better.
• Maybe expanding the park to have more people walk around the area. That
would help our store as well. Better sidewalks. Dog parks.
• More activities for kids.
• Que sei mejor la seguridad que haya mas parques por eventos deportivos
para ninos y jovenes para que se mantengan ocupaods en cosas positivas.
[Translation: That it is better the security that there are more parks for
sporting events for children and young people so that they keep busy in
positive things.]
• Vivir tranquilos sin vandalismo. [Translation: Live quietly without vandalism.]
• Mas actividades culturales y deportivas para los ninios y adolescentes.
[Translation: More cultural and sports activities for children and adolescents.]
• Que disminuya la delincuencia mas centros recreativos para los ninos como

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

en otros lugares. Centro comunitario con alberca que haya mas motivacion
para las familias. Como gimnacios. Equipos de soccer y otros deportes.
[Translation: Let crime decrease more recreational centers for children as
in other places. Community center with pool that has more motivation for
families. Like gymnasiums. Soccer and other sports teams.]
Mas eventos comunitarios. Desfiles. [Translation: More community events.
Parades.]
Take care of the neighborhood.
Parques. No adaptable Bill Clem. [Translation: Parks. Bill Clem is not
adaptable.]
Mas seguridad. [Translation: More security.]
Vivir mas tranquilos. [Translation: Live more calmly.]
Better access for community services. A cleaner Armourdale. Less crime.
Less vacant houses.
Me gustaria ver que las casas que estan desocupades esten quitadas. Que
hubiera mas iluminacion en las calles. Mas seguridad. [Translation: I would
like to see that the houses that are vacant are removed. That there was more
lighting in the streets. More security.]
Nosotros quisiernos sequridad para nuestros hijos, areas bonitas para las
familias. Necesitamos parques bonitos para nuestros hijos. [Translation: We
want security for our children, beautiful areas for families. We need nice
parks for our children.]
Que sea un lugar mas seguro para la juventad y no aya muchas gangas
cerca de la escuela de John Fiske. [Translation: Make it a safer place for the
youth and there are not many bargains near John Fiske’s school.]
Crear mas eventos para ninos. [Translation: Create more events for children.]
Better friendships.
Being able to reconstruct without kicking residents out.
Mejorar los parques para los ninos tener mas actividades para que ellos
participen. [Translation: Improve parks for children have more activities for
them to participate.]
Activities for kids.
Tener actividades para ninos en edad escolar para alejar los de vicios ya que
estos son el futuro de Armourdale. Tener acceso al Rio pura poder caminar
ha andar en bicicleta y seguridad. [Translation: Have activities for schoolage children to ward off vices as these are the future of Armourdale. Having
access to the Rio, being able to walk, has riding a bicycle and safety.]
Roads fixed, security
Hacer un gimnasio. [Translation: Make a gym.]
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13. Do you regularly see a primary care provider and if so, what

14. How familiar are you with Armourdale Renewal

healthcare facility do you most commonly visit?
13. Do you regularly see a primary care provider and if so, what

Association's mission?
14. How familiar are you with Armourdale Renewal

13. Do you regularly see a primary care provider and if so, what
healthcare facility do you most commonly visit?
healthcare facility do you most commonly visit?
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I choose not to see a primary
care provider.

14. How familiar are you with Armourdale Renewal Association’s
Association's mission?
mission?
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I choose not to see a primary care provider.

5

9
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11

3

Entry
I do not regularly see a primary care provider because it is difficult to access.

Online
7

Paper
7

Total
14

Entry
Somewhat familiar

Online
14

Paper
17

Total
31

I choose not to see a primary care provider.
My regular primary care provider is (please enter the healthcare facility name):

5
0

9
27

14
27

Very familiar
Unfamiliar

11
9

3
33

14
42

I do not regularly see a primary care provider because it is difficult to access.

7

7

14

Somewhat familiar

14

17

31

My regular primary care provider is (please enter the healthcare facility name):

0

27

27

Unfamiliar

9

33

42

Health Care Provider

Online

Paper

Nick Gatz

0

1

Health Care Provider
Children Mercy hospital

Online
0

Paper
1

Nick Gatz
Providence

0
0

1
1

Children Mercy hospital
KU Family Medicine

0
0

1
3

Providence
Olathe

0
0

1
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KU Family Medicine
Townhouse Family Practice

0
0
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Olathe
Vibrant Health

0
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Bethany

0
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Vibrant Health
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Samuel Rogers

0
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0
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0
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22. What is your age group?

23. Choose an option that most closely matches how you

22. What is your age group?

identify.
23. Choose an option that most closely matches how you

22. What is your age group?
Under 18 years old

3

Under 18 years old

3

18 to 30 years old

7
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18 to 30 years old

7
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31 to 50 years old

10

31 to 50 years old
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51 to 70 years old
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51 to 70 years old
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Over 70 years old

3

Over 70 years old
Prefer not to answer

3

23. Choose an option that most closely matches how you identify.
identify.
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24. How did you hear about this survey?
24. How did you hear about this survey?

24. How did you hear about this survey?
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CORRIDORS

Appendix 4: Clean Air Now Report
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